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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, diesel engines with reduced emissions and low fuel consumption have been developed 

worldwide for the purpose of environmental protection and energy conservation. Turbochargers are 

playing an important role in these modern engines by providing power boost to the engine. A 

turbocharger comprises of three major parts i.e. the turbine stage, the bearing housing and the 

compressor stage. Turbocharger designers are continuously seeking for compact stage designs, while 

maintaining the stage performance. A turbocharger’s compressor stage comprises of various parts i.e. 

inlet, impeller, diffuser and volute. The diffuser is an important section of the turbocharger 

compressor stage that plays a key role in increasing the isentropic efficiency of the stage. The diffuser 

converts the kinetic energy imparted to the flow by the impeller, into static pressure rise, which in-

turn increases the isentropic efficiency of the stage. The shape of a diffuser is conventionally simple 

in design. Modifications to the diffuser geometry can lead to higher efficiencies and compact designs 

of the compressor stage. 

The present study focuses on the use of advanced computational techniques, such as Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD), to analyse the effects of diffuser modifications on the local flow features, and 

the global performance parameters. A baseline diffuser configuration, consisting of a parallel wall 

diffuser, is numerically analysed to establish the accuracy of CFD based predictions. Various 

diffusers’ geometrical configurations have been analysed in the present study, both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. These geometrical configurations cover a wide range, such as diverging, tilting and 

curving of the diffuser walls. These parametric investigations aid to improve the compressor stage 

performance and make it more compact. 

The first aim of the study is to quantify the increase in the stage performance by diverging the straight 

wall vaneless diffuser passage. This is carried out by diverging the shroud wall (i.e. increasing the 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio) and varying the location of the divergence point on the shroud wall. The 

results obtained depict that the effect of increasing the diffuser’s outlet-to-inlet width ratio is 

dominant in comparison with the location of the wall divergence point. Moreover, increase in 

diffuser’s outlet-to-inlet width ratio increases the downstream area ratio of the diffuser, causing the 

flow to separate and creating flow recirculation near the hub wall. This creates restriction to the flow 

and causes air blockage. Furthermore, shifting the wall divergence point towards the outlet of the 

diffuser relocates the flow separation point closer to the diffuser exit. 
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The second aim of this study is to analyse the effects of tilted diffuser walls on the flow variables 

within the compressor stage of the turbocharger. Tilting diffuser walls provides an increased 

streamwise length to the flow. Furthermore, divergence is applied to the diffuser hub wall in order to 

increase the outlet-to-inlet width ratio. This makes the turbocharger compressor stage compact in 

design, while maintaining the stage performance, which is the current requirement of the automotive 

sector. Design of Experiments, using Taguchi method, has been incorporated in this study to define 

the scope of the numerical work. The results obtained show that the diffuser with both titled and 

diverged walls together, performs optimally as compared to the other configurations considered. 

The third aim of this study is to use curved diffuser walls in order to make the design more compact. 

Divergence to the hub wall is also applied to enhance the performance of the compressor stage. 

Various configurations of curvilinear diffuser walls have been considered for numerical analysis. The 

local flow field analysis has been carried out, quantifying the effects of the geometrical parameters 

on the stage performance. The results depict that a curved diffuser model reduces the losses within 

the diffuser passage, but there is negligible effect on the stage efficiency. However, when the 

divergence is applied to the hub wall of the curved diffuser, there is significant increase in the stage 

efficiency. Based on these investigations, a turbocharger’s compressor stage can be designed for a 

compact design and optimal efficiency. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A m2 Area, Total blade passage area 

a m/s Acoustic velocity 

b m/s Passage depth (normal mean meridional velocity 

component) 

C m/s Absolute velocity 

cslip m/s Slip velocity 

Cp J/kgK Specific heat at constant pressure 

cf - Friction coefficient 

Cr - Contraction ratio 

h J Enthalpy 

∆h J Change in enthalpy 

ṁ kg/s Mass flow rate 

M - Mach number 

n - Frequency of experiment or numerical simulation in 

each group (Taguchi method) 

N rev/s Shaft speed 

p Pa Absolute pressure 

PR - Pressure ratio 

Po,out Pa Outlet absolute total pressure 

Po,in Pa Inlet absolute total pressure 

R M radius 

R J/kgK Gas constant 

dS - Entropy change 

T K Absolute temperature 

To,out,is  K Isentropic outlet absolute total temperature 

To,in K Inlet absolute total temperature 

To,out K Outlet absolute total temperature 

U m/s Blade speed (ωr) 

V m/s Velocity 
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W m/s Relative velocity 

Wx J Total shaft work per unit mass of the fluid 

Wideal comp J Work that would be required to compress the gas 

isentropically through the pressure ratio across the 

compressor 

Wactual comp J Work done on the gas flowing through the compressor 

yi - Value of the i experiment in each group (Taguchi 

method) 

z - Number of blades or vanes 

   

Α ˚ (deg) Flow angle with respect to tangent 

β ˚ (deg) Relative flow angle, Blade angle with respect to tangent 

ϒ ˚ (deg) Specific heat ratio 

η - Isentropic efficiency 

ηA1 - Response value of S/N ratio of 1 level of factor A 

η1, η2, η3, 

η4, η5 

- Response value of S/N ratio of No. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

respectively 

μ Ns/m2 Dynamic viscosity coefficient 

ρ kg/m3 density 

ω rpm Rotational speed 
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SUBSCRIPTS 

B Blade 

FB Full blades 

h hub 

m Meridional velocity component 

ref Reference value 

SB Splitter blades 

s shroud 

TT Total-to-total ratio 

t Total thermodynamic condition 

th Throat 

0,1,2,3,.. Stations in the stage 

0 Stagnation (total) state 

θ Tangential component 

  

Auxiliary Symbols 

` Value relative to rotating frame of reference 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

International legislation demands lowering the emissions and the fuel consumption in the 

internal combustion engines. Reducing the fuel consumption without sacrificing the level of 

performance delivered by the current vehicles has become a challenge for automotive 

industries. Turbocharging is one of the solutions to reduce emission levels. The turbocharger’s 

performance is explicitly dependent upon the compressor stage efficiency. The compressor 

stage efficiency is further dependent upon the flow characteristics within the different 

components of the compressor, especially the diffuser passage. This chapter provides an 

introductory discussion regarding the flow characteristics within the centrifugal compressor 

stage of the turbocharger. The various components of the compressor stage are discussed in 

detailed, focusing on the diffuser. The compressor map, along with the modifications to the 

diffuser that can help enhance the stage performance, have been included in this chapter. Last 

but not the least, the motivation of the work, and the research aims are the highlight of this 

chapter.  
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1.1. Turbochargers 

Naturally aspirated engines breathe fresh air within the cylinders as the piston moves down. 

Normally 80% of the cylinder volume is filled with air, while 20% is filled with fuel. In order 

to increase the engine power, while maintaining the air-fuel ratio, more dense air needs to be 

injected into the cylinders. This is achieved through the use of Turbochargers with internal 

combustion engines. Turbochargers increase air pressure entering the engine cylinders (above 

atmospheric pressure). This results in higher power generated from the combustion engine. 

Turbocharger is a device used to increase the power output of the internal combustion engine 

by increasing the pressure and the density of air. It extracts energy from the engine exhaust 

gases and employs it to compress ambient air into the engine cylinders. A turbocharger consists 

of a turbine, an impeller and the shaft and bearing system. Turbine expands hot exhaust gas 

and recuperates part of the gas energy. Compressor utilises the energy extracted by the turbine 

via shaft and bearing system to compress the ambient air. Shaft and bearing system 

mechanically connect the turbine and compressor impellers, so that energy can be transferred 

from the engine exhaust to the intake flow. A typical turbocharging system is shown in figure 

1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: A typical turbocharger [1] 
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A Swiss Engineer, Alfred Buchi, developed the first turbocharger between 1909AD and 

1912AD, which was patented in 1927AD (named Exhaust Driven Turbo-Supercharging). 

General Electrics built turbochargers to be used in aircrafts in World War II. Cummins, Volvo 

and Scania developed turbochargers for trucks. Garrett (now called Honeywell) and Schwitzer 

(now called BorgWarner) started manufacturing turbochargers for Caterpillar and Mach Truck 

in 1952AD. General Motors introduced the first passenger car (named Corvair) with 

turbocharged engine, in 1962AD. 

1.1.1. Turbine Stage 

The turbocharger turbine stage consists of an inlet duct, a volute, an impeller and an outlet duct, 

as depicted in figure 1.1. The exhaust gases form the engine enters the turbine via the inlet duct 

at high velocity and temperature. These gases flow through the turbine volute that distributes 

these gases around the turbine impeller blades. A ring of nozzle guide vanes shrouds the turbine 

impeller. The flow area is varied by changing the width of the flow passage. [1] The turbine 

volute can be single-entry volute or twin-entry volute. The twin entry volute is used to separate 

the front side of the engine from the backside. It captures the pulsating effects and uses them 

to enhance the stage performance. Single entry volute is suitable for higher engine speeds, but 

has worse transient response in comparison with the twin-entry turbine volute. The function of 

the turbine impeller is to convert radial flow into axial flow. It also extracts energy from the 

exhaust gases and converts it into mechanical power to rotate the shaft connecting the two 

stages. 

1.1.2. Shaft and Bearing System 

The shaft and bearing system, shown in figure 1.2, comprises of the bearing housing, which 

holds the shaft and bearing together. The shaft is connected to the turbine impeller at one end, 

and it is connected to the compressor impeller at the other end. The thrust bearing helps to 

manage the axial moment of the rotor system generated by the net gas loading on the turbine 

and compressor wheels. The highest loads are mostly towards the compressor stage due to its 

larger back face area and higher-pressure ratio. The net load varies across the compressor map. 

[1] Axial loads being exerted on the shaft are inclined towards the compressor stage at near-

surge design points, while they are inclined towards the turbine stage at near-choke design 

points. 
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Figure 1.2: Cross-sectional view of the shaft and bearing system [1] 

1.1.3. Compressor Stage 

The turbocharger compressor stage consists of an inlet duct, a Map Width Enhancement 

(MWE), an impeller, a diffuser and a volute, as shown in figure 1.1. The ambient air enters the 

compressor stage axially via an inlet duct. The rotating impeller creates suction and draws the 

air from the inlet duct. The impeller consists of blades used to guide the air. Upon exiting the 

impeller, the flow is three-dimensional, consisting of velocity components in circumferential, 

radial and axial directions. The air exits from the impeller blades’ trailing edges and enters into 

the diffuser. The diffuser is a radial annular passage that converts the kinetic energy of air into 

static pressure, decreasing the flow velocity. The air, after leaving the diffuser, enters the 

volute. The volute, also known as the compressor housing, resembles a conical diffuser in 

shape. The flow velocity further decreases within the volute passage. Finally, the fluid exits 

the discharge duct at high pressure, temperature and density. 

The Compressor Maps 

The performance characteristics of a compressor are usually shown in the form of compressor 

maps, as shown in figure 1.3. These maps depict the variations in the total-to-total isentropic 

efficiency and pressure ratio against the corrected mass flow rate of air passing through the 

compressor at various compressor speeds, where these parameters are defined as: 

ηt =
To,in×[PRC

γ−1
γ −1]

To,out−To,in
                  (1.1) 

PRC =
Po,out

Po,in
      (1.2) 
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where ηt is the total stage efficiency, To is the total temperature, PRC is the compressor stage 

pressure ratio, Po is the total pressure and γ is the ratio of specific heats. The corrected mass 

flow rate is explained using equation 1.3. Similarly, the pressure ratio and the stage efficiency 

are shown at different rotational speeds. The rotational speeds are presented, using the equation 

1.4. 

Corrected mass flow rate = [
ṁphysical(

kg

sec
)×√To,in(K)

Po,in(MPa)
]  (1.3) 

Rotational Speed = [
𝑁(𝑟𝑝𝑚)

√To,in(K)
]    (1.4) 

It can be seen that at a constant compressor speed, as the mass flow rate of air passing through 

the compressor stage of the turbocharger increases, the isentropic efficiency of the stage first 

increases, up to the Best Efficiency Point (BEP), and then decreases. Moreover, as the 

compressor speed increases, the efficiency curves shift towards high mass flow rate regions. It 

can be further noticed that as the compressor speed increases, the pressure ratio increases. 

Furthermore, as the mass flow rate of air increases, the pressure ratio decreases. 

  
Figure 1.3: The compressor maps 

 

Either ends of the compressor maps’ curves are marked by off-design conditions. The extreme 

condition corresponding to the lower mass flow rate is known as surge, while the other one (at 

higher mass flow rates) is called choke. Under surge conditions, the backpressure within the 
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impeller blade passages increases, which causes flow reversals. The choke is characterised by 

the upper limit of the mass flow rate passing through the compressor stage. Under choke 

conditions, further increase in the differential pressure across the compressor stage does not 

increase the mass flow rate passing through the system.  

Components of the Compressor Stage 

This section describes the various components of the turbocharger compressor stage in detail, 

with a focus on the diffuser section. 

Map Width Enhancement (MWE) Duct 

Map Width Enhancement (MWE) duct is a cavity on the circumference of the inducer with two 

bleed slots on either ends of the cavity, as shown in figure 1.4. It is normally used to widen the 

range of the compressor map i.e. increasing both the surge and the choke margins/boundaries. 

Under surge condition, the backpressure is channelled through the MWE duct to the entrance 

of the inducer, from where, the flow then resumes in its normal direction. Under choke 

condition, excessive air from the inducer entrance is channelled through the MWE duct towards 

the MWE exit bleed slot. 

 

Figure 1.4: The MWE duct [1] 

Impeller 

The impeller is one of the most important components of the centrifugal compressor stage. The 

primary function of the impeller is to impart energy (kinetic) to the flow. A compressor’s 

impeller consists of a number of backswept blades, which guides the flow towards the diffuser. 

The impeller blades are structurally supported by the hub wall, which is the back plate of the 

impeller wheel. Moreover, a part of the impeller’s front section is covered by the shroud wall, 
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which is the compressor cover. There is a small gap between the shroud wall and the impeller 

blades, known as impeller tip gap. A typical radial impeller is shown in figure 1.5. 

[2] Rodgers reports that the cross-sectional area of the flow passage across the impeller blade 

passages increases in the streamwise direction. The minimum flow area within the compressor 

stage is located near the impeller inlet, where choking takes place. To reduce blade blockage 

at the impeller inlet, some blades are cut from the inlet portion of the impeller. These partial-

length blades, known as the splitter blades, allow the designers to achieve a wider choke 

margin, while maintaining the number of blades necessary to guide the flow at the outlet. 

 

Figure 1.5: An impeller from a turbocharger compressor stage 

A similar impeller to the one shown in figure 1.5, has been used in the present study, with seven 

full and seven splitter blades. [3] Harada found that when a constant inlet blade angle is used, 

excessive incidence loss at the impeller inlet occurs, because of mismatching between the inlet 

flow angle and the blade angle. To achieve a smooth inlet flow into the impeller passages, it is 

necessary to incorporate leading edge twist and vary the blade angles from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall. It has been noticed that a three-dimensional blade angle distribution improves the 

stage efficiency, as well as increases both the head coefficient and the choke mass flow rate. 

Hence, impeller (both full and splitter) are normally preferred. 

Diffuser 

The diffuser is another important section of the compressor stage where the diffusion of the 

flow (pressure rise associated with reduced flow velocities) takes place. The airflow having 

high kinetic energy leaving the impeller when enters the diffuser, the kinetic energy of the flow 

in converted into internal energy of air, increasing its static pressure. Diffusers can be 

categorised into two classes i.e. the vaned diffusers and the vaneless diffusers. The vaned 

diffuser (figure 1.6(a)) consists of vanes to guide the flow. The vaned diffusers are further 
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categorised based on their geometry, the design principle or the change in the mean flow path 

radius. They are used in applications where the operational range requirements are not a 

limitation. Furthermore, they are also used in applications where an increase in the stage 

efficiency is required; however, in this particular instance, they restrict the operational range 

considerably by reducing the choke and surge margin. On the other hand, the vaneless diffusers 

do not have vanes (figure 1.6(b)). The vaneless diffusers are the simplest in design, consisting 

of two parallel plates. The flow area increases as the radius of the vaneless diffuser increases. 

They are also cheaper to manufacture and are used where large operational range is required. 

The present work is carried out on the design improvement of the vaneless diffusers, which 

helps in improving the total-to-total compressor stage performance. 

 
(a)   (b) 

Figure 1.6: Diffuser (a) Vaned (b) Vaneless 

The diffuser is a non-rotating component of the compressor stage, which typically has a simple 

geometry. Figure 1.7 depicts a schematic diagram of a vaneless diffuser. It can be seen that the 

diffuser consists of two parallel plates, or walls, known as the hub and the shroud walls. The 

diffuser forms a radial annular passage from the impeller tip to some limiting outer radius. The 

diffusion occurs due to the increase in area along the radial direction of the diffuser. The 

effective area of the diffuser passage is proportional to the radius ratio (r2/r1) and the width 

ratio (b2/b1) from the outlet to the inlet of the diffuser. The flow within the diffuser passage is 

dependent on the flow characteristics leaving the impeller blades. The flow within the diffuser 

passage is also dependent on the volute tongue. The geometry of a diffuser can be modified in 

order to i) enhance the performance of the compressor stage and ii) make the compressor stage 

design more compact, which is the primary research objective of the present study. 
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Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of a diffuser 

Volute 

The volute collects the flow from the diffuser and guides it towards the outlet. A volute is 

composed of two parts; the scroll and the outlet duct. The volute of compressor is shown in 

figure 1.8. The location where the scroll meets the outlet duct is known is known as the volute-

tongue region. Its shape and size have a significant effect on the performance of the centrifugal 

compressors. A larger volute-tongue area increases the isentropic efficiency at low pressure 

ratios, while smaller volute-tongue areas increase the efficiency at high pressure ratios. If the 

inclination of the volute-tongue does not conform to the airflow direction, shock losses and 

distributed flow conditions in this area arises [1]. [4] According to Khalflah, the tongue acts as a 

single vane where the flow is split and directed downstream to the vaneless diffuser and/or 

forced to re-circulate around the scroll. Furthermore, at surge condition (with lower mass flow 

rates), the large incidence angles at the volute-tongue lead to excessive flow separation, causing 

flow reversals. However, if the incidence angles are small, the volute-tongue directs most of 

the flow towards the outlet duct. 
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Figure 1.8: Volute 

1.2. Design modifications of a Diffuser 

There are several ways of modifying the design of the diffuser passage in order to make the 

compressor stage more compact, and to increase the isentropic efficiency of the stage. A 

number of these design modifications are discussed in this section. 

1.2.1. Diffuser Wall Divergence 

[5] Robinson, [6] Paris and [7] Shaaban have carried out investigations on diffuser wall 

divergence. Figure 1.9 shows different design configurations of a diffuser passage based on 

wall divergence. The two parameters that control the amount of divergence are i) wall 

divergence angle and ii) the location where the wall divergence starts. The result of wall 

divergence is reduction in the effective flow area. Research has shown that divergence on the 

diffuser wall/s helps in improving the diffuser performance.  

 

 
Figure 1.9: Diffuser wall divergence 

1.2.2. Tilted Diffuser Walls 

[8] Sweetland and [9] Boehm have investigated the effects of the diffuser walls tilting on the 

compressor stage performance. Figure 1.10 depicts different configurations of a tilted wall 

diffuser. The parameters that control the wall tilting are i) the tilt angle and ii) the direction of 

tilt. It can be seen in the figure that the diffuser walls can be either tilted inwards or outwards, 

depending upon the tilt direction. Research has shown that diffuser wall tilting has a significant 

effect on the compressor stage performance output. Increase in the streamwise length, due to 

tilting, results in higher diffusion rates, increasing the stage’s isentropic efficiency. 

Furthermore, tilting also helps in decreasing the diffuser’s flow losses that originate due to the 

interaction of the flow with the diffuser inlet. 
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Figure 1.10: Tilted wall diffusers 

1.2.3. Curved Diffuser Walls 

[8] Sweetland and [10] Thenambika have investigated the effects of curving the diffuser walls. 

The curvature of the diffuser walls is controlled by the radius of curvature, as shown in figure 

1.11. Research has shown that curving the diffuser walls has a significant effect on the 

compressor stage’s performance. Increase in the streamwise length, due to curved walls, results 

in higher diffusion rates, increasing the stage’s isentropic efficiency. Curved diffuser also tends 

to decrease the flow instabilities within the compressor stage. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.11: Curved wall diffusers 

1.3. Motivation 

It is the requirement of automotive industries to reduce the size-to-weight ratio of the vehicle 

parts, so as to reduce the fuel consumption. Therefore, higher efficiencies and compact design 

of turbochargers are the primary requirements of the automotive industry. Much of the current 

research is being carried out on the improvements in the stage efficiencies. The primary reason 

for not making the turbocharger design more compact is due to the findings, which show that 

compactness reduces the stage performance. Reducing the turbocharger size, along with 

maintaining/improving the performance of the compressor stage, is a challenging task. As very 

limited work has been carried out in this field of research, it has motivated the author to 

investigate the effects of design modifications to a turbocharger compressor diffuser, on the 

stage’s isentropic efficiency. For this purpose, divergence to the walls of the diffuser has been 

specified in order to better understand the complex flow phenomena within the diffuser. 
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Furthermore, novel diffuser configurations have been developed for tilted and curved wall 

diffusers. This research has been carried out with the aim to enhance the diffuser performance, 

while making it more compact in design. 

In the present study, numerical techniques have been extensively used in order to quantify the 

effects of diffuser walls divergence, tilting and curving, on the stage performance. This has 

been carried out separately, as well as in combination of configurations (such as divergence 

and tilting together etc.). For the sake of numerical analysis, this study employs advanced 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based solvers. Detailed qualitative and quantitative 

analysis has shown that CFD predicted results can be used to identify the appropriate 

combination of diffuser wall modifications for optimal stage efficiency.  

1.4. Organisation of the Thesis 

Based on the discussions presented in the previous sections, this thesis presents the body of 

work, which has been carried out for the current research study. 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the turbocharger components. The working principle of a 

compressor stage has been presented, along with the preliminary design and analysis of the 

compressor stage. From this overview, the motivation for carrying out the current research has 

been described, which has led to the formulation of the research aims, identifying the key areas 

to be reviewed in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 2 comprises of a detailed review of the published literature on the modifications of 

vaneless diffuser geometries. It includes the review of state-of-the-art research regarding the 

performance of the compressor stage at design and off-design conditions. Details of the scope 

of research are provided in the form of specific research objectives. 

Chapter 3 documents the fundamental principles of Computational Fluid Dynamics. It includes 

the CFD modelling of the compressor stage of a turbocharger, including the solver settings and 

appropriate boundary conditions that have been specified to numerically solve the fluid flow 

governing equations in the flow domain. The meshing techniques used to spatially discretise 

the flow domain have also been discussed. Furthermore, a detailed discussion on the turbulence 

modelling and the interface specification is the highlight of the chapter. 

Chapter 4 includes verification of the turbocharger compressor stage with the experimental 

data. It comprises of local flow field analysis inside the compressor stage. Finally, the flow 
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phenomena inside every stage (inlet duct, map-width enhancement duct, impeller, diffuser and 

volute) of the baseline model of centrifugal compressor has also been analysed in a great depth. 

It also covers comparison between parallel wall diffusers and diverged wall diffusers.  

Furthermore, it also covers the comparison of parallel wall diffusers without inserts and parallel 

wall diffusers with inserts. It explains the flow structure inside the straight and diverged wall 

diffusers and describes how the flow structure gets affected by apply wall divergence on the 

diffuser walls of the compressor stage. It also quantifies the effect of inserts on the overall 

compressor stage. The local flow analysis has been carried out inside the vaneless diffuser to 

formulate the effects of the wall divergence location, width ratio, number of inserts and inserts 

height inside the diffuser passage on the isentropic compression efficiency of the compressor 

stage. Furthermore, an analytical equation has been derived to obtain the local isentropic 

equation inside the compressor stage. 

Chapter 5 sheds light on the flow phenomena inside the tilted wall diffusers. Design of 

Experiments, DoE using Taguchi method is presented in this chapter to reduce the number of 

simulations. It also covers comparison between parallel wall diffusers and tilted wall diffusers 

along with wall divergence.  Furthermore, it also covers the comparison of tilted wall diffusers 

without inserts and tilted wall diffusers with inserts. It explains the flow structure inside the 

tilted and diverged wall diffusers and describes how the flow structure gets affected by apply 

wall divergence on the diffuser walls of the compressor stage. It also quantifies the effect of 

inserts on the overall compressor stage. The local flow analysis has been carried out inside the 

vaneless diffuser to formulate the effects of the wall tilt angle, divergence location, width ratio, 

number of inserts and inserts height inside the diffuser passage on the isentropic compression 

efficiency of the compressor stage. 

Chapter 6 includes flow phenomena inside the curved wall diffusers. It also covers comparison 

between parallel wall diffusers and curved wall diffusers along with wall divergence.  

Furthermore, it also covers the comparison of curved wall diffusers without inserts and curved 

wall diffusers with inserts. It explains the flow structure inside the curved and diverged wall 

diffusers and describes how the flow structure gets affected by apply wall divergence on the 

diffuser walls of the compressor stage. It also quantifies the effect of inserts on the overall 

compressor stage. The local flow analysis has been carried out inside the vaneless diffuser to 

formulate the effects of the wall curvature radius; angle of curvature, divergence location, 
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width ratio, number of inserts and inserts height inside the diffuser passage on the isentropic 

compression efficiency of the compressor stage. 

Chapter 7 concludes the findings of this study, clearly mentioning the goals achieved, and the 

novel contributions to the existing knowledge regarding the diffuser design process. 

Recommendations for future work have also been included. 
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CHAPTER 2                 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

After describing the detailed information regarding the parameter affecting the design of a 

turbocharger compressor diffuser in the previous chapter, a detailed literature review has been 

presented in this chapter that will highlight the knowledge gaps in the existing literature. A 

wide range of resources have been thoroughly examined in an attempt to gain a better 

understanding of the flow behaviour within a diffuser, and the effects of its design 

modifications on the stage performance. The existing literature includes the published works 

on the diffuser walls divergence, tilting and curving. This has assisted in formulating the scope 

of the current work. 
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2.1. Flow Investigations within Diffusers of Centrifugal Compressors 

The flow field analysis was primarily carried out using One Dimensional (1D) analysis. 1D 

analysis is means obtaining the flow field variables across the meanline of the compressor 

stage. The empirical equations for the losses within the compressor stage are formulated, which 

are used in the 1D analysis to predict the flow characteristics within the compressor stage. [1, 

11, 12] Various methods have been developed to carry out 1D analysis, such as by Whitfield, 

Baines and Aungier. [13] Louis de Wet carried out 1D analysis on a centrifugal compressor 

using Aungier’s fundamentals of 1D equation. It has been found out that 1D equation based 

predictions work well at best efficiency points of the compressor map. Aungier theory 

deteriorates however at off-design conditions. This is due to inability of capturing the loss 

coefficients at off-design conditions. 

[14] Yuri and Peter determined the meanline geometric parameters of a centrifugal compressor 

stage. An algorithm and computer code has been used, which implements the inverse design 

approach. This approach has been configured to compute the loss coefficients for rotating 

impellers, in order to improve the losses for the compressor model. The conservation equations 

for each component of the compressor stage have been used, which have been solved 

iteratively. This results in the required 1D geometry of the impeller. The pressure losses within 

the impeller have been calculated by estimating the loss coefficient. Various formulae have 

been used to determine the new loss coefficient, enabling a distinct comparison to be made 

between the two values. This method has been repeated to determine the loss coefficient, until 

the estimated and calculated values became equal. Similarly, same procedure has been further 

carried out on the diffuser and the volute. The aim of this study was to determine the diameter 

and width of the diffuser outlet. This approach has enabled the design engineers to determine 

the global and local flow fields within the compressor stage components. 

[15] Rotating stall, as shown in figure 2.1, consists of zones of stall passages covering a small 

area within the blades passages, rotating with a specific rotational speed. The rotating stall 

occurs in both rotating and stationary blade rows, and occurs in axial as well as centrifugal 

compressors. The impeller and the diffuser, either vaned or vaneless, can have rotating and 

non-rotating stall, but it is not necessary that the stall within the diffuser passage is the cause 

of initiation of the rotating stall within the impeller. Experimental evidences have shown that 

there is a local non-rotating stall at the inducer, but it converts to rotating stall when it is in the 

blade passages. 
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of Rotating Stall on an Axial Compressor Rotor [36] 

[16] The distinction between different types of stalls within the centrifugal compressor stage has 

been studied experimentally. The tests have been conducted with a vaneless diffuser passage. 

The stall generation within the centrifugal compressor stage has been noticed to be rotor-

induced only. It has been found that inducer stall begins at the tip of the leading edge of the 

blade, progressing down the blade spin. It was further observed that the stalled area covered 

the entire annulus of the blade tip, and consisted of reversed flow from the impeller. Therefore, 

the reversed flow has been reduced from the inducer with a tangential velocity that provided 

positive pre-whirl to the flow outside the stall region, as it mixed with the incoming flow. The 

zone of reversed flow increases with the reduction in the mass flow rate, and hence, the amount 

of incoming mass flow rate is affected by the pre-whirl. The combinations of these flow 

phenomena have eventually driven the impeller into the surge condition. Moreover, it has also 

been noticed that the entire blade channel has been affected by the stall cell during the impeller 

stall. Flow oscillations have been recorded in the measurements obtained from the upstream of 

the inducer to the rotor exit. The maximum pulsations occurred at 80% of the meridional 

distance along the shroud. Furthermore, these tests depicted the impeller-induced oscillations 

and interactions with the vaneless diffuser. The stall cell numbers, ranging from 2 to 7, have 

been identified, and cell rotation has been observed. The generation of multiple stall cells have 

been identified at the vaneless and vaned diffuser passages. The stall within the vaneless 

diffuser passage has been associated with the reversal of the radial component of velocity and 

the three-dimensional (3D) separations (figure 2.2). The stall within the vaned diffuser is 

initiated in the semi-vaneless space at the diffuser inlet. 
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Figure 2.2: Limiting streamlines on the wall of constant area vaneless radial diffuser [17] 

 [18] Studies focussed on the diffuser were carried out by Japikse. The aim of these studies was 

to optimise the performance of the centrifugal compressor stage by diverging the diffuser walls. 

Eight design points from the compressor map were chosen to obtain the performance output of 

the compressor stage. Various design characteristics have been taken into account to investigate 

at different pressure ratios. Diffusion process has been noticed at the inlet section of the diffuser 

passage, which causes pressure drop upstream of the diffuser passage. It has been noticed that 

an increase in the radial length of the diffuser passage increases the overall performance output 

of the compressor stage. Furthermore, the studies have also established that the flow within the 

diffuser passage is strongly affected by the impeller blades. Henceforth, it has been suggested 

that the blades of the impeller can be modified to match the requirements of the diffuser 

passage. This matching has been found to assist in the performance output enhancements of 

the compressor stage. 

2.2. One Dimensional Analysis of Diffusers 

[19] Aungier has formulated the design of the crossover bend, and the return channel, for a 

compressor stage to incorporate the computerised interactive design system. The study has 

been carried out on the techniques used in the aerodynamic performance analysis for general 

vaneless annular passages and return channels. The study compares the numerical results with 

the experimental data. Detailed analysis has been carried out to formulate an accurate meanline 

performance analysis for the computation of loss mechanisms within the vaneless diffuser 

passages. The governing equations presented in the paper by Aungier [20] are as follows: 

2πrbCmKB

v
= w     (2.1) 

bCm
d(rCu)

dm
= −rcfCCu       (2.2) 
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ht = h +
C2

2
      (2.4) 

The left-hand side term, and first three terms on the right-hand side, of the equation (2.3) are 

conventional for meanline analysis. The last two terms address the loss contributions due to 

flow diffusion and passage curvature. Flow diffusion losses are modelled by a classical diffuser 

analogy, which is explained in detail by Reneau et al. [21]. Hence, flow diffusion term in 

equation (2.3) can be expressed as a second estimate of the diffusion term, as: 

ID = 0.65v(Pt − P) (1 −
rmbm

rb
)    (2.5)  

If the value of ID exceeds the local value obtained by integrating equation (2.3), it replaces the 

lower value. The passage curvature term in equation (2.3) can be expressed as: 

IC = v(Pt − P)Cm/(13RC)    (2.6) 

Equation (2.6) has been developed empirically from comparisons of predictions against the test 

data for 35 different vaneless diffusers (or return system combinations). IC has been found to 

have negligible effect on the performance of vaneless diffusers, but is always significant, and 

sometimes dominant, for crossover bends. 

The area blockage factor and the skin friction coefficient of a vaneless diffuser are computed 

using a simple boundary layer growth model, based on a 1/7th power law for boundary layer 

velocity profiles. Boundary layer growth is estimated from the change in angular momentum 

predicted by integration of the flow governing equations. The boundary layer thickness is used 

to compute the blockage factor. Moreover, skin friction is computed from an empirical 

correlation for the friction factor in case of fully developed pipe flows. This includes laminar, 

transitional and turbulent flows. It also incorporates the surface roughness effects, as described 

by Schlichting [22]. This approach of quantifying the amount of blockage is used for vaneless 

diffuser passages, crossover bends and other vaneless annular passages. The radial vaneless 

diffuser passage is modelled with a constant width parallel wall style, with a width adjustment 

in the first 15-20% of the passage to blend it to the impeller tip width. During the design 

process, a second-order polynomial variation of width is used at the entrance to match the two 

specified widths and the zero-gradient condition at the blend radius. However, it is believed 

that the use of a radial hub wall, with all width adjustments imposed on the shroud wall, needs 

to be applied in order to obtain more effective impeller-tip velocity profiles, which often tend 
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to deteriorate towards the shroud wall. It is thus concluded from the verification of the results 

and analysis carried out that the optimisation of vaneless diffuser design normally leads to 

diffuser-outlet flow angles in the range of 30˚ to 35˚, where component loss coefficients tend 

to reduce to minimum and a stable operating range is obtained. 

2.3. Flow Investigations within Modified Straight Wall Diffusers 

Many researchers have tried to improve the performance of the compressor stage by modifying 

the diffuser geometry. [23] Japikse and Goebel have carried out experimental studies to develop 

techniques in order to estimate the flow behaviour within the compressor stage, focusing on 

the diffuser passage. The primary aim of the study was to identify the various errors in the 

recorded measurements, and to use better calibrating techniques to fix them. It has been found 

that most of these errors occur when the tip clearance is not controlled. Further errors were 

generated by the inappropriate techniques used to quantify the flow fields within the diffuser 

passage. The reason behind most of these measurement errors was due to the fact that when 

the flow enters a straight diffuser, it follows the hub wall of the passage (due to the shape of 

the diffuser). Recirculation appears near the shroud wall of the diffuser passage. This flow 

behaviour reverses midway the diffuser passage. Traverses were found to be invaluable in 

deducing the flow field structure. Therefore, the requirement of back-to-back testing of the 

diffuser flow field traverses within the compressor stage becomes essential. 

[24] Adachi and Otsuki have carried out experiments to improve the performance of the vaneless 

diffuser passage of a compressor stage. This study focused on the optimisation methods for 

annular vaneless diffusers for improving the overall compressor stage performance. The aim 

of this investigation was to improve both the surge margin and isentropic efficiency at high 

flow rates. This has been carried out by pinching the shroud wall of the diffuser passage, and 

adding a tapered passage at the vaneless diffuser outlet. Four different types of vaneless diffuser 

passages have been considered in this experimental study. Pinching and tapering to the shroud 

wall has been applied to all four different types of diffuser passages. The measurements of the 

flow characteristics within the compressor stage have been recorded using total pressure probes 

along the width of the diffuser passage. The results show that reducing the diffuser outlet width 

(by tapering the passage) increases the surge margin. However, if the outlet section of the 

diffuser passage becomes too small, the mass flow rate increases, which decreases the 

isentropic efficiency. 
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[25] Lee et al. invented new diffuser geometry to improve the performance of the compressor 

stage. The shroud wall of the diffuser passage is converged. This approach increases the stage 

isentropic efficiency by 3%. [26] Turunen-Saaresti et al. conducted experimental and numerical 

investigations on the vaneless diffuser of a centrifugal compressor, consisting of an unshrouded 

impeller and volute. Six different configurations of diffuser, with various pinch height and 

location, have been numerically investigated. Among these six numerical models, two further 

models have been verified against the experimental data. Compressor stage performance has 

been analysed, for each diffuser configuration, for the overall efficiency, circumferential static 

and total pressure and span wise total pressure distribution (before and after the diffuser). The 

numerical models show reasonable capability in predicting the pressure ratio, however, it over-

predicts the isentropic efficiency. Both experimental and numerical results show that the 

pinched diffuser increases the compressor efficiency. Furthermore, the pinch on the shroud 

wall depicts higher efficiency as compared to the pinch on the hub wall. Pinching both the 

walls together show optimal compressor and diffuser performance. 

[27] Jaatinen et al. studied the effect of the diffuser width variations on the performance of the 

compressor and the diffuser. The performance of the compressor, in terms of efficiency and 

total-to-total pressure ratio, has been calculated for six different diffuser configurations, having 

varying width. For the first three configurations, the width has been reduced from the shroud 

wall, while for the other three configurations; the width had been reduced from both hub and 

the shroud walls. Measurements show that reducing the width improves the efficiency of the 

compressor over a wide operating range. The pressure ratio tends to increase at low operating 

range; however, it decreases at high rotating speed. It has been found that pinching the shroud 

wall yields higher efficiency, by reducing the tip clearance flow losses. It is further concluded 

from this investigation that the shroud pinch should be greater than the tip clearance for narrow 

diffusers.   

[28] Mohtar et al. conducted a series of experimental investigations aiming to study the effect 

of the MWE design on the compressor performance and surge extension. Different 

configurations of the turbocharger compressor stage have been considered in these 

investigations. One of the approaches used in this study is pinching the shroud wall of the 

diffuser, while the other approach increases the diffuser area. The total-to-total compressor 

stage efficiency, and surge margin, have investigated in both the cases. Results show that at 

low rotational speeds, the pinch on the shroud wall increase the surge margin, but at high 
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rotational speeds, the pinch has less effect on the surge margin. The stage efficiency has been 

found to decrease as the mass flow rate increases. At higher mass flow rates, the flow velocity 

within the diffuser increases, which leads to higher fiction loss and results in lower efficiency. 

Furthermore, at low mass flow rates, the efficiency decreases due to flow recirculation, which 

increases the inlet temperature. The second approach however show increase in the surge 

margin. Hence, the increased diffuser area helps in enhancing the volute diffusion by reducing 

the radial velocity, improving the compression ability of the diffuser.  

 [29] Robinson et al. conducted numerical investigations on a single stage centrifugal compressor 

having a vaned diffuser. In this investigation, the impeller-diffuser spacing was reduced from 

15% to 7% of the impeller tip radius. The overall efficiency, pressure fluctuation in the 

impeller, blade surface pressure at the impeller exit, and the pressure recovery (Cp) have been 

quantified using the transient approach. The results of the reduced diffuser area model have 

been compared against the baseline model. According to the findings, the compressor with 

reduced diffuser width improves the stage efficiency by 1%. 

[30] Jaatinen et al. conducted experimental investigations on three vaneless diffusers with 

different width, along with four different tip clearances. The overall stage performance and the 

flow field within the diffuser have been investigated by analysing the radial velocity and flow 

angle for each case. The results show that a moderate pinch enhances the compressor overall 

efficiency, reducing the losses in the diffuser. However, excessive pinch has negative effects 

on the efficiency due to the flow separation. The flow separation is caused by the flow 

acceleration and the increased opening angle of the diffuser. Moreover, reducing the diffuser 

area increases the flow velocity, reducing the boundary layer thickness, which in-turn reduces 

the boundary layer losses. A 2% increase in the efficiency has been recorded at the design 

point, and approximately 3% efficiency increase is recorded at higher mass flow rates.  

[31] Sheng et al. studied the effects of unparalleled diffuser walls on the generation of rotating 

wave in a centrifugal compressor. Five diffuser configurations (convergent, convergent and 

divergent, and tapered shroud wall) have been investigated and compared against a parallel 

wall diffuser (i.e. baseline model). The critical inlet flow angle and the rotating wave speed 

have been analysed at various diffuser inlet Mach numbers and diffuser outlet-to-inlet radius 

ratios. The tapered shroud wall contraction increases the suppression effect on the rotating stall 

in the diffuser. The suppression effect has been found to be dependent on various parameters, 

such as diffuser inlet Mach number, diffuser width-to-inlet ratio, diffuser inlet-to-outlet ratio 
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and contraction shape. It has been noticed that the unparalleled wall diffuser maintains the flow 

stability at high Mach numbers. Moreover, while the convergent and divergent wall diffusers 

provide higher stability at low inlet Mach numbers, the convergent wall configuration seems 

to provide stability at higher Mach numbers. The Bezier curved shroud wall improves the 

diffuser stability, and its effects depend on the inlet Mach number.  

[32] Schiff developed a computer program to design a radial compressor, and analyse the flow 

field within the impeller and the diffuser. The author has considered one impeller configuration, 

three vaneless diffuser configurations, and a vaned diffuser configuration to analyse the 

performance of the compressor stage. The velocity profile has been analysed along the diffuser. 

It has been noticed that the converging diffuser model yields improved diffuser stability and 

higher efficiency.  

[33] Jaatinen et al. carried out numerical investigations on a centrifugal compressor with 

vaneless diffuser to investigate the effect of variation of diffuser width on the compressor 

performance. Seven vaneless diffusers have been investigated, with diffuser width ratio of 0.5 

to 1.0 entropy change in the impeller, and the velocity profile, have been analysed to predict 

the compressor stage performance. The results show that for the given compressor stage, a 

moderate pinch on the shroud wall (ranging 𝑏/𝑏2= 0.85–0.91) is beneficial. The pinch reduces 

the tip clearance flow losses, making the flow uniform, and hence reducing the entropy and 

enhancing the performance. However, excessive pinching increases the velocity, making the 

flow field unstable. This causes flow separation near the shroud wall, which increase the 

entropy. The amount of flow separation depends on the shape of the pinch and the way it is 

implemented.  

[6] Achilleos performed numerical investigations on a centrifugal compressor to optimise the 

diffuser geometry for optimal compressor stage performance. The shroud of the diffuser wall 

has been diverged at the diffuser outlet. Various configurations have been analysed by 

changing the divergence angle and its location. The results show that a diverged shroud wall 

causes an increase in the diffuser outlet width, which improves the stage efficiency, and total-

to-total pressure ratio, at low mass flow rates. However, at higher mass flow rates, both 

efficiency and pressure ratio decreases.   

[7] Shaaban conducted numerical investigations aiming to improve the performance of a radial 

compressor by reducing the diffuser loss coefficient, and increasing the pressure coefficient. 
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The author has proposed two diffuser models with convergent and divergent shroud walls. The 

3D numerical simulations show that the optimised model enhances the compressor 

performance by reducing the loss coefficient (by 4.7%). This increases the pressure coefficient 

by 6.6% under wake and swirl flow conditions. 

2.4. Flow Investigations within Modified Tilted and Curved Wall Diffusers 

 [8] Sweetland et al. invented an S-shaped diffuser that improves the performance of the 

compressor stage of a turbocharger. The main purpose of this study was to improve the 

diffusion in a turbocharger for higher air delivery rates to the internal combustion engines. The 

author has considered ten different diffuser models. The study also evaluates the interaction of 

impeller flow domain with the diffuser geometries by modifying the diffuser walls. Figure 2.3 

depicts the diffuser models considered. The first model (shown in figure 2.3(a)) is considered 

as the baseline parallel wall diffuser model. The diffuser is then tilted at an angle α, which 

allows the flow to cover more radial distance without the need to increase the geometric 

envelope. The increased length of the diffuser yields higher diffusion, which increases the 

isentropic compression efficiency. Furthermore, in order to decrease friction by the straight 

walls, the diffuser is further modified using curved walls. This modification to the diffuser 

walls has shown to reduce the losses. 

The author has considered three more models, as depicted in figure 2.3(d), (e) and (f). In these 

models, the diffuser outlet is farther away from the turbine stage of the turbocharger, which 

means that these are occupying more space in comparison to the previous tilted configurations. 

These models have been designed in order to have low momentum flow from the compressor 

impeller. This results in lower radial velocities, and hence, lower flow along the bend, 

providing stability to the fluid flow. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 
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(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

 
(j) 

Figure 2.3: Diffuser Models [8] 

 

It has been found that from the Sweetland et al. study that the S-shaped diffuser yields higher 

isentropic compression efficiency as compared to the other models. The author has investigated 

this particular model at different design conditions and found that the efficiency increases 

consistently. On the other hand, this model maintains the pressure ratio. However, the off-

design margins of the compressor map have been reduced, which will result in early stall and 

surge conditions. 
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Figure 2.4: Compressor map for parallel and S-shaped diffusers (a) Pressure ratio (b) 

Efficiency [8] 

[34] Anna et al. has carried out research on optimisation of aeration tank design and operation 

using computational fluid dynamics as a tool. The aeration tank consists of diffuser, which 

helps in dispersing the airflow. Two optimisation scenarios based on the modification of either 

operating parameters or diffuser density were evaluated taking into consideration mixing and 

oxygen mass transfer in the tank. Increase of diffuser density results in moderate oxygenation 

rates. Therefore, CFD tool has been used to analyse the mixing of fluid and local mixing regions 

has been captured. 

2.5. Summary 

The literature review presented focuses on the optimized diffuser designs developed by various 

researchers, by modifying the walls of parallel wall diffusers. It has been found that the stage 

performance enhances by modifying the diffuser wall geometry. However, the amount of 
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increase in the stage performance is dependent on the shape of the modified wall, and the way 

it is has been modified. It has been noticed that pinching both the diffuser walls increases the 

stage performance, by reducing the tip clearance losses. Similarly, a converged diffuser reduces 

the flow separation, which in-turn reduces the boundary layer losses. Furthermore, diffuser 

wall divergence increases the cross-sectional area of the diffuser, which increases the stage 

efficiency and pressure ratio. 

 

The literature also has focused on the tilted and curved diffuser models for higher stage 

efficiencies and compact designs. Based on the literature review presented, it can be 

summarized that very limited research has been carried out on the tilted and curved wall 

diffusers. The author, to the best of his knowledge, is not aware of any published study that 

focuses on the application of diffuser wall divergence on tilted and curved wall diffusers. It is 

expected that this combination will help in higher diffusion and stage efficiency.  

2.6. Research Aims 

The specific research aims formulated for this research study are described in this section, 

whereas the detailed objectives are discussed after carrying out the literature review in the next 

chapter. The research aims of the current study are to: 

1. An improved understanding of the flow behaviour within diverged wall vaneless 

diffusers.  

2. Development of novel diffuser configurations having tilted and diverged walls. 

3. Development of novel diffuser configurations having curved and diverged walls. 

These aims cover a wide range of operation of the turbocharger compressor stage, and hence, 

are considered satisfactory for this study. Detailed literature review is presented in the next 

chapter, focusing on the aforementioned research aims, in order to fill any gaps in the existing 

literature. 

2.7. Research Objectives 

Based on the literature review and the research aims, following research objectives have been 

identified: 
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• To determine the effect of diffuser wall on the flow variations within the diffuser and 

on the compressor stage performance. 

• To determine the effect of diffuser wall divergence on the flow variations within the 

diffuser and on the compressor stage performance. 

• To formulate the effect of tilted diffuser wall on the flow variations within the diffuser 

and on the compressor stage performance. 

• To formulate the effect of tilted diffuser wall divergence on the flow variations within 

the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance. 

• To analyse the effect of curved diffuser wall on the flow variations within the diffuser 

and on the compressor stage performance. 

• To analyse the effect of curved diffuser wall divergence on the flow variations within 

the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance. 

• Development of semi-empirical relations for the isentropic efficiency and the 

geometrical configurations. 

• Development of a compact diffuser used within the compressor stage based on the 

isentropic efficiency to volume ratio. 

 

The next chapter presents the details of the numerical solver used in the present study in order 

to achieve the above objectives. 
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CHAPTER 3          

NUMERICAL MODELLING APPLIED TO THE 

TURBOCHARGER COMPRESSOR STAGE 

This chapter presents the advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based techniques 

necessary to carry out the investigations based on the research objectives of this study outlined in the 

previous chapter. CFD based techniques are used in the present study to numerically simulate the 

steady flow of air within the turbocharger compressor stage. The use of CFD enables to predict the 

flow phenomenon occurring within the turbocharger compressor stage, with a certain degree of 

numerical errors. The appropriate solver settings and the boundary conditions are discussed in this 

chapter. 
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3.1. Geometric Modelling of the Turbocharger Compressor Stage 

A three-dimensional turbocharger compressor stage has been numerically created, as shown in the 

figure 3.1. The turbocharger compressor stage comprises of an inlet duct, MWE, impeller, vaneless 

diffuser, an overhung volute and a discharge duct. The impeller of the turbocharger compressor stage 

consists of seven full and seven splitters backward swept blades. 

 
Figure 3.1: Geometry of the turbocharger compressor stage 

In order to maintain fully developed flow conditions, a pipe section has been attached to the inlet 

duct. The entrance length is the distance, from the inlet, where the change in the wall shear stress 

reaches within about 2%. The entrance length is much shorter in turbulent flows and its dependence 

on the Reynolds number is weak. [35] In many practical engineering applications, the entrance effects 

become insignificant beyond a pipe length of 10 diameters. The same has been considered in the 

present study as well. 

3.2. Mesh Generation within the Turbocharger Compressor Stage 

A mesh can be characterised into sub groups, i.e. structured and unstructured. [36] Graham Cox has 

applied the structured and the unstructured meshes in the gas path of turbomachines. The results show 

that the structured mesh supports high aspect ratio elements, whereas the unstructured mesh results 

in unsatisfactory elements due to small skew angles. Therefore, a larger number of elements are 

required to achieve similar results to the structured meshing. The drawback of structural meshing is 

that it is very time consuming. [37] Graham Cox et al. have performed numerical analysis on the flow 

around the scallops of mixed flow turbines, and their effects on the stage efficiency. A hybrid mesh 

has been used within the turbine stage; structured mesh around the vanes within the rotor and 

unstructured mesh around the scroll and the back-face region. Mesh inflation layers have been 
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employed, in unstructured mesh region, near the walls to obtain sufficiently accurate near-wall 

solutions. It has been concluded that the structured mesh within the turbomachinery gas-path 

components gives computational efficiency and accuracy in predicted results. An, unstructured mesh 

can predict almost similar results but for that, more number of elements need to be specified within 

the flow domain. [38] Sbardella et al. have carried out numerical analysis on turbomachines, analysing 

the effects of semi-structured meshes on the numerical solutions. Structured mesh has been specified 

in the radial direction of the blades, while unstructured mesh has been specified in axial and tangential 

directions of the blades. Results have shown that the unstructured mesh solutions are smoother in 

comparison to the structured mesh. Furthermore, the convergence of corrected mass flow rate has 

high fluctuations for structured mesh. However, the solution has converged faster in case of semi-

structured mesh. It has been concluded that unstructured mesh in the axial and tangential directions 

offers more flexibility than standard structured meshes, both in terms of skewness and smoothness. 

The solution obtained using semi-unstructured mesh seems to be superior to the structured mesh in 

terms of convergence rate. 

Based on the literature, hybrid mesh has been employed within the compressor stage, in the present 

study. The structured mesh has been specified in the near-wall region and around the impeller blades. 

An unstructured mesh has been generated in the remaining flow domain. ICEM software has been 

used to generate the hybrid mesh within the compressor stage components for flow discretization. A 

mesh smoothing procedure has been used for each of the mapped radial layers, to minimize grid 

skewness. [39] The smoothing procedure includes the movement of the points around the leading and 

the trailing edges to preserve high resolution mesh on the blade curvatures. The steps to generate the 

hybrid mesh are described in the figure 3.2. The volume mesh within the flow domain has been 

created, followed by the hexahedral mesh near the walls. The mesh quality has been checked after 

the generation of the mesh. 
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart describing the generic steps to generate the hybrid meshes in ICEM software 

[40] 

Tetrahedral elements have been used within the compressor stage. A large number of elements have 

been specified on the interfaces, and the MWE slots, to obtain accurate flow predictions at the surge 

and choke conditions. Furthermore, more than five elements have been specified within the tip-gap 

of the impeller to accurately predict the effect of tip leakage losses [41]. 

Table 3.1 provides the details of the number of elements in each component of the turbocharger 

compressor stage. The specified mesh has been selected based on the mesh sensitivity testing, which 

has been discussed in the post processing section, later in this chapter. The flow near the walls has 

been captured by implementing inflation layers near the wall of the compressor stage components. 
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Table 3.1: Details of the Mesh Elements in each component of turbocharger compressor stage 

Zones Number of Mesh Elements 

Inlet pipe 1,243,802 

MWE slots and inducer 1,720,995 

Impeller wheel 5,050,245 

Diffuser 871,280 

Volute 1,768,749 

Full Compressor Stage (Total) 10,655,071 (10.6 Million) 

 [22] In the turbulent flow conditions, the velocity profile can be split into three distinguished regions, 

i.e. the viscous sublayer, the buffer layer and the inertial sublayer (log-law region). The design models 

where the wall bounded effects (adverse pressure gradients, pressure drop, heat transfer etc.) are 

dominant, full resolution of the boundary layer is required. Therefore, inflation mesh layers have been 

specified at the near-wall regions of the compressor stage components. [39] According to the law of 

the wall, y+ is a non-dimensional parameter which is a function of first grid cell height (Δy), friction 

velocity (ut), density (ρ) and the dynamic viscosity (µ). This parameter can be used to generate mesh 

within the boundary layer accurately. y+ can be expressed as: 

y+ =
∆y∙ρ∙ut

μ
      3.3 

Table 3.2 shows the different set of data for y+ values and the corresponding cell numbers, at a growth 

rate of 1.45. It has been identified that at y+ = 1.5, with a growth rate of 1.45, adequate number of 

layers can be specified to model the boundary layer. Hence, 10 layers of mesh have been considered 

in the present study. 

Table 3.2: Specification of y+ value at a cell growth rate of 1.45 

         Target 

y+ values 
 

Cells Number           

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

  

1 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0  
Viscous 

sublayer 
2 1.5 2.2 2.9 3.6 4.4 5.1 5.8 6.5 7.3  

3 2.1 3.2 4.2 5.3 6.3 7.4 8.4 9.5 10.5  

4 3.0 4.6 6.1 7.6 9.1 10.7 12.2 13.7 15.2  Buffer 

layer 5 4.4 6.6 8.8 11.1 13.3 15.5 17.7 19.9 22.1  

6 6.4 9.6 12.8 16.0 19.2 22.4 25.6 28.8 32.0   

7 9.3 13.9 18.6 23.2 27.9 32.5 37.2 41.8 46.5  

Inertial 

sublayer 
8 13.5 20.2 27.0 33.7 40.4 47.2 53.9 60.6 67.4  

9 19.5 29.3 39.1 48.9 58.6 68.4 78.2 87.9 97.7  

10 28.3 42.5 56.7 70.8 85.0 99.2 113.3 127.5 141.7  
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3.2.1.  Grid Sensitivity Tests 

Grid sensitivity study has been carried out to ascertain that the numerical predictions are independent 

of mesh size used. This has been carried out by systematically increasing the number of elements 

used within the compressor stage, and monitoring the stage efficiency. A list of cases used to 

investigate the mesh independency effects are presented in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Grid sensitivity testing for the turbocharger compressor stage 

Number of 

Cells 

Efficiency 

(T-T) 

Ratio of Efficiency 

(T-T) to Design 

Efficiency 

Millions (%) (-) 

4.6 63.9 0.89 

5.6 69.7 0.97 

6.6 70.4 0.98 

8.6 66.0 0.92 

10.6 70.9 1.00 

12.6 70.8 1.00 
 

These results show that the flow parameters are independent of mesh density after 10.6 million 

elements, and hence, 10.6 million mesh elements are used to carry out further analysis in the present 

study. 

3.3. Solver Execution 

Ansys CFX has been used to numerically simulate the flow of air within the compressor stage by 

iteratively solving the flow governing equations of mass, momentum and energy (as discussed in the 

appendices). Ideal gas equation for the flow of air within the compressor stage has been used to 

analyse the compressibility effects. A steady state solver has been employed, along with the 

appropriate boundary conditions and the interface models, discussed in the following sections. 

3.3.1.  Material Properties and Boundary Conditions 

In the present study, the fluid medium within the centrifugal compressor stage is compressible. The 

boundary types, and their corresponding values, have been summarised in table 3.4. The inlet pressure 

remains constant at 1atm throughout this study, mimicking the normal atmospheric pressure. A total 

temperature of 288K is specified at the inlet air the is assumed to be entering the compressor stage at 
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room temperature. Furthermore, the walls of the flow domain have been modelled as no-slip 

boundaries (as observed in real world conditions). 

Table 3.4: Boundary conditions applied to the turbocharger compressor stage 

Boundary Name Domain / Boundary Type Boundary Condition 

Inlet 

Pressure Inlet 1 atm 

Temperature Inlet 288 K 

Operating (Reference) Pressure 0 atm 

Outlet Pressure Outlet Variable 

Impeller Rotating No-Slip 

MWE Stationary No-Slip 

Diffuser Stationary No-Slip 

Volute Stationary No-Slip 

Table 3.5 summarises the outlet boundary conditions at different design points of the compressor 

map. 

Table 3.5: Outlet boundary conditions 

Rotating Speed Pressure Ratio (T-T) 

rpsK-1/2 - 

58.9 1.31 

58.9 1.51 

58.9 1.55 

58.9 1.60 

78.6 1.57 

78.6 2.00 

78.6 2.10 

78.6 2.16 
 

Interfaces have been specified between the boundaries of the two domains that separates the rotating 

components from the non-rotating components of the compressor stage. A detailed discussion of the 

types and specification of interfaces is presented in the next section. 

3.3.2.  Interface Modelling 

Grid General Interface (GGI) has been used to join the two domains by connecting meshes. This mesh 

can be conformal or non-conformal. Different types of interface models have been used to connect 

the components of the compressor stage for the numerical analysis. [42] Z Liu has carried out research 

on the appropriate selection of interface in Multiple Reference Frame (MRF). The results show that 
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both stage/mixing plane or frozen rotor interfaces can be used at the inlet of the impeller eye, if no 

Inlet Guide Vanes (IGVs) are present in the inlet duct. If IGVs are used, then only stage/mixing plane 

has to be specified. Furthermore, the results also show that stage/mixing plane has to be used at the 

interface between the impeller outlet and the vaned diffuser inlet. It is because stage/mixing plane 

computes the average flow parameters over the circumference of the upstream domain, and passes it 

to the next domain. Therefore, the effects of jets and wakes from the impeller blades cannot be 

obtained. On the other hand, in case of the interface between the impeller outlet and the vaneless 

diffuser inlet, both stage/mixing plane or frozen rotor approaches are applicable. Frozen rotor 

interface modelling computes the flow variable values at each node and passes it on to the next 

domain. Hence, the effects of jets and wakes from the trailing edges of the impeller blades are well 

pronounced. However, it over-predicts the performance parameters of the compressor stage. 

Therefore, an investigation has been carried out in the present study on this, which is discussed later 

in this section. A general connection interface has been specified between the inlet pipe and the MWE 

duct. The inducer is connected with the impeller eye via frozen rotor approach. Similarly, another 

frozen rotor interface model is used to connect the MWE slots to the impeller throat region from the 

shroud, as no IGV’s are present in the compressor stage. The specification of the interface between 

the impeller outlet and the vaneless diffuser inlet, and between vaneless diffuser outlet and the scroll 

inlet, has been investigated to obtain the best approach applicable, resulting in realistic numerical 

predictions.  

Two different types of approaches namely frozen rotor and stage/mixing plane interface models, have 

been implemented on the interface between the impeller outlet and the vaneless diffuser inlet. The 

analysis has been carried out at Best Efficiency Point (BEP) at a rotational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

total-to-total pressure change data is shown in table 3.6. Furthermore, two different types of interface 

models i.e. stage/mixing plane and general connection; have been specified between vaneless diffuser 

outlet and the scroll inlet, in order to identify the best model. The data for this is also presented in the 

table 3.6.  

It can be seen that the frozen rotor approach between the impeller and the diffuser shows 1.31% 

difference in total-to-total pressure ratio, which is lower than for stage/mixing plane interface (3.05% 

difference). On the other hand, frozen rotor approach over-predicts the total-to-total isentropic 

efficiency by 11.87%, while the stage/mixing plane shows 3.93% difference. Moreover, interface 

modelling between the diffuser and the volute shows 2.67% difference in total-to-total pressure ratio 
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using the stage/mixing plane interface. However, general connection interface shows 0.46% 

difference. The stage interface shows 9.5% difference in the total-to-total isentropic efficiency, while 

general connection interface shows 2.18% difference. Based on these results, stage/mixing plane 

interface has been selected as the interface between the impeller outlet and the vaneless diffuser inlet, 

while general connection interface has been selected as the interface between the vaneless diffuser 

outlet and the scroll inlet. 

Table 3.6: Specification of Interface type and its effect on global flow and performance parameter 

Interfaces 
Interface 

Models 

Total-to-

total 

pressure 

ratio 

Total-to-

total 

isentropic 

efficiency 

Percentage 

difference in 

total-to-total 

pressure 

ratio 

Percentage 

difference in 

total-to-total 

isentropic 

efficiency 

(-) (-) (%) (%) 

Experimental - 1.551 74.747 - - 

Impeller and 

diffuser 

Frozen Rotor 1.572 65.872 1.31 11.87 

Stage/Mixing 

plane 
1.600 71.809 3.05 3.93 

Diffuser and 

Scroll 

Stage 1.593 67.646 2.67 9.50 

General 

Connection 
1.544 73.120 0.46 2.18 

3.3.4.  Turbulence Modelling 

The theory regarding different turbulence models has been included in the appendices. However, the 

most appropriate turbulence model for centrifugal compressors has been identified by various 

researchers as the k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport) model. [43] Jaatinen has carried out research on 

the performance improvement of the centrifugal stage with pinched geometry vaned diffuser. Two 

different turbulence models i.e. Chien’s k-ɛ and k-ω SST models, have been used to investigate the 

flow characteristics locally within the diffuser passage of the compressor stage. It has been observed 

that the k-ω SST turbulence model predicts the performance and the flow field across the impeller 

and diffuser passages with higher accuracy as compared to the standard k-ɛ model. Hence, k-ω SST 

turbulence model has been used in the study for the flow field analysis within the centrifugal 

compressor stage. 

3.4. Convergence Criteria 

Getting to a converged solution is necessary in numerical simulations. A converged solution indicates 

that the solution has reached a stable state and the variations in the flow parameters, w.r.t. the iterative 
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process of the solver, have died out. [44] Hence, only a converged solution can be treated as the one 

which predicts the solution of the flow problem with reasonable accuracy. 

The default convergence criterion for the continuity equation, velocities in three dimensions and the 

turbulence parameters is 0.001. This means that when the change in the continuity equation, velocities 

and turbulence parameters drops below the fifth place after the decimal, the solution is treated as a 

converged solution. However, in many practical applications, the default criterion does not 

necessarily indicate that the changes in the solution parameters have died out. Hence, it is advisable 

to monitor the convergence rather than relying on the default convergence criteria. 

In the present study, the total-to-total pressure ratio (outlet-to-inlet) and the mass flow rate (at both 

the outlet and the inlet) have been monitored across the iterative process. The solution has been 

considered converged once the total-to-total pressure ratio and the mass flow rate have become 

stable/constant. 

3.5. Scope of the Numerical Investigations 

There are a large number of geometrical and flow related variables associated with the flow within 

the diffuser passage of the centrifugal compressor stage. A list of numerical simulations, for each 

chapter, is shown in tables 3.7 to 3.11. Table 3.7 lists the initial number of simulation required to 

carry out the verification of the numerical results against the experimental data. Table 3.8 summarises 

the configurations obtained by considering the wall divergence location and outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio. This work has been carried out in chapter 4. Table 3.9 summarises the configurations obtained 

by considering the wall divergence location, outlet-to-inlet width ratio and tilting of the diffuser 

passage. This work has been carried out in chapter 5. Table 3.10 lists the configurations obtained by 

considering the diffuser wall curvature. Furthermore, table 3.11 summarises the configurations 

obtained by diverging the wall of curved diffuser geometry. This work has been carried out in chapter 

6. 
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Table 3.7: Models for verification of CFD results 

Rotating 

Speed 

Corrected Mass 

Flow Rate 

Pressure Ratio 

(T-T) 

Diffuser outlet-

to-inlet width 

ratio, b2/b1 

rpsK-1/2 kgK1/2s-1MPa-1 - - 

58.9 

- 1.31 1.0 

- 1.51 1.0 

24.67 - 1.0 

11.64 - 1.0 

78.6 

- 1.57 1.0 

- 2.00 1.0 

37.59 - 1.0 

20.85 - 1.0 

 

Table 3.8: Models for diverged wall vaneless diffuser passage analysis 

Parameters 

Pinch distance from 

the inlet of the 

diffuser, L/Lmax 

Diffuser outlet-to-

inlet width ratio, 

b2/b1 

Row No. (-) (-) 

1 

0.0 

1.1 

2 1.2 

3 1.3 

4 1.4 

5 

0.1 

1.1 

6 1.2 

7 1.3 

8 1.4 

9 

0.2 

1.1 

10 1.2 

11 1.3 

12 1.4 

13 
0.3 

1.1 

14 1.2 
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15 1.3 

16 1.4 

17 

0.4 

1.1 

18 1.2 

19 1.3 

20 1.4 

21 

0.5 

1.1 

22 1.2 

23 1.3 

24 1.4 

 

Table 3.9: Models for diverged tilted wall vaneless diffuser passage analysis 

Parameters 

Diffuser 

outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio, 

b2/b1 

Diffuser passage 

angle from axil 

direction, θ/θmax 

Pinch distance from 

the inlet of the 

diffuser, L/Lmax 

Row No. (-) (-) (-) 

1 

1.08 

0.00 0.0 

2 0.25 0.2 

3 0.50 0.4 

4 0.75 0.6 

5 1.00 0.8 

6 

1.15 

0.00 0.2 

7 0.25 0.4 

8 0.50 0.6 

9 0.75 0.8 

10 1.00 0.0 

11 

1.23 

0.00 0.4 

12 0.25 0.6 

13 0.50 0.8 

14 0.75 0.0 

15 1.00 0.2 

16 

1.31 

0.00 0.6 

17 0.25 0.8 

18 0.50 0.0 

19 0.75 0.2 

20 1.00 0.4 

21 

1.38 

0.00 0.8 

22 0.25 0.0 

23 0.50 0.2 

24 0.75 0.4 

25 1.00 0.6 
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Table 3.10: Models for curved vaneless diffuser passage analysis 

Parameters 

Ratio of axial 

distance from inlet-

to-outlet to diffuser 

inlet width, x/b1 

Ratio of angle of 

curvature to the 

maximum angle of 

curvature, θ/θmax 

Ratio of Radius 

of curvature to 

maximum radius, 

r/rmax 

Row No. (-) (-) (-) 

1 

1.71 

0.0 

0.6 

2 0.7 

3 0.8 

4 0.9 

5 1 

6 

0.5 

0.6 

7 0.7 

8 0.8 

9 0.9 

10 1 

11 

1.0 

0.6 

12 0.7 

13 0.8 

14 0.9 

15 1 

16 

2.37 

0 

0.6 

17 0.7 

18 0.8 

19 0.9 

20 1 

21 

0.5 

0.6 

22 0.7 

23 0.8 

24 0.9 

25 1 

26 

1 

0.6 

27 0.7 

28 0.8 
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29 0.9 

30 1 

31 

3.03 

0 

0.6 

32 0.7 

33 0.8 

34 0.9 

35 1 

36 

0.5 

0.6 

37 0.7 

38 0.8 

39 0.9 

40 1 

41 

1 

0.6 

42 0.7 

43 0.8 

44 0.9 

45 1 

46 

3.69 

0 

0.6 

47 0.7 

48 0.8 

49 0.9 

50 1 

51 

0.5 

0.6 

52 0.7 

53 0.8 

54 0.9 

55 1 

56 

1 

0.6 

57 0.7 

58 0.8 

59 0.9 

60 1 

61 
4.35 0 

0.6 

62 0.7 
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63 0.8 

64 0.9 

65 1 

66 

0.5 

0.6 

67 0.7 

68 0.8 

69 0.9 

70 1 

71 

1 

0.6 

72 0.7 

73 0.8 

74 0.9 

75 1 

Table 3.11: Models for diverged curved vaneless diffuser passage analysis 

Parameters 
Pinch distance from the 

inlet of the diffuser, L/Lmax 

Diffuser outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio, b2/b1 

Row No. (-) (-) 

1 

0.0 

1.1 

2 1.2 

3 1.3 

4 1.4 

5 

0.1 

1.1 

6 1.2 

7 1.3 

8 1.4 

9 

0.2 

1.1 

10 1.2 

11 1.3 

12 1.4 

13 

0.3 

1.1 

14 1.2 

15 1.3 

16 1.4 

17 

0.4 

1.1 

18 1.2 

19 1.3 

20 1.4 

21 

0.5 

1.1 

22 1.2 

23 1.3 

24 1.4 
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3.6. Summary 

Advanced numerical methods have been used to carry out the analysis. This chapter has explained 

the numerical model of turbocharger compressor stage. Hybrid mesh has been incorporated for the 

full compressor stage model that helps to solve the sophisticated numerical equations iteratively. 

10.6million grid cells have been incorporated, which has been verified by grid sensitivity testing. 

Stage interface modelling has been used for interfaces between the domains. k-ω SST turbulence 

model has been used for the numerical analysis. The steady state solver has been used for all the  

simulations. The boundary conditions used for the compressor stage have also been described in this 

chapter. After numerically simulating the flow within the various geometrical configurations of the 

centrifugal compressor stage listed in the previous section, results have been gathered using an in-

built post-processing module. Detailed discussions on these results are presented in the proceeding 

chapters, where the next chapter deals with the flow within the parallel and diverged wall diffusers. 
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CHAPTER 4               

NOVEL DESIGN OF THE DIVERGED WALL 

STRAIGHT DIFFUSER  

This chapter comprises of the results obtained after performing CFD simulations for the cases 

discussed in the previous chapter, regarding the parallel and diverged wall diffusers. Parametric 

investigations have been carried out to increase the compressor stage performance by modifying the 

shroud wall of the diffuser. A detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results has been 

carried out in order to understand the complex flow structure in parallel and diverged wall diffusers. 

The effect of geometrical parameters and flow-related parameters on the stage performance has been 

investigated. Furthermore, semi-empirical relationships, of the flow within the diffuser with the stage 

performance have been developed.  
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4.1. Verification of Numerical Results 

In the preliminary stage of the numerical modelling, the numerical results of the turbocharger 

compressor stage have been verified with the experimental data. Figure 4.1 depicts the comparison 

of the CFD results and the experimental data, using plot of variation of pressure ratio against mass 

flow rate variation (from choke line to surge line) at two operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2. The results are obtained at lower operational speeds for the compressor stage because 

high efficiencies are obtained at these conditions. It can be seen that at the speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2, the 

differences in the mass flow rate and the pressure ratio are 0.0% and 0.74% near surge condition 

respectively. Similarly, the differences in the mass flow rate and pressure ratio are less than 3.85% 

and 2.30% at BEP. Moreover, the differences in the mass flow rate and pressure ratio are 8.8% and 

4.32% at near choke condition.  Furthermore, it can also be seen that at the speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2, the 

differences in the mass flow rate and pressure ratio are 0.0% and 0.11% near surge condition. 

Similarly, differences in the mass flow rate and pressure ratio are less than 5.46% and 7.55% at BEP. 

Moreover, the differences in the mass flow rate and pressure ratio are 10.35% and 6.46% at near 

choke condition. It can be seen that the numerical results match reasonably well with the experimental 

data.  

 
Figure 4.1: Verification of the CFD results with the experimental data using pressure ratio and mass 

flow rate at operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.2 depicts the comparison of CFD results and the experimental data, using plot of variation 

of efficiency - efficiency against mass flow rate variations (from choke line to surge line) at 

operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that at operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2, the differences in the mass flow rate and efficiency are 0.0% and 0.82% at near surge 

condition. Similarly, differences in the mass flow rate and efficiency are less than 3.85% and 6.30% 

at BEP. Moreover, the differences in the mass flow rate and efficiency are 8.8% and 8.19% at near 

choke condition. Furthermore, it can also be seen that at operational speeds of 78.6rpsK-1/2, the 

differences in the mass flow rate and efficiency are 0.0% and 1.57% at near surge condition. Similarly, 

the differences in the mass flow rate and efficiency are less than 5.46% and 7.42% at BEP. Moreover, 

the differences in the mass flow rate and efficiency are 10.35% and 4.97% at near choke condition.  

  
Figure 4.2: Verification of the CFD results with the experimental data using plot of variation of 

efficiency - efficiency against mass flow rate variations (from choke line to surge line) at 

operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 

4.2. Flow Field Characteristics within the Centrifugal Compressor Stage 

This section of the chapter comprises of the general analysis of the flow structure within the 

centrifugal compressor stage having straight parallel wall diffuser. This is baseline diffuser 

configuration normally used. The discussion presented in this section corresponds to design and near 

off-design conditions of the compressor stage. Figure 4.3 depicts different points considered at 

various locations inside the turbocharger compressor stage, represented by a range of points from P1 
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to P8. These points are chosen to explain the flow distribution within the compressor stage and 

quantify non-uniformity in the flow field. 

 
Figure 4.3: Geometry of the turbocharger compressor stage 

Figure 4.4 depicts the local static pressure variations within the turbocharger compressor stage at 

three conditions, (a) BEP, (b) near choke and (c) near surge at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The compressor stage produces maximum efficiency at BEP, with minimum losses inside the 

compressor stage (shown in Figure 4.4(a)). Ambient air is drawn towards the compressor’s impeller 

due to the impeller rotation, which creates suction at the impeller inlet. The figure shows the static 

pressure variations within the compressor stage at different points. It can be seen that at P1, the static 

pressure is 0.997atm and then it is reduced by 1.2% at P2. The static pressure decreases further at the 

P3 (impeller eye) by 2.4% from P1 (inlet). The flow structure within the impeller is known to be 

three-dimensional. The impeller of the centrifugal compressor adds energy to the air, which increases 

its kinetic energy. The air than leaves the impeller with high kinetic energy and enters into the 

diffuser, where the kinetic energy of the air converts into a static pressure rise.  Moreover, it can also 

be seen that the flow then enters into the volute region where the static pressure further rises. It can 

be seen that the static pressure at P4 has increased by 31.8% as compared to P1 (inlet). The static 

pressure rises within the volute due to constant increase in cross-sectional area of the volute. 

Therefore, the static pressure is increased at point P5, P6 and P7 by 32.4%, 32.6% and 34% 

respectively as compared to P1 (inlet). It can be seen that the static pressure increases gradually within 

the volute. Finally, the static pressure has increased at the outlet by 34.3% as compared to that at the 

P1 (inlet). 
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Figure 4.4(b) depicts the static pressure variations at near choke condition. The trend of the flow 

behaviour within the compressor stage is similar to that seen at BEP. However, at near choke 

condition, the mass flow rate increases with the decrease in the total pressure. The comparison of the 

static pressure at BEP and at near choke condition is depicted in Figure 4.5 at the same points as 

shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the static pressure at P1 (inlet) is reduced by 0.4% as compared 

to the static pressure at BEP. The static pressure at P2, P3, P4, P5 P6, P7 and P8 (outlet) is further 

reduced by 0.9%, 2.2% 12%, 13.9%, 17.7%, 16.5% and 14% respectively as compared to the static 

pressure at BEP. 

Figure 4.4(c) depicts the static pressure variations at near surge condition. The trend of the flow 

behaviour within the compressor stage is similar to that seen at BEP. However, at near surge 

condition, the mass flow rate decreases with the increase in the total pressure. The comparison of the 

static pressure at BEP and at near surge condition is depicted in Figure 4.5 at the same points as 

shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the static pressure at P1 is increased by 0.2% as compared to 

the static pressure at BEP. The static pressure at P2, P3, P4, P5 P6, P7 and P8 (outlet) is further 

increased by 1.3%, 23% 6.9%, 6.6%, 7.2%, 5.9% and 5.5% respectively as compared to the static 

pressure at BEP. 

 

 
(a) 
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3  

(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.4: Static pressure (atm) variations within the compressor stage at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 for three conditions; (a) BEP, (b) near choke and (c) near surge 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Difference in static 

pressure (atm) at the points shown in 

Figure 4.3 at design and near off-

design conditions 
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Figure 4.6 depicts the local velocity magnitude distribution within the turbocharger compressor stage 

at three conditions, (a) BEP, (b) near choke and (c) near surge at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. Ambient air is drawn towards the compressor’s impeller due to the impeller rotation, which creates 

suction at the impeller inlet. This increases the flow speed approaching the impeller. The figure shows 

the velocity magnitude distributions within the compressor stage at different points. It can be seen 

that at P1 (inlet), the velocity magnitude is 24m/s and then it is increased by 51% at P2. The velocity 

magnitude increases further at the P3 (impeller eye) by 79% from P1 (inlet). The flow structure within 

the impeller is known to be three-dimensional. The impeller of the centrifugal compressor adds 

energy to the air, which increases its kinetic energy. The velocity magnitude is maximum at the 

trailing edges of the impeller blades with a velocity magnitude of 206m/s, which is an increase of 

88% from the velocity magnitude value at P1 (inlet). The air than leaves the impeller with high kinetic 

energy and enters into the diffuser, where the kinetic energy decrease, which decreased the velocity 

magnitude. Moreover, it can also be seen that the flow then enters into the volute region where the 

velocity magnitude further decreases. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude at P4 (inside the 

volute) has increased by 76% as compared to P1 (inlet). The velocity magnitude decreases within the 

volute due to constant increase in cross-sectional area of the volute. Therefore, the velocity magnitude 

is 74%, 72% and 64% higher at P5, P6 and P7 respectively as compared to P1, which have negative 

gradient. Finally, the velocity magnitude is 58% higher at P8 (outlet) as compared to that at the P1 

(inlet). 

Figure 4.6(b) depicts the velocity magnitude distribution at near choke condition. The trend of the 

flow behaviour within the compressor stage is similar to that seen at BEP. However, at near choke 

condition, the mass flow rate increases with the decrease in the total pressure. The comparison of the 

velocity magnitude at BEP and at near choke condition is depicted in Figure 4.7 at the same points as 

shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude at P1 (inlet) is increased by 32% as 

compared to the velocity magnitude at BEP. The velocity magnitude at P2, P3, P4, P5 P6, P7 and P8 

(outlet) is further increased by 22%, 16% 10%, 29%, 44%, 45% and 38% respectively as compared 

to the velocity magnitude at BEP. 

Figure 4.6(c) depicts the velocity magnitude distribution at near surge condition. The trend of the 

flow behaviour within the compressor stage is similar to that seen at BEP. However, at near surge 

condition, the mass flow rate decreases with the increase in the total pressure. The comparison of the 

velocity magnitude at BEP and at near surge condition is depicted in Figure 4.7 at the same points as 
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shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude at P1 is reduced by 49% as compared 

to the velocity magnitude at BEP. The static pressure at P2, P3, P4, P5 P6, P7 and P8 (outlet) is further 

increased by 63%, 9.3% 46%, 45%, 53%, 52% and 69% respectively as compared to the velocity 

magnitude at BEP.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 4.6: Velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution within the compressor stage at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 for three conditions; (a) BEP, (b) near choke and (c) near 

surge 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Difference in velocity 

magnitude (m/s) at the points shown 

in Figure 4.3 at design and near off-

design conditions 

 

Figure 4.8 depicts the local static temperature variations within the turbocharger compressor stage at 

three conditions, (a) BEP, (b) near choke and (c) near surge at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The figure shows the static temperature variations within the compressor stage at different points. It 

can be seen that at P1, the static temperature is 287.7K and then it is reduced by 0.3% at P2. The static 

temperature decreases further at P3 (impeller eye) by 0.08% from P1 (inlet). The static temperature 

increases within the impeller. The high temperature flow recirculates via MWE from impeller throat 

to the inlet causing the static temperature near the walls of the inlet to rise. The high static temperature 

air enters the diffuser, where further static temperature increases. Similarly, the static temperature 

also rises inside the volute. It can be seen that the static temperature at P4 has increased by 14.3% as 

compared to P1 (inlet). The static temperature rises within the volute due to constant increase in cross-
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sectional area of the volute. Therefore, the static temperature is increased at point P5, P6 and P7 by 

14.5%, 14.6% and 14.9% respectively as compared to P1 (inlet). It can be seen that the static 

temperature increases gradually within the volute. Finally, the static temperature has increased at the 

outlet by 15.1% as compared to that at the P1 (inlet). 

Figure 4.8(b) depicts the static temperature variations at near choke condition. The trend of the flow 

behaviour within the compressor stage is similar to that seen at BEP. However, at near choke 

condition, the mass flow rate increases with the decrease in the total pressure. The comparison of the 

static temperature at BEP and at near choke condition is depicted in Figure 4.9 at the same points as 

shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the static temperature at P1 (inlet) is reduced by 0.1% as 

compared to the static temperature at BEP. The static temperature at P2, P3, P4, P5 P6, P7 and P8 

(outlet) is further reduced by 0.2%, 1.1% 3.9%, 4.7%, 5.8%, 5% and 4.2% respectively as compared 

to the static temperature at BEP. 

Figure 4.8(c) depicts the static temperature variations at near surge condition. The trend of the flow 

behaviour within the compressor stage is similar to that seen at BEP. However, at near surge 

condition, the mass flow rate decreases with the increase in the total pressure. The comparison of the 

static temperature at BEP and at near surge condition is depicted in Figure 4.5 at the same points as 

shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the static temperature at P1 is increased by 0.08% as compared 

to the static temperature at BEP. The static temperature at P2, P3, P4, P5 P6, P7 and P8 (outlet) is 

further increased by 0.4%, 8.4% 7.0%, 6.93%, 6.91%, 6.62% and 6.60% respectively as compared to 

the static temperature at BEP. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.8: Static temperature (K) variations within the compressor stage at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 for three conditions; (a) BEP, (b) near choke and (c) near surge 
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Figure 4.9: Difference in static 

pressure (atm) at the points shown in 

Figure 4.3 at design and near off-

design conditions 

 

From this analysis, it is found that every component of the compressor stage helps to improve its 

performance Since, the diffuser is the only component that can be easily modified to improve the 

compressor stage efficiency or the total pressure. Moreover, it can also be easily modified to make 

the compressor stage more compact. Therefore, vaneless diffuser is considered in this investigation 

and attempts have been made to modify its geometry to manage the stage performance as well as 

make the compressor stage more compact. The upcoming section provides the qualitative and 

quantitative analyses within the baseline diffuser. In next two chapters, geometry modifications will 

be attempted to manage the performance of the stage. 

4.3. Flow Field Characteristics within the Straight diffuser 

The flow field characteristics within the diffuser from the shroud wall to the hub wall and 

circumferentially across the diffuser have been investigated. Furthermore, the effect of mass flow rate 

change on the flow behaviour inside the compressor stage is also investigated. 

Figure 4.10 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure of 1.33atm is 

obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially 

across the diffuser that causes reduction in the velocity magnitude. Furthermore, the static pressure 

also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). It has a maximum value of 

1.49atm at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. 

Figure 4.11(a) depicts the static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at near 

choke condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The overall static pressure is lower within 

the diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at BEP. It can be seen that the minimum 

static pressure of 1.11atm is obtained at the diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue region. The static 
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pressure increases radially across the diffuser similar to that seen at BEP. Furthermore, the static 

pressure increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation having a maximum value of 

1.33atm at the diffuser outlet after the volute-tongue region. Figure 4.11(b) depicts the static pressure 

(atm) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at near surge condition at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of static pressure variations is similar to that seen at BEP. However, the 

overall static pressure is higher within the diffuser at near surge condition in comparison to that at 

BEP. The minimum static pressure is seen to be 1.37atm at the diffuser inlet after volute-tongue 

region and the maximum static pressure is 1.58atm at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. 

 

Figure 4.10: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.11: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 for off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge 

Figure 4.12 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The trend in the static pressure variations within the diffuser is 

similar to that at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the minimum static 

pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 15% higher in 

comparison to that at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, static pressure is 

found to be higher near the volute-tongue region, which is 21% more than that at BEP at operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

Figure 4.13(a) depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diffuser at near choke 

condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall static pressure is higher within the 

diffuser in comparison to that at near choke condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

However, the trend of the static pressure variations is similar to that at near choke condition at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the 

diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue region, which is 5% higher in comparison to that at near choke 

condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, maximum static pressure is obtained 

at the diffuser outlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 16% more than that at near choke 

condition at operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Figure 4.13(b) depicts the static pressure variations 

across the centreline of the diffuser at near surge condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. 
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The overall static pressure is higher within the diffuser in comparison to that at near surge condition 

at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend of the static pressure variations is similar 

to that at near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the minimum 

static pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after volute-tongue region, which 17% higher in 

comparison to that at near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the 

maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region, which is 

24% more than that at near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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Figure 4.12: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.13: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 for off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge 

 

Figure 4.14 depicts the cylindrical planes created from the hub wall to the shroud wall inside the 

diffuser (shown only 1/3rd section of the diffuser). Eleven cylindrical planes, ranging from P1 to P11, 

are created from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet with 10% increase of each cylindrical plane 

from the previous plane. These planes are created to explain the performance of the diffuser and 

quantify non-uniformity in the flow field across the diffuser. 
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Figure 4.14: Cylindrical planes shown in 1/3rd of the diffuser section 

Figure 4.15 depicts the circumferential pressure recovery with respect to area ratio, Ai/Ain radially 

across the diffuser at design and near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

and 78.6rpsK-1/2. Thereby Ain is the area at the diffuser inlet cylindrical plane and Ai is the area at the 

respective diffuser cylindrical planes. This pressure recovery is calculated at each cylindrical plane 

shown in Figure 4.14. The circumferential pressure recovery is defined as; 

Circumferential pressure recovery =
Pi − P1

1
2 ρv∞

2
, 

where Pi is the average static pressure at the respective diffuser cylindrical planes, P1 is the average 

static pressure at the diffuser inlet cylindrical plane, ρ is the average density at the diffuser inlet 

cylindrical plane and v∞ is the maximum velocity magnitude at the diffuser inlet cylindrical plane. It 

can be seen in Figure 4.15(a) that the gradient of circumferential pressure recovery at the diffuser 

inlet is high and it reduces towards downstream. The circumferential pressure recovery across the 

diffuser at near choke condition is obtained as 0.45. However, the circumferential pressure recovery 

across the diffuser at near surge condition is higher as 0.6 and at BEP the circumferential pressure 

recovery across the diffuser is 0.52. Furthermore, the increase of circumferential pressure recovery 
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between the two cylindrical planes is similar. However, the increase of circumferential pressure 

recovery between the outlet cylindrical plane and 90% from the inlet cylindrical plane is more. This 

is because the diffuser hub wall is diverged in proximity to the diffuser outlet and that causes increase 

in circumferential pressure recovery. This implies that the diffuser wall divergence increases the area 

ratio, which in-turn increases the static pressure recovery across the diffuser. 

Figure 4.15(b) depicts the circumferential pressure recovery across the straight diffuser for design 

and near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The trend for circumferential 

pressure recovery shown is similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 for all conditions. 

The comparison of the results for design and near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 is shown in Figure 4.16. It can be seen that at P1 (Diffuser inlet), the 

circumferential pressure recovery is 100% less at near choke condition in comparison to that at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. On the other hand, the circumferential pressure recovery at P1 

(Diffuser inlet) is same at BEP and at near surge condition in comparison to that at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the circumferential pressure recovery at P2 is 4.7% less at near 

choke condition in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Thereafter, the 

circumferential pressure recovery is higher at cylindrical planes P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10 and 

P11 having difference of 3.4%, 2.8%, 2.9%, 2.5%, 2%, 1.6%, 1.3%, 1% and 0.6% respectively at 

near choke condition in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Moreover, the 

circumferential pressure recovery at P2, P3, P4 and P5 is 3.3%, 1.2%, 0.4% and 0.4% less at BEP in 

comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Thereafter, the circumferential pressure 

recovery is same at cylindrical planes P6, P7 and P9 in comparison to that at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the circumferential pressure recovery at P8 is 0.2% higher at BEP in 

comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Thereafter, the circumferential pressure 

recovery at P10 and P11is 0.2% and 0.6% less at BEP in comparison to that at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the circumferential pressure recovery at P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8 

is 6.3%, 3.4%, 2.5%, 1.6%, 1.4% 0.9% and 0.6% less at near surge condition in comparison to that 

at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The circumferential pressure recovery is same at P9 and it is 

higher at P10 and P11 having a difference of 0.5% and 0.9% at near surge condition in comparison 

to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.15: Circumferential pressure recovery radially across the vaneless diffuser for design and 

near off-design conditions at operational speeds of (a) 58.9rpsK-1/2 and (b) 78.6rpsK-1/2 

 
Figure 4.16: Difference in Circumferential pressure recovery at the planes shown in Figure 4.14 at 

design and near off-design conditions 
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Figure 4.17 depicts the vaneless diffuser showing five locations, ranging from L1 to L5, where 100 

points are created from the hub wall to the shroud wall on each location. These points are placed at 

the distance of 0% (diffuser inlet), 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% (diffuser outlet) from the diffuser inlet, 

to capture the flow velocity profiles across the diffuser. This helps in explaining the effect of 

asymmetric ratio on the performance of the diffuser at design and near off-design conditions and 

quantify non-uniformity in the flow field across the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.17: Points locations across the vaneless diffuser  

Figure 4.18 depicts the velocity magnitude distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. In the figure, b2/b1 = 0 represents the hub 

wall of the diffuser and b2/b1 = 1 represents the shroud wall of the diffuser. It can be seen that the 

velocity magnitude is reduced radially across the diffuser having a maximum velocity of 206m/s at 

the diffuser inlet and 149m/s at the diffuser outlet. The velocity at the hub and the shroud walls is 

0m/s because of no-slip wall boundary condition. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the velocity 

magnitude is higher near the shroud wall and lower near the hub wall because of having bigger 

boundary layer near the shroud wall. The reason of having bigger boundary layer near shroud wall is 

due to tip leakage loss, mixing and diffusion loss from impeller blades, which aids to this phenomenon 

[45]. Moreover, it can also be seen that as the flow moves across the diffuser, the velocity magnitude 

profile becomes symmetric. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the diffuser. 
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Figure 4.18: Velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

A set of data has been obtained from the velocity profiles at 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% distance from 

the centreline towards the hub and the shroud walls (shown Figure 4.19). These values aid to obtain 

the local asymmetric ratio, α from the centreline towards the walls and from the diffuser inlet to the 

diffuser outlet, which is explained as follows 

𝛼 =
Velocity at the top

Velocity at the bottom
 

 
Figure 4.19: Velocity profile 

The behaviour of velocity magnitude across the diffuser is explained using symmetric and asymmetric 

behaviour of the velocity field profiles. A ratio of the velocity magnitude values is obtained at 10%, 

20%, 30% and 40% distance from the centreline of the diffuser to the walls and 0% (diffuser inlet), 

25%, 50%, 75% and 100% (diffuser outlet) distance from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet. 

Figure 4.20 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvm values of 1.0 shows the flow is symmetric, αvm values 

below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvm values above 1.0 shows asymmetric 
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flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall 

across the straight diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude increases from the 

centreline of the straight diffuser towards the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet. 

 
Figure 4.20: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.21 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across the centreline of the 

diffuser at the design condition and near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude at the diffuser inlet is similar at near choke condition in 

comparison to that at BEP, whereas the velocity magnitude is higher at near surge condition in 

comparison to that at BEP. Furthermore, the velocity magnitude is almost similar at L2 at both near 

choke condition and surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. Thereafter, the velocity magnitude 

is decreased at L4 and L5 (diffuser outlet) at near choke condition in comparison to that at BEP. 

However, the velocity magnitude is increased at L4 and L5 (diffuser outlet) at near surge condition 

in comparison to that at BEP. The detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the diffuser at design and near off-design 

conditions. 
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the 

diffuser at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 between design condition (BEP) and off-design 

conditions (at near choke and at near surge conditions) 

Figure 4.22 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diffuser at 

near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is near 

symmetric line, showing less asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude at near choke condition in 

comparison to that BEP. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 4.22(b) that the flow is asymmetric at 

near surge condition across the diffuser. However, the asymmetric ratio is higher than 1.0 at L1 

(diffuser inlet) and L2, showing asymmetry towards the shroud wall and the asymmetric ratio is lower 

than 1.0 at L3, L4 and L5 (diffuser outlet), showing asymmetry towards the hub wall. Moreover, it 

can be seen that at L5 (diffuser outlet) and 40% away from the centreline of the diffuser, the 

asymmetric ratio is nearly 0.5 at near choke condition and at near surge condition. This is because 

the diffuser wall is diverged near the diffuser outlet, which causes increase in the area ratio and hence 

has a significant effect on the asymmetric ratio. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.22: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diffuser at design 

condition and at near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.23 depicts the velocity magnitude distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude 

is reduced radially across the diffuser having a maximum velocity of 264m/s at the diffuser inlet and 

195m/s at the diffuser outlet. The velocity at the hub and the shroud walls is 0m/s because of no-slip 

wall boundary condition. Furthermore, it can be seen that the velocity magnitude is higher near the 
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shroud wall and lower near the hub wall. Moreover, it can also be seen that the flow across the diffuser 

asymmetric. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio 

for the velocity magnitude profile across the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.23: Velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of velocity magnitude across the diffuser is explained using symmetric and asymmetric 

behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 4.24 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity 

magnitudes, αvm across the diffuser at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. 

It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the straight diffuser. The 

asymmetric ratio is increasing from the centreline to the wall at BEP at an operational speed of 

78.6rpsK-1/2 similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Same trend is found across the 

straight diffuser from P1 (diffuser inlet) to P5 (diffuser outlet) at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

 
Figure 4.24: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diffuser at BEP at 

the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.25 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across the centreline of the 

diffuser at the design condition and near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude at the diffuser inlet is higher at near off-design conditions 

in comparison to that at BEP. Furthermore, the velocity magnitude is almost similar at L2 at both 

near choke condition and surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. Thereafter, the velocity 

magnitude is decreased at L4 and L5 (diffuser outlet) at near choke condition in comparison to that 

at BEP. However, the velocity magnitude is increased at L4 and L5 (diffuser outlet) at near surge 

condition in comparison to that at BEP. The detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the diffuser at design and near off-design 

conditions. This will help to obtain the effect of asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude on the 

design and off-design conditions. 

 
Figure 4.25: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the 

diffuser at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 between design condition (BEP) and off-design 

conditions (at near choke and at near surge conditions) 

Figure 4.26 depicts the comparison of local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across 

the diffuser at near off-design conditions between the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is highly asymmetric having asymmetric ratio less than 1.0 

in comparison to that at 58.9rpsK-1/2. The asymmetric ratio is decreasing from the centreline to the 

wall at near choke condition (Figure 4.26(a)) in comparison to that at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. The flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall and it is increasing across the diffuser from 

L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 4.26(b) that the flow 

is asymmetric at near surge condition across the diffuser. However, the asymmetric ratio is higher 

than 1.0 across the width of the diffuser, which shows asymmetry towards the shroud wall. However, 

the asymmetric ratio is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) in comparison to 

that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.26: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diffuser at design 

condition and at near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-

1/2 

Figure 4.27 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is high at the diffuser inlet 

and it is reducing radially towards diffuser outlet. Furthermore, it can also be seen that radial velocity 

is maximum after the volute-tongue region having a magnitude of 103m/s and reduces 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation. The radial velocity is minimum at the diffuser 

outlet near the volute-tongue region having a magnitude of 57m/s. However, the reduction of radial 

velocity in the radial direction is higher in comparison to the reduction in the circumferential 

direction. 
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Figure 4.27: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
 

Figure 4.28 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The trend in the radial velocity distribution within the diffuser is 

similar to that BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The radial velocity is maximum at the 

diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 29% higher in comparison to that at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the radial velocity is minimum at the diffuser outlet 

near the volute-tongue region, which is 24% higher in comparison to that at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2.  

 
Figure 4.28: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.29(a) depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at near choke 

condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The overall radial velocity is higher within the 

diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at BEP. It can be seen that maximum radial 

velocity of 182m/s is obtained at the diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue region. The radial velocity 

decreases radially across the diffuser similar to that at BEP. Furthermore, the radial velocity also 

decreases circumferentially in the direction of rotation having the maximum radial velocity at the 

diffuser inlet before volute-tongue region and minimum radial velocity of 108m/s at the diffuser outlet 

after the volute-tongue region. Figure 4.29(b) depicts the radial velocity distribution across the 
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centreline of the diffuser at near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of 

radial velocity is similar to that at BEP. However, the overall radial velocity is lower within the 

diffuser near surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. The minimum radial velocity is 15m/s at 

the diffuser outlet near volute-tongue region and the maximum radial velocity is 71m/s at the diffuser 

inlet after the volute-tongue region. 

   

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.29: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 at near off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge 

Figure 4.30(a) depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at near choke 

condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall radial velocity is higher within the 

diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at near choke condition at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend of radial velocity distribution is similar in comparison to that at 

near choke condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that maximum radial 

velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue region, which is 27% higher in 

comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The minimum radial velocity is obtained 

at the diffuser outlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 26% higher in comparison to that at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Figure 4.30(b) depicts the radial velocity distribution across the 

centreline of the diffuser at near surge condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall 

radial velocity is higher within the diffuser at near surge condition in comparison that at near surge 

condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend of radial velocity distribution is 

similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that maximum radial velocity is 
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obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 33% higher in comparison to 

near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The minimum radial velocity is obtained 

at the diffuser outlet near volute-tongue region, which is 53% higher in comparison to that at near 

surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

   

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.30: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 at near off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge 

Figure 4.31 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that radial velocity is reduced 

radially across the diffuser having a maximum radial velocity of 104m/s at the diffuser inlet and 80m/s 

at the diffuser outlet. Furthermore, it can also be seen that radial velocity is higher close to the shroud 

wall and lower close to the hub wall of the diffuser. However, the detailed analysis has been carried 

out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity profile across the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.31: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and BEP 
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Figure 4.32 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diffuser at BEP at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvr values of 1.0 shows the flow is symmetric, αvr values below 

1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvr values above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow 

towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across 

the straight diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity increases from the centreline of the 

straight diffuser towards the wall and from the L1 (diffuser inlet) to the L5 (diffuser outlet). Moreover, 

it can be seen that at L5 (diffuser outlet) and 40% away from the centreline of the diffuser, the 

asymmetric ratio is nearly 0.2. This is because the diffuser wall is diverged near the diffuser outlet, 

which causes increase in the area ratio and hence has a significant effect on the asymmetric ratio for 

the radial velocity. 

 
Figure 4.32: Local radial velocity ratio, αvr across the diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.33 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across the diffuser from the hub 

wall to the shroud wall between the design condition and near off-design conditions at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity distribution at near choke condition is 

higher in comparison to that at BEP, whereas radial velocity is lower at near surge condition in 

comparison to that at BEP. The detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric 

ratio for the radial velocity profile across the diffuser at design and near off-design conditions. This 

will help to obtain the effect of asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity on the design and off-design 

conditions. 
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall 

to the shroud wall at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 between the design condition (BEP) and 

near off-design conditions (near choke condition and near surge condition) 

Figure 4.34 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diffuser at near 

off-design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is highly 

asymmetric having asymmetric ratio less than 1.0 at near choke condition in comparison to that at 

BEP. The asymmetric ratio is decreasing from the centreline to the wall at near choke condition at in 

comparison to that at BEP. The flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall and it is increasing across 

the diffuser from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 

4.34(b) that the flow is asymmetric at near surge condition across the diffuser. However, the 

asymmetric ratio is higher than 1.0 across the width of the diffuser, which shows asymmetry towards 

the shroud wall. Moreover, the asymmetric ratio is increasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser 

outlet) in comparison to that at BEP. 

  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.34: Local radial velocity ratio, αvr across the diffuser near off-design conditions at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.35 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced 

radially across the diffuser having a maximum velocity of 145m/s at the diffuser inlet and 112m/s at 

the diffuser outlet. The radial velocity at the hub and the shroud walls is 0m/s because of no-slip wall 

boundary condition. Furthermore, it can be seen that the flow is symmetric from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L2 and then it becomes asymmetric up to L5 (diffuser outlet). However, the detailed analysis has 

been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity profile across the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.35: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of radial velocity across the diffuser is explained using symmetric and asymmetric 

behaviour of the radial velocity field profiles. Figure 4.36 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the 

radial velocity, αvr across the diffuser at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen that the asymmetric ratio is below 1.0 at L1, showing flow asymmetry towards hub 

wall in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the asymmetric ratio 

for the radial velocity is higher than 1.0 from L2 to L5 (diffuser outlet), showing flow asymmetry 

towards shroud wall. However, the overall asymmetric ratio is lower across the diffuser in comparison 

to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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Figure 4.36: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diffuser at BEP at the 

operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.37 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser 

at the design condition and at near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the radial velocity at the diffuser inlet is higher at near choke condition and lower at 

near surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. This trend persists from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2. 

The radial velocity reduces near shroud wall at near surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. 

The detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity 

profile across the diffuser at design and near off-design conditions. 

 
Figure 4.37: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at 

an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 between design condition (BEP) and off-design conditions (at 

near choke and at near surge conditions) 

Figure 4.38 depicts the comparison of local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocities, αvr across the 

diffuser at near off-design conditions between the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen that the flow is highly asymmetric having asymmetric ratio less than 1.0 in 

comparison to that at 58.9rpsK-1/2. The asymmetric ratio is decreasing from the centreline to the wall 
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at near choke condition (Figure 4.38(a)) in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The radial flow velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall and it is increasing across the diffuser 

from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 4.38(b) that the 

flow is asymmetric at near surge condition across the diffuser. However, the asymmetric ratio is 

higher than 1.0 across the width of the diffuser, which shows asymmetry towards the shroud wall. 

However, the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 

(diffuser outlet) in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.38: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diffuser at design 

condition and at near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-

1/2 

Figure 4.39 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is higher 

at the diffuser inlet and is reducing radially towards diffuser outlet. Furthermore, it can also be seen 

that circumferential velocity is higher after the volute-tongue region and reduces circumferentially in 

the direction of rotation. The circumferential velocity is maximum at the diffuser inlet after the volute-

tongue region having a magnitude of 167m/s. Similarly, the circumferential velocity is minimum at 

the diffuser outlet near volute-tongue region having a magnitude of 103m/s. However, the rate of 

reduction of circumferential velocity in the radial direction is higher in comparison to the reduction 

in the circumferential direction.  
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Figure 4.39: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP 

at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.40 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at 

BEP and an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The trend in the circumferential velocity distribution 

within the diffuser is similar in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

circumferential velocity is minimum at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region, which is 

29% higher in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The circumferential velocity 

is maximum at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 24% higher in comparison 

to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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Figure 4.40: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP 

at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.41 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to 

the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential 

velocity is reducing radially across the diffuser having a maximum circumferential velocity of 178m/s 

at the diffuser inlet and 125m/s at the diffuser outlet. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the 

circumferential velocity is higher near the shroud wall and lower near the hub wall and shows 

asymmetric flow behaviour. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.41: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.42 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diffuser 

at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvc values of 1.0 shows the flow is symmetric, αvc 

values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvc values above 1.0 shows 
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asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the 

shroud wall across the straight diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity 

increases from the centreline of the straight diffuser towards the wall and decreases from the L1 

(diffuser inlet) to the L5 (diffuser outlet). Moreover, it can be seen that at L5 (diffuser outlet) and 

40% away from the centreline of the diffuser, the asymmetric ratio is nearly 0.4. This is because the 

diffuser wall is diverged near the diffuser outlet, which causes increase in the area ratio and hence 

has a significant effect on the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity. 

 
Figure 4.42: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diffuser at BEP 

at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.43(a) depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at 

near choke condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The overall circumferential velocity is 

higher within the diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at BEP. It can be seen that 

maximum circumferential velocity of 186m/s is obtained at the diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue 

region. The circumferential velocity decreases radially across the diffuser similar to that at BEP. 

Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of rotation 

having the maximum circumferential velocity at the diffuser inlet before volute-tongue region and 

minimum circumferential velocity of 100m/s at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. 

Figure 4.43(b) depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at 

near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of circumferential velocity is 

similar to that at BEP. The minimum circumferential velocity is 102m/s at the diffuser outlet at 110˚ 
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from the volute-tongue region, in the direction of rotation. The maximum circumferential velocity is 

198m/s at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. 

 

  
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.43. Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 at near off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge  

Figure 4.44(a) depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at 

near choke condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall circumferential velocity is 

higher within the diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend circumferential velocity distribution is similar to that at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that maximum circumferential velocity is obtained 

at the diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue region, which is 24% higher in comparison to that at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser 

outlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 32% higher in comparison to that at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Figure 4.44(b) depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the 

centreline of the diffuser at near surge condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall 

circumferential velocity is higher within the diffuser at near surge condition in comparison to that at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend of circumferential velocity distribution is 

similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that maximum circumferential 

velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 22% higher in 

comparison that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The minimum circumferential velocity is 
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obtained at the diffuser outlet, around 110˚ from the volute-tongue region, in the direction of rotation, 

which is 42% higher in comparison that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.44: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 at near off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge  

Figure 4.45 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across the diffuser from 

the hub wall to the shroud wall between the design condition and near off-design conditions at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity distribution at near 

choke condition is lower in comparison to that at BEP, whereas circumferential velocity is higher at 

near surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. Moreover, the detailed analysis has been carried 

out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across the diffuser at 

design and near off-design conditions. This will help to obtain the effect of asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity on the design and off-design conditions. 
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Figure 4.45: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the 

hub wall to the shroud wall at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 between the design condition 

(BEP) and near off-design conditions (near choke and near surge) 

Figure 4.46 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diffuser 

at near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is 

highly asymmetric having asymmetric ratio more than 1.0 at near off-design conditions in comparison 

to that at BEP. The asymmetric ratio is increasing from the centreline towards the wall at near off-

design conditions in comparison to that at BEP. The flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall and 

it is decreasing across the diffuser from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) in both off-design 

conditions. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.46: Local circumferential velocity ratio, αvc across the diffuser near off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.47 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to 

the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential 
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velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser having a maximum circumferential velocity of 224m/s 

at the diffuser inlet and 164m/s at the diffuser outlet. The circumferential velocity at the hub and the 

shroud walls is 0m/s because of no-slip wall boundary condition. Furthermore, it can be seen that the 

flow is asymmetric from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). However, the detailed analysis has 

been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across 

the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.47: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of circumferential velocity across the diffuser is explained using symmetric and 

asymmetric behaviour of the circumferential velocity field profiles. Figure 4.48 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvc across the diffuser at BEP at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the asymmetric ratio is above 1.0 at L1, showing 

flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

overall asymmetric ratio is higher across the diffuser in comparison to that at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. 

 
Figure 4.48: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diffuser at BEP 

at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.49 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of 

the diffuser at the design condition and at near off-design conditions at an operational speed of 

78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity at the diffuser inlet is lower at near choke 

condition and higher at near surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. This trend persists from 

L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). The detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying 

the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across the diffuser at design and near off-

design conditions. This will help to obtain the effect of asymmetric ratio for the circumferential 

velocity on the design and off-design conditions. 

 
Figure 4.49: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the 

diffuser at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 between design condition (BEP) and off-design 

conditions (at near choke and at near surge conditions) 

Figure 4.50 depicts the comparison of local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocities, αvc 

across the diffuser at near off-design conditions between the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is highly asymmetric having asymmetric ratio more than 1.0 

similar to that at 58.9rpsK-1/2. The asymmetric ratio is increasing from the centreline to the wall at 

near choke condition (Figure 4.51(a)) in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The circumferential flow velocity is asymmetric towards the shroud wall and it is decreasing across 

the diffuser from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 

4.50(b) that the flow is asymmetric at near surge condition across the diffuser. However, the 

asymmetric ratio is higher than 1.0 across the width of the diffuser, which shows asymmetry towards 

the shroud wall. However, the overall asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the 

diffuser is lower in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Moreover, the 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser 

outlet) similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.50: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diffuser at 

design condition and at near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.51 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the static temperature is lower at the diffuser 

inlet and it is increasing radially across the diffuser outlet. Furthermore, the static temperature also 

increases circumferentially in the direction of rotation having a minimum static temperature at the 

diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region and maximum at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue 

region. The minimum static temperature is seen to be as 320K and maximum static temperature is 

seen to be as 334K. However, the rate of increase of the static temperature in the radial direction is 

higher in comparison to the reduction in the circumferential direction. 
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Figure 4.51: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at  

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.52 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The trend in the static temperature variations within the diffuser is 

similar to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that minimum static temperature 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 7% higher in comparison to 

that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, static temperature is found to be higher at 

the diffuser outlet near volute-tongue region, which is again 7% higher in comparison to that at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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Figure 4.52: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at BEP at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.53(a) depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diffuser at near 

choke condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The overall static temperature is lower within 

the diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at BEP. It can be seen that the minimum 

static temperature of 301K is obtained at the diffuser inlet before the volute-tongue region. The static 

temperature increases radially across the diffuser similar to that seen at BEP. Furthermore, the static 

temperature increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation having a maximum value 

of 322K at the diffuser outlet after the volute-tongue region. Figure 4.53(b) depicts the static 

temperature variations across the centreline of the diffuser at near surge condition at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of static temperature variations is similar to that seen at BEP. 

However, the overall static temperature is higher within the diffuser at near surge condition in 

comparison to that at BEP. The minimum static temperature is seen to be 341K at the diffuser inlet 

after volute-tongue region and the maximum static temperature is 359K at the diffuser outlet near the 

volute-tongue region. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.53: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 at near off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge 

Figure 4.54(a) depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diffuser at near 

choke condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall static temperature is higher within 

the diffuser in comparison to that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend of the 

static temperature variations is similar to that at near choke condition at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet before 

the volute-tongue region, which is 4% higher in comparison to that at near choke condition at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, maximum static temperature is obtained at the 

diffuser outlet after the volute-tongue region, which is 6% more than that at operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. Figure 4.54(b) depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the 

diffuser at near surge condition at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. The overall static temperature 

is higher within the diffuser in comparison to that at near surge condition at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. However, the trend of the static temperature variations is similar to that at near surge 

condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after volute-tongue region, which 9% higher in comparison to that at 

near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the maximum static 

temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region, which is again 9% higher 

in comparison to that at near surge condition at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.54: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diffuser at an 

operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 at near off-design conditions (a) near choke and (b) near surge 

4.3.1. Effect of Asymmetric Ratio on the Design and Off-Design Conditions 

The behaviour of the flow within the diffuser is highly dependent upon the mass flow rate the 

compressor stage is working on. It has been noticed last section of this chapter that at near choke 

condition the flow is asymmetrical towards diffuser hub wall. Furthermore, the asymmetrical 

behaviour of the flow shifts from asymmetry towards diffuser hub wall to the diffuser shroud wall as 

the compressor working point changes from near choke condition to near surge condition. Therefore, 

a new term is introduced that shows the change in behaviour of the flow across the diffuser for 

different mass flow rates. The asymmetric ratio of the flow is defined as α, which is the ratio between 

the flow velocity near the shroud wall and the flow velocity near the hub wall. This ratio defines the 

gradient of asymmetric flow behaviour across the diffuser. The average value of asymmetric ratio at 

one cross sectional area of the diffuser is defined as global asymmetric ratio, ξ, written as follows; 

𝜉 =
1

2
[
𝛼1𝑏1+𝛼2𝑏2+𝛼3𝑏3+𝛼4𝑏4

𝑏𝑡
]    (4.1) 

where, n is the number of diffuser widths considered (shown in Figure 4.19) from the walls and b is 

the diffuser width. Furthermore, the subscripts 1, 2, 3 and 4 are width locations from the wall, which 

are explained earlier in the previous section. Moreover, subscript t stands for total/maximum and ave 

stands for average. The global asymmetric ratio for different velocity vectors across the diffuser are 
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described in the following section. Furthermore, the major effects of velocity vectors on the design 

and off-design conditions are described in detail. 

Figure 4.55 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude at the design and off-

design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitudes at the design and near off-design conditions is towards the shroud 

wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is higher at L1 (diffuser 

inlet) and it is decreasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at BEP. Furthermore, the global asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitudes is higher at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is decreasing towards L4 at off-

design conditions similar to BEP. However, asymmetric ratio increases at L5 (diffuser outlet) at near 

off-design conditions. The asymmetric ratio values are almost similar for BEP and near surge 

condition, which means flow is highly asymmetric. On the other hand, the asymmetric ratio values 

are lower at near choke condition, which means flow is close to symmetric. 

 
Figure 4.55: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude at the design and off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.56 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude at the design and off-

design conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It shows the same trend in comparison to 

that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio for design 

and off-design conditions is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for 

the velocity magnitudes is higher at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is decreasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) 

at BEP and at near surge condition. However, the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes 

is lower at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is increasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at near choke condition. 

Furthermore, the asymmetric ratio values are almost similar for BEP and near surge condition, which 
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means flow is highly asymmetric. On the other hand, the asymmetric ratio values are lower at near 

choke condition, which means flow is close to symmetric.  

 
Figure 4.56: Global asymmetric ratio for velocity magnitude at the design and near off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.57 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity at the design and off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio for 

radial velocity at the design and near off-design conditions is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. 

The global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is higher at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is decreasing 

towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at BEP and at near surge condition. However, the global asymmetric ratio 

for the radial velocity is lower at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is increasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at 

near choke condition. However, asymmetric ratio increases at L5 (diffuser outlet) at near off-design 

conditions. The asymmetric ratio values are almost similar for BEP and near surge condition, which 

means flow is highly asymmetric. On the other hand, the asymmetric ratio values are lower at near 

choke condition, which means flow is close to symmetric. 
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Figure 4.57: Global asymmetric ratio for radial velocity at the design and off-design conditions at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.58 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity at the design and off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It shows the same trend in comparison to that at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio for radial velocity at 

the design and near off-design conditions is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is higher at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is decreasing towards L5 

(diffuser outlet) at BEP and at near surge condition. However, the global asymmetric ratio for the 

radial velocity is lower at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is increasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at near 

choke condition. However, asymmetric ratio increases at L5 (diffuser outlet) at near off-design 

conditions. The asymmetric ratio values are almost similar for BEP and near surge condition, which 

means flow is highly asymmetric. On the other hand, the asymmetric ratio values are lower at near 

choke condition, which means flow is close to symmetric. 

 
Figure 4.58: Global asymmetric ratio for radial velocity at the design and near off-design conditions 

at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.59 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity at the design and off-

design conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio for circumferential velocity at the design and near off-design conditions is towards the shroud 

wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is higher at L1 

(diffuser inlet) and it is decreasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at BEP and at near surge condition. 

However, the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is lower at L1 (diffuser inlet) 

and it is increasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at near choke condition. However, asymmetric ratio 

increases at L5 (diffuser outlet) at near off-design conditions. The asymmetric ratio values are almost 

similar for BEP and near surge condition, which means flow is highly asymmetric. On the other hand, 

the asymmetric ratio values are lower at near choke condition, which means flow is close to 

symmetric. 

 
Figure 4.59: Global asymmetric ratio for circumferential velocity at the design and off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.60 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity at the design and off-

design conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2. It shows the same trend in comparison to 

that at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio for 

circumferential velocity at the design and near off-design conditions is towards the shroud wall of the 

diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is higher at L1 (diffuser inlet) 

and it is decreasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at BEP and at near surge condition. However, the 

global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is lower at L1 (diffuser inlet) and it is 

increasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) at near choke condition. However, asymmetric ratio increases 

at L5 (diffuser outlet) at near off-design conditions. The asymmetric ratio values are almost similar 
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for BEP and near surge condition, which means flow is highly asymmetric. On the other hand, the 

asymmetric ratio values are lower at near choke condition, which means flow is close to symmetric. 

 
Figure 4.60: Global asymmetric ratio for circumferential velocity at the design and off-design 

conditions at an operational speed of 78.6rpsK-1/2 

It is concluded from the above results the flow across the straight diffuser is asymmetrical at design 

and off-design conditions. It has been noticed that the asymmetry increases at near choke condition 

from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet. However, the asymmetry decreases at BEP and at near 

surge condition from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet. Furthermore, it has also been noticed that 

the flow tends to be more asymmetrical at the diffuser outlet at off-design conditions in comparison 

to BEP. This is because the diffuser has divergence on the hub wall near the outlet, which increases 

the area ratio of the diffuser and hence reduces the velocity. This causes the airflow to deviate towards 

the shroud wall of the straight diffuser. In order to understand the overall effect of the diffuser flow 

field on the design and off-design conditions, the equation 4.1 has been reconsidered and manipulated 

to obtain the entire effect. Henceforth, a new term has been defined, which is called asymmetric 

effect, 𝜁 is shown as follows; 

𝜁 =
1

𝑛
[
𝜉1𝑟1+𝜉2𝑟2+𝜉3𝑟3+𝜉4𝑟4+𝜉5𝑟5

𝑟𝑡
]   (4.2) 

where, n is the number of diffuser radii locations considered from the diffuser inlet and r is the diffuser 

radius. Furthermore, the subscripts 1, 2, 3 and 4 are radii locations from the diffuser inlet, which are 

0% of distance from the diffuser inlet, 25% of distance from the diffuser inlet, 50% of distance from 

the diffuser inlet, 75% of distance from the diffuser inlet and 100% of distance from the diffuser inlet 
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respectively. Moreover, subscript t stands for total. Figure 4.61 depicts the comparison of diffuser 

asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude at the design and near off-design conditions at the 

operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. Asymmetric effect above 1.0 shows the flow to 

be asymmetric towards the shroud wall within the diffuser and asymmetric effect below 1.0 shows 

the flow to be asymmetric towards the hub wall within the diffuser. Moreover, asymmetric effect of 

1.0 shows the flow to be symmetric within the diffuser. It can be seen that the asymmetric effect is 

higher than 1.0 at design and near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the asymmetric effect is less at near off-design conditions in comparison 

to that at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. Moreover, the asymmetric effect is less at near 

choke condition in comparison to that at BEP and at near surge condition at an operational speed of 

78.6rpsK-1/2. However, it has been noticed that the velocity flow field is highly asymmetric towards 

the shroud wall at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 in comparison to 

that at near off-design conditions. 

 
Figure 4.61: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude at the design and 

near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.62 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity at the design and 

near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can be seen 

that the asymmetric effect is higher than 1.0 at design and off-design conditions at the operational 

speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the asymmetric effect is higher at near surge 

condition and at BEP in comparison to that at near choke condition at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. However, it has been noticed that the radial flow field is highly 
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asymmetric towards the shroud wall at BEP and at near surge condition at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 in comparison to that at near choke conditions. 

 
Figure 4.62: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity at the design and near off-

design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.63 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity at the 

design and near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. It can 

be seen that the asymmetric effect is higher than 1.0 at design and off-design conditions at the 

operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. Furthermore, the asymmetric effect is higher at 

near surge condition and at BEP in comparison to that at near choke condition at the operational 

speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. However, it has been noticed that the circumferential flow 

field is highly asymmetric towards the shroud wall at BEP and at near surge condition at the 

operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 in comparison to that at near choke conditions. 
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Figure 4.63: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity at the design and 

near off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2 

It has been concluded from the aforementioned analysis that the flow is asymmetric across the straight 

diffuser at the design and off-design conditions at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-

1/2. Furthermore, the flow high asymmetric effect at BEP and less effect at off-design conditions. 

4.3.2.  Isentropic Efficiency within the Parallel Wall Vaneless Diffuser 

Isentropic efficiency is a non-dimensional parameter to compute the performance of the compressor 

stage. It is a function of the total-to-total pressure ratio and total-to-total temperature ratio of the 

centrifugal compressor stage, which is as follows; 

𝜂𝐶 =
𝑇𝑜,𝑖𝑛×[𝑃𝑅𝐶

𝑘−1
𝑘 −1]

𝑇𝑜,𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑇𝑜,𝑖𝑛
      (4.3) 

The isentropic efficiency has been analysed locally within the diffuser at three conditions (near choke, 

BEP and near surge). The isentropic efficiency within the diffuser has been calculated at the locations 

mentioned in Figure 4.14. Figure 4.64 depicts the isentropic efficiency locally within the diffuser by 

the method described earlier. It can be seen that 80.3% of isentropic efficiency is obtained at the 

diffuser inlet and it has reduced to 77.5% in the downstream of the diffuser at BEP. Furthermore, it 

can be seen that the trend of the isentropic efficiency is similar at near choke condition and at near 

surge condition. However, there are variations in the magnitude of isentropic efficiency. The 

isentropic efficiency values are a bit higher at the diffuser inlet at near choke condition in comparison 
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to that at BEP and however, have same values at the diffuser outlet. This shows very less losses within 

the diffuser at near choke condition in comparison to that at BEP. Moreover, the isentropic efficiency 

values are lower across the diffuser at near surge condition in comparison to that at BEP. This shows 

that increased amount of losses generated while the compressor stage was working at near surge 

condition. These losses are due to skin friction loss, high static temperature loss and the recirculation 

within the diffuser. 

 
Figure 4.64: Isentropic efficiency locally within the diffuser at design and off-design conditions 

Furthermore, a regression analysis approach is used to quantify the effects of geometrical parameters 

and the flow parameters on the isentropic efficiency. The flow within the diffuser is dependent on 

numerous factors, which could affect the isentropic efficiency locally within the diffuser of the 

compressor stage. The important parameters include the flow velocity components; circumferential 

velocity, vθ, radial velocity, vr and axial velocity va. However, axial velocity has negligible effect on 

the flow within the diffuser hence axial velocity component is neglected. Moreover, the diffuser is 

like a circular disc whereby the flow velocity is directed radially outward. Therefore, the isentropic 

efficiency is also the function of the geometrical parameters including inner and outer radii of the 

diffuser, inner and outer widths of the diffuser and azimuthal angle of the diffuser. A regression 

analysis has been carried out to develop an equation by which isentropic efficiency can be calculated 

at any location within the diffuser. 

𝜂 = 𝑓(𝑁, 𝜃, 𝑟, 𝑏2, 𝑧, 𝜔, 𝑇°, |𝑣|, vθ, vr)     (4.4) 
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Using the regression analysis approach following equation has been developed. This expression is 

only valid for straight diffuser. 

𝜂 = 1.82 ∙ (
𝑁𝜃

𝑟
)
𝑘1

∙ (
𝑏2−𝑧

𝑏2
)
𝑘2

∙ (
𝜔𝑟

√𝛾𝑅𝑇° 
)
𝑘3

∙ (
|𝑣|−𝑣𝜃

|𝑣|−𝑣𝑟
)
𝑘4

  (4.5) 

where 

𝑘1 = 0.0023 

𝑘2 = 0.038 

𝑘3 = 2.26 

𝑘4 = 0.0319 

These coefficients’ values are only valid for the respective initial and boundary conditions. 

Furthermore, these coefficients represent the mean change in the response variable at one unit of 

change in the predictor variable while holding the other predictor variable in the model constant. The 

response variables are
𝑁𝜃

𝑟
,
𝑏2−𝑧

𝑏2
, 

𝜔𝑟

√𝛾𝑅𝑇° 
 and 

|𝑣|−𝑣𝜃

|𝑣|−𝑣𝑟
, whereas the predictor variable is the isentropic 

efficiency, 𝜂. The first term in the equation 1.82 is the y-intercept value. Furthermore, the exponent 

values of k1, k2, k3 and k4 are given, which shows that which term has maximum effect on the 

isentropic efficiency value. Henceforth, it can be seen that the maximum effect is dependent upon 

𝜔𝑟

√𝛾𝑅𝑇° 
 term. This term identifies the rotational speed of the impeller and the Mach number obtained 

at the impeller trailing edge tip. 

The data obtained via Eq. 4.5 has been verified with the calculated numerical results of the isentropic 

efficiency, as depicted in the Figure 4.65, which has shown the maximum percentage difference of 

7.01% and having R2 value of 0.60. Based upon this, it can be concluded that the aforementioned 

semi-empirical equation can be used to compute the isentropic efficiency within the diffuser. 
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Figure 4.65: Comparison between numerically calculated, obtained via regression analysis, 

isentropic efficiency and predicted, using CFD, isentropic efficiency within the diffuser 
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4.4. Flow Field Characteristics within the Diverged Wall Vaneless Diffuser 

Many researchers have carried out various investigations to improve the compressor stage 

performance either by pinching, converging or diverging the diffuser walls as described in Chapter 2 

of the thesis. Similar approach is used in this section as well to identify the effects of the wall 

divergence on the performance of the compressor stage. Furthermore, in this study the effect of wall 

divergence on the local flow variations are also investigated. This methodology will help in the later 

sections to either maintain the compressor stage performance or enhance the compressor stage 

performance while compacting the compressor by modifying the diffuser using various approaches. 

Parametric investigations have been carried out to analyse the flow field characteristics within the 

diverged wall vaneless diffuser. To carry out the parametric investigations a Full Factorial based 

Design of Experiments (DoE) technique has been employed in the present study to determine the 

possible practical combinations of the geometrical parameters. Minitab 17 Statistical Software has 

been used in the present study to carry out Full Factorial based DoE studies, where a practical range 

of different parameters has been specified. The factors/parameters considered for the diffuser 

configurations, along with their levels, have been summarised in the Table 4.1. Furthermore, a sample 

design of diverged wall straight diffuser has also been presented in Figure 4.66. It can be seen that 

the shroud wall is diverged from the diffuser inlet to one-fifth of the diffuser and is applied on the 

circumference of the diffuser. Furthermore, the diffuser outlet width has increased up to 1.4 of the 

diffuser inlet width. The diffuser outlet width cannot be extended more than 1.4 because of the 

limitation on the volute inlet section. The results obtained from the diverged wall diffuser have been 

compared with the straight diffuser to investigate the performance improvement within the 

compressor stage. Based upon the Full Factorial based DoE 24 number of numerical simulations has 

been required to carry out this parametric investigation. The total-to-total pressure ratio and isentropic 

efficiency have been recorded for each simulation. Best design model has been chosen based upon 

the highest localised isentropic efficiency within the compressor stage, which is the function of 

various geometrical and flow parameters. 

Table 4.1: Factors and levels for full factorial design of diffuser configurations 

Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 

L/Lmax 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

b2/b1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 - - 
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Figure 4.66: Sample configuration of the diverged wall vaneless diffuser 

4.4.1. Performance Characteristics of Compressor Stage using Diverged Wall Straight 

Diffuser 

Numerical analysis has been carried out to obtain the total-to-total stage performance and flow field 

characteristics across various configurations of the diverged wall straight diffuser have been analysed. 

Table 4.2 shows the results obtained from numerical simulations of CFD for the global parameters of 

all 24 configurations. Two geometrical parameters are considered, divergence location from the inlet 

on the shroud wall and the diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio to analyse the effect on the local flow 

field and on the total-to-total stage performance. It can be seen from the Table 4.2 that a small increase 

of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes increase in the pressure ratio and the isentropic efficiency. 

However, with a further increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes reduction in the stage 

performance. Furthermore, change in the location of wall divergence has a very small effect on the 

global performance parameters. However, local flow fields within the diffuser do change, which are 

explained in the later sections. Furthermore, it can be seen that the pressure ratio and isentropic 

efficiency is maximum at three diverged wall diffuser configurations; Configuration 9 (L/Lmax = 0.2 

& b2/b1 = 1.1), Configuration 13 (L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.1) and Configuration 17 (L/Lmax = 0.4 & 

b2/b1 = 1.1). 
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Table 4.2: CFD results of centrifugal compressor stage using different configurations of diverged 

wall vaneless diffuser 

Parameters 

Divergence 

location from the 

inlet on the shroud 

wall, L/Lmax 

Diffuser outlet-

to-inlet width 

ratio, b2/b1 

Pressure 

Ratio, PRC 

Isentropic 

efficiency, 

ƞ 

Configuration 

No. 
(-) (-) (-) (%) 

Straight 

diffuser 
0.0 1.0 1.527 70.9 

1 

0.0 

1.1 1.542 72.3 

2 1.2 1.536 71.6 

3 1.3 1.531 71.0 

4 1.4 1.522 69.9 

5 

0.1 

1.1 1.542 72.3 

6 1.2 1.536 71.6 

7 1.3 1.531 71.0 

8 1.4 1.521 69.9 

9 

0.2 

1.1 1.543 72.3 

10 1.2 1.536 71.6 

11 1.3 1.532 71.1 

12 1.4 1.522 69.9 

13 

0.3 

1.1 1.543 72.3 

14 1.2 1.537 71.7 

15 1.3 1.533 71.2 

16 1.4 1.523 70.1 

17 

0.4 

1.1 1.543 72.3 

18 1.2 1.537 71.6 

19 1.3 1.534 71.2 

20 1.4 1.525 70.2 

21 

0.5 

1.1 1.534 71.3 

22 1.2 1.537 71.6 

23 1.3 1.529 70.7 

24 1.4 1.522 69.8 

4.4.2. Flow Field Characteristics within the Diverged Wall Straight Diffuser 

This section demonstrates the flow field analyses within the diverged wall straight diffuser based 

upon static pressure, velocity magnitude, circumferential velocity, radial velocity and static 

temperature variations. The analyses have been carried out in such a way that firstly the effect of 

outlet-to-inlet diffuser width ratio has been investigated by considering configurations having same 

wall divergence from the diffuser inlet. Thereafter, the effect of the wall divergence at different 

locations on the shroud wall from the diffuser inlet has been investigated by considering those 

configurations maximum diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio. Finally, the combined effects of the wall 
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divergence at different locations on the shroud wall from the diffuser inlet and the diffuser outlet-to-

inlet width ratio have been investigated. These investigations have helped the author to quantify the 

effects of geometrical parameters on the local flow field within the diverged wall vaneless diffuser. 

Furthermore, the effect of wall divergence on the flow asymmetry within the diffuser has been 

quantified to establish a relationship of wall divergence with asymmetric effect and isentropic 

efficiency. 

Figure 4.67 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure across the diverged wall straight 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially 

across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the 

volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure values are same across the parallel wall 

diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1). Furthermore, it can be 

seen that the static pressure is increased at the diffuser inlet by 0.75% and decreased at the diffuser 

outlet by 2.68% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that 

across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. This trend explains that the static pressure 

decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased by keeping the divergence 

location at the diffuser inlet. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.67: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.68 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure across the diverged wall straight 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially 

across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the 

volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure values are decreased across the diverged 

wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) in comparison to that across the parallel wall 

diffuser. The static pressure is increased at the diffuser inlet by 0.75% and decreased at the diffuser 

outlet by 2.68% in comparison to that at parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be seen that 

the static pressure is same across both diverged wall diffuser configurations. This trend explains that 

the static pressure remains same when the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser 

inlet is increased by considering the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 
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Figure 4.68: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.69 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 

= 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of 

the static pressure across the diverged wall straight diffusers is similar to that across the straight 

diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static 

pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static 

pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static 

pressure values are same across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configuration 

(L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1). Furthermore, the static pressure is increased at the diffuser inlet by 

1.50% and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 0.67% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.1 & 

b2/b1 = 1.2 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Similar 

trend is obtained for the rest of the diverged wall diffuser configurations. The static pressure is 

increased by 0.75% and 0.75% at the diffuser inlet across the diverged wall diffuser configurations 

of L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Moreover, the static pressure is decreased by 1.34% and 

2.68% at the diffuser outlet across the diverged wall diffuser configurations of L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 

= 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 
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0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. This trend explains that the static pressure remains same when both the distance 

between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser 

are increased by one point. Thereafter, the static pressure decreases with the further increase of both 

the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio of 

the diffuser. 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 
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Figure 4.69: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 

1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.70 depicts the flow streamlines radially across (a) parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall 

straight diffuser configurations ((b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (c) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (d) 

L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and (e) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen from the Figure 4.70(a) that the flow stream within the parallel wall 

diffuser is uniform, with no flow reversals. Similar flow behaviour is obtained in diverged wall 

straight diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Furthermore, it can be seen a further increase of outlet-

to-inlet width ratio along with an increase in the distance between the divergence location and the 

diffuser inlet has caused flow reversals within the diffuser near the diffuser outlet and in the volute. 

Same flow behaviour has been obtained in the diverged wall diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.1 & 

b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. It can be seen from the figures 

that increase in the outlet-to-inlet width ratio has increased cross sectional area, which in-turn 

increases the flow reversals area. Furthermore, it can also be seen that increase in the distance between 

the divergence location and the diffuser inlet has shifted the flow separation point on the hub wall. It 

has been analysed from these flow behaviours within diverged wall diffuser configurations that 

increased area ratio causes increase in the adverse pressure gradient on the hub wall. The adverse 

pressure gradient values away from zero causes the flow separation. Furthermore, the location of 

separation point is dependent upon the velocity gradient normal to the hub wall. When the velocity 

gradient is equal to zero (dw/dx = 0), it causes wall shear stress to be zero. Furthermore, the location 

where the velocity gradient normal to the surface is zero is known as flow separation point. This 

thickens the boundary layer along with flow separation region [22] and hence causes blockage, which 

can be captured at the flow separation point [1]. However, after separation of the boundary layer, the 

assumptions used for boundary layer theory does not work and hence calculated experimentally [22]. 

 
(a) 
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(d) (e) 

Figure 4.70: Flow streamlines radially across the (a) parallel wall diffuser 

and diverged wall straight diffuser configurations ((b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 

1.1 (c) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (d) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and (e) 

L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) and volute at BEP an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

The analysis has also been carried out in order to observe the flow characteristics circumferentially 

within the diverged wall straight diffuser and volute. In order to qualitatively analyse the flow 

characteristics many planes have been created at every 45˚ within the diffuser and volute for the 

design configuration of L/Lmax = 0.3 and b2/b1 = 1.4. Streamlines have been shown on each plane of 

the diffuser and the volute (shown in Figure 4.71). It can be seen from the figures that the size of the 

flow reversals and location of flow separation changes based upon the cross-sectional area of the 

volute. If the volute cross-sectional area is small, the size of the flow reversals is large and vice versa. 
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Figure 4.71: Flow streamlines radially across the diverged wall straight diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and volute for every 45˚ at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.72 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 

1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the velocity magnitude is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the velocity 

magnitude at L1 (diffuser inlet) is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, whereas the 

velocity magnitude is lower at L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall diffuser configurations in 

comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the velocity magnitude 

is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. Moreover, it can be seen from 

the figure that the velocity magnitude becomes highly asymmetric across the diverged wall diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4. This is due to flow reversals at the outlet of diverged wall 
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straight diffuser. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 

 
Figure 4.72: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of velocity magnitude across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 4.73 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & 

b2/b1 = 1.1 and L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvm values 

of 1.0 shows the flow is symmetric, αvm values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub 

wall and αvm values above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that 

the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged wall diffuser. The asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitude increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and 

from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall diffusers. However, it has been 

noticed that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by considering same wall diverged location from 

the inlet makes the flow highly asymmetrical. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.73: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

 

Figure 4.74 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 

1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the velocity magnitude is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the velocity 

magnitude at L1 (diffuser inlet) is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, whereas the 

velocity magnitude is lower at L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall diffuser configurations in 

comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the velocity magnitude 

is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. Moreover, it can be seen from 

the figure that the velocity magnitude becomes highly asymmetric across both diverged wall diffuser 

configurations analysed. This is due to flow reversals at the outlet of diverged wall straight diffuser. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

velocity magnitude profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 

 

Figure 4.74: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.75 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged 

wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the 

diverged wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude remains similar from the 

centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both 

diverged wall diffusers. However, it has been noticed that by increasing wall diverged location from 
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the inlet and considering same increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio do not have considerable effect 

on the asymmetry of the flow within the diffuser. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.75: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.76 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, 

L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is reduced 

radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude at L1 (diffuser inlet) is similar 

at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, whereas the velocity magnitude is lower at L5 (diffuser 

outlet) for diverged wall diffuser configurations in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, 

it has been observed that the velocity magnitude is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall 

straight diffuser. Moreover, it can be seen that the flow asymmetry for velocity magnitude is 

increasing with the combined increase of diffuser outlet-to inlet width ratio and wall divergence 

location from the inlet. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the diverged wall diffusers, which has been 

explained in the next sections. 
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Figure 4.76: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.77 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged 

wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and 

L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow 

is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for 

the velocity magnitude constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and 

from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall diffusers. However, it has been 

noticed that increasing both wall diverged location from the inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio 

increases local asymmetric ratio of the flow within the diffuser. It can also be observed that at 

diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4, the flow near the wall has asymmetry towards 

the hub wall. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 4.77: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 

1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.78 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the radial velocity across the diverged wall straight 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially 

across the diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the 

volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the radial velocity values are increased by 3.5% and 1.0% at 

the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet across diverged wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 

= 1.1) in comparison to that across the parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it can be seen that the 

radial velocity is further increased at the diffuser inlet by 27% and decreased at diffuser outlet by 

1.9% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. This trend explains that the radial velocity increases when 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased up to 1.1 and it is decreased when b2/b1 is 1.4 

whilst keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.78: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall 

straight diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.79 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the radial velocity across the diverged wall straight 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially 

across the diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the 

volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the radial velocity values are increased across the diverged 

wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) in comparison to that across the parallel wall 

diffuser. The radial velocity is increased at the diffuser inlet by 32% and decreased at the diffuser 

outlet by 1.0% in comparison to that at parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the 

radial velocity is same across both diverged wall diffuser configurations. This trend explains that the 

radial velocity remains same when the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet 

is increased by considering the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 
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Figure 4.79: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall 

straight diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.80 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 

= 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of 

the radial velocity across the diverged wall straight diffusers is similar to that across the straight 

diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that 

the radial velocity is higher at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet by 3.5% and 1.0% respectively 

across the diverged wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1) in comparison to that at 

parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity is increased at the diffuser inlet by 12% and 

decreased at the diffuser outlet by 1.0% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2 in 

comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Similar trend is 

obtained for the rest of the diverged wall diffuser configurations. The radial velocity is increased by 

15% and 27% at the diffuser inlet across the diverged wall diffuser configurations of L/Lmax = 0.2 & 

b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax 

= 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Moreover, the radial velocity is decreased by 1.9% each at the diffuser outlet 

across the diverged wall diffuser configurations of L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & 
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b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. This 

trend explains that the radial decreases with the increase of both the distance between the divergence 

location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4.80: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall 

straight diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 

& b2/b1 = 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.81 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) from 
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the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the radial velocity at L1 

(diffuser inlet) is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, whereas the radial velocity 

is lower at L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall diffuser configurations in comparison to parallel wall 

diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric across the parallel 

and diverged wall straight diffuser. Moreover, it can be seen from the figure that the radial velocity 

becomes highly asymmetric across the diverged wall diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 

= 1.4. This is due to flow reversals near the hub wall at the outlet of diverged wall straight diffuser. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial 

velocity profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 

 

Figure 4.81: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged wall 

straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of radial velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 4.82 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 

= 1.1 and L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvr values of 1.0 

shows the flow is symmetric, αvr values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and 

αvr values above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is 

asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged wall diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the 

radial velocity increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and from the diffuser 

inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall diffusers. However, it has been noticed that increase 

of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by considering same wall diverged location from the inlet makes the 

flow highly asymmetrical. This causes flow reversal near the hub wall of the diverged wall diffuser. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.82: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.83 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) from 

the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the radial velocity at L1 

(diffuser inlet) is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, decreasing across the diffuser 

at from L2 to L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall diffuser configurations in comparison to parallel 

wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric across the 

parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. It can also be seen from the figure that the radial velocity 

becomes highly asymmetric across both diverged wall diffuser configurations analysed. This is due 

to flow reversals near the hub wall at the outlet of diverged wall straight diffuser. However, the 

detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity 

profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.83: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged wall 

straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.84 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall 

diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged 

wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity remains similar from the centreline of the 

diffuser towards the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall 

diffusers. It has been noticed that by increasing wall diverged location from the inlet and considering 

same increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio increases the asymmetry of the flow at L5. However, flow 

field at L4 changes its asymmetry from the shroud wall to the hub wall. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.84: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.85 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 

0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced radially across the 

diffuser. It can be seen that the radial velocity at L1 (diffuser inlet) is similar at parallel and diverged 

wall straight diffusers, whereas the radial velocity is decreasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) for 

diverged wall diffuser configurations in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been 

observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. 
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However, it has been noticed that the radial flow velocity has no flow reversal in L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 

= 1.1, which is similar to parallel wall diffuser. On the other hand, as the outlet to inlet width ratio 

increases along with the increase of wall divergence location from the inlet, flow reversals have been 

found. This behaviour makes the flow highly asymmetric for those diverged wall diffuser 

configurations. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric 

ratio for the radial velocity profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 

 

Figure 4.85: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged wall 

straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.86 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall 

diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and 

L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow 

is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for 

the radial velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and from 

the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall diffusers. This causes the flow reversal 

within the diverged wall diffusers. It can also be observed that at diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 

0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4, the flow near the wall has asymmetry towards the hub wall. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4.86: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and 

(d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.87 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

diffuser configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall straight diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The 

circumferential velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential 

velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the circumferential velocity is increased by 9.7% at the diffuser inlet and decreased by 0.6% 

at diffuser outlet across diverged wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1) in 

comparison to that across the parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it can be seen that the 
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circumferential velocity is decreased at the diffuser inlet by 3.5% and increased at diffuser outlet by 

0.6% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. This trend explains that the circumferential velocity 

increases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased up to 1.1 and it is decreased 

when b2/b1 is 1.4 whilst keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.87: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged 

wall straight diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.88 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

diffuser configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall straight diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The 

circumferential velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential 

velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the circumferential velocity values are increased across the diverged wall diffuser 

configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) in comparison to that across the parallel wall diffuser. The 

circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser inlet by 5.8% and remains same at the diffuser 

outlet in comparison to that at parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the 
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circumferential velocity is same across both diverged wall diffuser configurations. This trend explains 

that the circumferential velocity remains same when the distance between the divergence location 

and the diffuser inlet is increased by considering the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.88: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged 

wall straight diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.89 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

diffuser configurations (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 

& b2/b1 = 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged wall straight diffusers is similar to that across 

the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum circumferential velocity is obtained at the 

diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The circumferential velocity decreases radially across 

the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially in the 

direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser 

outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is higher at the 

diffuser inlet by 10% and lower at the diffuser outlet by 0.6% and 1.0% respectively across the 

diverged wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1) in comparison to that at parallel wall 

diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity is decreased at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet 

by 2.7% and 1.2% respectively across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2 in 
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comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Similar trend is 

obtained for the rest of the diverged wall diffuser configurations. The circumferential velocity is 

decreased by 4.4% and 3.5% at the diffuser inlet across the diverged wall diffuser configurations of 

L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Moreover, the circumferential velocity is remains same 

at the diffuser outlet across the diverged wall diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 in 

comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. Furthermore, the 

circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser outlet across the diverged wall diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of 

L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. This trend explains that the circumferential decreases with the increase of 

both the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio 

of the diffuser. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 4.89: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged 

wall straight diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 

0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2 

Figure 4.90 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 

1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the 

circumferential velocity at L1 (diffuser inlet) is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, 

whereas the circumferential velocity is decreased towards at L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall 

diffuser configurations in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that 

the circumferential velocity is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.90: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of circumferential velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 4.91 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 

& b2/b1 = 1.1 and L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvc values 

of 1.0 shows the flow is symmetric, αvc values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub 

wall and αvc values above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the 

flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged wall diffuser. The asymmetric ratio 

for the circumferential velocity increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and from 

the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall diffusers. However, it has been noticed 

that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by considering same wall diverged location from the inlet 

does not have much effect on the circumferential velocity.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.91: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.92 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 

1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the 

circumferential velocity at L1 (diffuser inlet) and L2 is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight 

diffusers, decreasing across the diffuser at from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall diffuser 

configurations in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 

circumferential velocity is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity profile across the diverged wall diffusers. 

 
Figure 4.92: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.93 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged 

wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the 

diverged wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity remains similar from 

the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both 

diverged wall diffusers. It has been noticed that by increasing wall diverged location from the inlet 

and considering same increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio decreases asymmetric ratio of L4 to 0.0, 

which changes the asymmetric flow behaviour from the shroud wall to the hub wall. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.93: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.94 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, 

L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is reduced 

radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity at L1 (diffuser inlet) and 

L2 is similar at parallel and diverged wall straight diffusers, whereas the circumferential velocity is 

decreasing from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall diffuser configurations in comparison to 

parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the circumferential velocity is 

asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. However, the detailed analysis has 

been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across 

the diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.94: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall straight diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.95 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged 

wall diffusers (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and 

L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow 

is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across the diverged wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for 

the circumferential velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall 

and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet in both diverged wall diffusers. It can also be observed 

that at diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4, the flow near the wall has asymmetry 

towards the hub wall. 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4.95: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 

1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.96 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static temperature across the diverged wall straight 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static 

temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static temperature 

increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature also increases 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static 

temperature values are same across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configuration 

(L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1). Furthermore, it can be seen that the static temperature is same at the 

diffuser inlet and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 0.6% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 

0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. 

This trend explains that the static temperature decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the 

diffuser is increased by keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 

  

(b) (c) 

Figure 4.96: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and (b) L/Lmax = 0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.97 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations ((a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static temperature across the diverged wall straight 
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diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static 

temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static temperature 

increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature also increases 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static 

temperature values are decreased across diverged wall diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 

1.4) in comparison to that across the parallel wall diffuser. The static temperature is same at the 

diffuser inlet and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 0.6% in comparison to that at parallel wall 

diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static temperature is decreased at the diffuser inlet 

and diffuser outlet by 0.3% each respectively in comparison to that across diverged wall diffuser 

configuration of L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. This trend explains that the static temperature decreases 

when the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet is increased by considering 

the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 4.97: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0 & b2/b1 = 1.4 and (b) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2  

Figure 4.98 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations (a) L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 

= 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of 

the static temperature across the diverged wall straight diffusers is similar to that across the straight 
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diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The static temperature increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

static temperature also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The 

maximum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can 

be seen that the static temperature values are same across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall 

diffuser configuration (L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1). Furthermore, the static temperature is same at the 

diffuser inlet and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 0.3% across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 

0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1. 

Similar trend is obtained for the rest of the diverged wall diffuser configurations. The static 

temperature is decreased by 0.0% and 0.3% at the diffuser inlet across the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations of L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. Moreover, the static 

temperature is decreased by 0.3% and 0.9% at the diffuser outlet across the diverged wall diffuser 

configurations of L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. This trend explains 

that the static temperature remains same at the diffuser inlet and decreases at the diffuser outlet when 

both the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio 

of the diffuser are increased. Since isentropic efficiency is inversely proportional to temperature ratio. 

Therefore, it can be analysed from this investigations that isentropic efficiency increases with the 

decrease in the static temperature across the diverged wall straight diffuser.  

  
(b) (c) 
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(d) (e) 

Figure 4.98: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser (a) L/Lmax = 0 and b2/b1 = 1.1, (b) L/Lmax = 0.1 and b2/b1 = 1.2, (c) L/Lmax = 0.2 b2/b1 = 

1.3 and (d) L/Lmax = 0.3 b2/b1 = 1.4 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

4.4.3. Effect of Asymmetric Ratio across the Diverged Wall Straight Diffuser 

The behaviour of the flow within the diverged wall straight diffuser is highly dependent upon the 

geometrical parameter considered. It has been noticed in the previous section that increase of diffuser 

width ratio increases the asymmetry of the flow towards the shroud wall of the diverged wall diffuser. 

Furthermore, increase of divergence location on the shroud wall of the diffuser from the diffuser inlet 

does not affect the asymmetric behaviour of the flow. A new term is introduced that shows the change 

in behaviour of the flow across the diverged wall diffusers. The asymmetric ratio of the flow is defined 

as α, which is the ratio between the flow velocity near the shroud wall and the flow velocity near the 

hub wall. Equation 4.1 is used again used to obtain the global effect of diverged wall diffuser. The 

major effect of geometrical parameters on the asymmetric flow behaviour and stage performance is 

described in detail. 

Figure 4.99 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

straight diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global 

asymmetric ratio across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The 

global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is same from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser 
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outlet) across diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and it is decreasing from L1 

(diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) across diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4.  

 
Figure 4.99: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.100 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

straight diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global 

asymmetric ratio across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The 

global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 

(diffuser outlet) across both diverged wall diffusers. However, it shows that diverged wall diffuser 

L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 0.4 has higher global asymmetric ratio in comparison to diverged wall diffuser 

L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4. 

 
Figure 4.100: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.101 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

straight diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global 

asymmetric ratio across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The 

global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is constantly decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L5 (diffuser outlet) across diverged wall diffusers of L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & 

b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. It can be analysed form this behaviour that diffusers having 

global asymmetric ratio decrease introduces the flow reversals within the diverged wall straight 

diffusers. 

 
Figure 4.101: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.102 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall 

straight at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio 

across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric 

ratio for the radial velocity is same from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) across diverged 

wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and it is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser 

outlet) across diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4. The global asymmetric ratio value 

reduces 1.0 introduces the flow reversal within the diverged wall diffuser.  
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Figure 4.102: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the diverged wall straight diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.103 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall 

straight at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio 

across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric 

ratio for the radial velocity is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both 

diverged wall diffusers. However, it shows that diverged wall diffuser L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 0.4 has 

higher global asymmetric ratio in comparison to diverged wall diffuser L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4. It 

can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio values for both the diffusers is below 1.0, which 

represents flow reversals within the diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.103: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the diverged wall straight diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.104 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall 

straight at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio 

across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric 

ratio for the radial velocity is constantly decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) 

across diverged wall diffusers of L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 

0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. It can be analysed form this behaviour that diffusers having global asymmetric ratio 

below 1.0 represents the flow reversals within the diverged wall straight diffusers. 

 
Figure 4.104: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the diverged wall straight at BEP at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.105 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall straight at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is same from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser 

outlet) across diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.1 and it is decreasing from L1 

(diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) across diverged wall diffuser of L/Lmax = 0.0 & b2/b1 = 1.4. 
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Figure 4.105: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the diverged wall straight diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.106 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall straight at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser 

outlet) across both diverged wall diffusers. However, it shows that diverged wall diffuser L/Lmax = 

0.3 & b2/b1 = 0.4 has similar asymmetric ratio in comparison to diverged wall diffuser L/Lmax = 0.0 

& b2/b1 = 1.4. 

 
Figure 4.106: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 4.107 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall straight at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio across the diverged wall diffusers is towards the shroud wall of the diffuser. The global 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is constantly decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to 

L5 (diffuser outlet) across diverged wall diffusers of L/Lmax = 0.1 & b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 & b2/b1 

= 1.3 and L/Lmax = 0.3 & b2/b1 = 1.4. 

 
Figure 4.107: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity of the diverged wall straight 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

It is concluded from the above results the flow is asymmetrical across the diverged wall straight 

diffusers. It has been noticed that the asymmetry increases are the outlet-to-inlet width. However, 

there is not much effect on the flow behaviour if the wall divergence location from the inlet is 

increased. In order to understand the overall effect of the geometrical effect on the diffuser flow field 

and stage performance, the equation 4.2 is used. 

Figure 4.108 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the 

diverged wall straight diffusers and parallel wall diffuser at BEP at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen the diffuser asymmetric effect is reduced with the increase of outlet-to-

inlet width ratio and wall divergence location form the inlet. Similar effect is obtained for the 

isentropic efficiency across the diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.108: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude at the of the 

diverged wall straight diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.109 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the 

diverged wall straight diffusers and parallel wall diffuser at BEP at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen the diffuser asymmetric effect is reduced with the increase of outlet-to-

inlet width ratio and wall divergence location form the inlet. Furthermore, diffuser asymmetric effect 

below 1.0 represents the radial flow reversals with the diverged wall diffusers. Further decrease of 

the diffuser asymmetric effect increases the flow reversal are within the diffusers. This causes 

blockage within the diffusers. Similar effect is obtained for the isentropic efficiency across the 

diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.109: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity at the of the diverged 

wall straight diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 4.110 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across 

the diverged wall straight diffusers and parallel wall diffuser at BEP at the operational speeds of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen the diffuser asymmetric effect is reduced with the increase of outlet-to-

inlet width ratio and wall divergence location form the inlet. Similar effect is obtained for the 

isentropic efficiency across the diverged wall diffusers. 
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Figure 4.110: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity at the of the 

diverged wall straight diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

It has been concluded from the aforementioned analysis that the flow is asymmetric across the diffuser 

and it is increasing with the increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio for the diverged wall straight 

diffusers. 

4.4.4. Isentropic Efficiency within the Diverged Wall Vaneless Diffuser 

This section comprised of the diverged wall straight diffuser performance parameters of the 

compressor stage. Furthermore, local isentropic efficiency is calculated within the diverged wall 

diffuser using regression analysis. 

The analytical expression used earlier for the parallel wall diffuser has been modified by inputting 

one more variable of wall divergence location from the diffuser inlet with changing outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio. The equation is shown below. Moreover, this equation is only valid for the respective 

initial and boundary conditions. As the boundary conditions or initial conditions change, the 

coefficient values will change as well. 
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     (4.6) 

Where 

𝑘1 = 0.004 

𝑘2 = 0.029 

𝑘3 = 3.988 

𝑘4 = 0.023 

Furthermore, these coefficients represent the mean change in the response variable at one unit of 

change in the predictor variable while holding the other predictor variable in the model constant. The 

response variables are 
𝑁𝜃

𝑟
, (

𝑏2−𝑧

𝑏2
∙  

𝑁−𝐿

𝐿
), 

𝜔𝑟
√𝛾𝑅𝑇° 

 and 
|𝑣|−𝑣𝜃

|𝑣|−𝑣𝑟
, whereas the predictor variable is efficiency, 

𝜂. The first term in the equation 3.182 is known as the y-intercept value. Furthermore, 
𝑁−𝐿

𝐿
 is an 

addiditonal term used in this equation. This term gives the value of one, when isentropic compression 

efficiency is analysed in parallel wall diffuser. Otherwise, it varies as the divergence is implemented 

on the shroud wall of the vaneless diffuser. Furthermore, the exponent values of k1, k2, k3 and k4 are 

given, which shows that which term has maximum effect on the isentropic efficiency value. 

Henceforth, it can be seen that the maximum effect is dependent upon 
𝜔𝑟

√𝛾𝑅𝑇° 
 term. This term identifies 

the rotation speed of the impeller and the Mach number obtained at the impeller trailing edge tip 

The data obtained via Eq. 4.111 has been verified with the CFD results as depicted in the Figure 4.70, 

which has shown maximum percentage difference of 44.9% and having R2 value of 0.64. Based upon 

this, it can be concluded that the aforementioned semi-empirical equation can be used to compute the 

isentropic efficiency within the diffuser. This high percentage difference is occurred only due to few 

values obtained that are far away from the actual values obtained via CFD.  
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Figure 4.111: Comparison between numerically calculated, obtained via regression analysis, 

isentropic compression efficiency and predicted, using CFD, isentropic compression efficiency 

within the diffuser 

4.5. Effects of Geometrical Parameters 

This section investigates the effects of the divergence on the shroud wall of the diffuser and diffuser 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio on the diffuser local performance. The diffuser performance is dependent 

upon the recovery of static pressure across the diffuser. 

4.5.1. Effects of Geometrical Parameters on Pressure Recovery across the different 

Diffusers 

Two geometrical parameters, the divergence on the shroud wall of the diffuser and the diffuser outlet-

to-inlet width ratio have used to modify the vaneless diffuser geometry. These configurations have 

affected the diffuser performance. Figure 4.112 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp 

while changing the diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio across the radii of the straight diffuser and 

diverged wall diffuser configurations (L/Lmax = 0 and b2/b1 = 1.1, and L/Lmax = 0 and b2/b1 = 1.4). It 

can be seen that increase of the diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio increases the pressure recovery within 

the diffuser in comparison to straight diffuser. The area ratio is a function of the divergence location 
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on the shroud wall of the diffuser and outlet-to-inlet width ratio. However, increasing large number 

of the diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio decreases the pressure recovery. 

 
Figure 4.112: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-to-inlet 

area ratio across the radii of the straight diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations 

Figure 4.113 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-

to-inlet area ratio across the radii of the straight diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations 

(L/Lmax = 0.0 and b2/b1 = 1.4, and L/Lmax = 0.3 and b2/b1 = 1.4). It can be seen that increase of the 

wall divergence location from the diffuser inlet, decreases the coefficient of pressure while changing 

the area ratio. 

 
Figure 4.113: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-to-inlet 

area ratio across the radii of the straight diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations 
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Figure 4.114 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-

to-inlet area ratio across the radii of the straight diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations 

(L/Lmax = 0.0 and b2/b1 = 1.1, L/Lmax = 0.1 and b2/b1 = 1.2, L/Lmax = 0.2 and b2/b1 = 1.3 and L/Lmax = 

0.3 and b2/b1 = 1.4). It can be seen that increase of the wall divergence location from the diffuser 

inlet, decreases the coefficient of pressure while changing the area ratio. 

 
Figure 4.114: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-to-inlet 

area ratio across the radii of the straight diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations 

4.6. Summary 

It has been concluded that the maximum static pressure is recovered from the straight diffuser of the 

compressor stage. The analysis has been carried out where static pressure fields, velocity magnitudes, 

radial velocity, circumferential velocity and static temperature field results have been obtained. These 

results have been obtained to analyse the flow phenomena whilst compressor is working at design 

and off-design conditions. The results for the straight diffuser have been summarised as follows; 

1. The flow within the straight diffuser is asymmetric and asymmetry is towards the shroud wall 

at design and off-design conditions, and at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2. 

2. The local asymmetric ratio is less symmetric near the centreline of the straight diffuser and it 

is increasing near the wall at design and off-design conditions, and at the operational speeds 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. 
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3. The local asymmetric ratio increases for the velocities from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser 

outlet at design and off-design conditions, and at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 

78.6rpsK-1/2. 

4. It has also been noticed that the asymmetric effect is higher at BEP and lower at the off-design 

conditions, and at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 and 78.6rpsK-1/2. 

5. Semi-empirical equation has been developed using regression analysis, which is used to 

calculate the isentropic efficiency at any point across the straight diffuser. 

6. It is found that the maximum effect is obtained on the isentropic efficiency is due to Mach 

number at the inlet of the diffuser. 

 

Once the analysis for the straight wall diffuser has been completed, the diffuser wall from the shroud 

wall has been diverged to obtain the diverged wall effect on the compressor performance. It has been 

concluded from the analysis that the alteration of diffuser wall causes a small increase in static 

pressure. It is important to obtain high isentropic compression efficiency within the compressor stage 

to decrease losses during operation. The diffuser is one of the most important components of the 

turbocharger compressor stage and has a key purpose of partially recovering the static pressure. The 

local isentropic efficiency has been investigated and a semi-empirical equation has also been 

developed by which the isentropic efficiency can be calculated at any location within the diverged 

wall diffuser. Various flow behaviours have been noticed during this investigation. 

1. Increase in b2/b1 causes increase in the static pressure when b2/b1 is 1.1 and then the static 

pressure is reduced by increasing b2/b1. It is caused due to flow reversals within the diffuser. 

2. Increase in b2/b1 causes decrease in the static temperature, which results in increased 

isentropic efficiency. 

3. Increase of L/Lmax does not have much effect on the stage performance. 

Furthermore, diffuser asymmetric effect for the diverged wall diffusers has been investigated. It has 

been noticed that increase b2/b1 and L/Lmax decreases the diffuser asymmetric effect. The diffuser 

asymmetric effect below 1.0 represents the radial flow reversals with the diverged wall diffusers. 

Further decrease of the diffuser asymmetric effect increases the flow reversal within the diverged 

wall diffusers. This causes blockage within the diverged wall diffusers. This behaviour decreases the 

area for the flow in the downstream direction, which increase the velocity and reduces the static 

pressure. 
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An analytical expression is developed for the local isentropic efficiency within the diffuser. This 

expression is valid for the diverged wall diffuser. A term 
𝑁−𝐿

𝐿
 is added that helps to calculate the 

isentropic efficiency based upon wall divergence location from the diffuser inlet. If the term 
𝑁−𝐿

𝐿
 gives 

the value equals to 1, than this equation becomes valid for the straight wall diffuser. 
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CHAPTER 5              

NOVEL DESIGN OF THE DIVERGED WALL TILTED 

DIFFUSER  

This chapter comprises of the results obtained after performing CFD simulations for the cases 

discussed in chapter 3, regarding the tilted and diverged wall diffusers. Parametric investigations have 

been carried out using Taguchi’s method based DoE technique to make the compressor stage more 

compact and increase the compressor stage performance by modifying the hub wall of the diffuser. 

A detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results has been carried out in order to 

understand the complex flow structure in tilted and diverged wall diffusers. The effect of geometrical 

parameters and flow-related parameters on the stage performance has been investigated. 
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5.1. Description of Compressor Model 

Many researchers have carried out various investigations to make the compressor stage more compact 

by tilting the diffuser as described in Chapter 2 of the thesis. Similar, approach is used in this chapter 

to make the compressor stage more compact. However, this causes reduction in the stage 

performance. Wall divergence technique, which is applied in the previous chapter on parallel wall 

diffuser, is applied on tilted wall diffuser. This technique aids to improve the stage performance. 

Diffuser is tilted towards inlet of the compressor stage as shown in Figure 5.1. Tilting the diffuser 

causes flow reversals within the volute, which is explained in later section. To reduce flow reversals 

volute geometry is inverted. This provides a smooth flow across the compressor stage with minimum 

losses. Furthermore, wall divergence is applied to recover the losses generated within the tilted 

diffuser. Wall divergence increases the outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the tilted diffuser. Therefore, 

these techniques are used in this chapter to identify the effects of tilting the diffuser as well as 

increasing the outlet-to-inlet diffuser width on the stage performance. Furthermore, the effect of 

diffuser tilting and hub wall divergence on the local flow variations is also investigated in this chapter. 

Parametric investigations have been carried out to analyse the flow field characteristics within the 

diverged wall tilted diffuser. To carry out the parametric investigations a Taguchi’s method based 

Design of Experiments (DoE) technique has been employed in the present study to determine the 

possible practical combinations of the geometrical parameters. Taguchi’s method is incorporated to 

reduce the number of practical combinations of the geometrical parameters obtained via Full Factorial 

method. Taguchi’s method uses orthogonal arrays to obtain the practical combinations and uses 

optimisation technique to design the best model based upon the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. A detailed 

step-by-step procedure of obtaining the optimised model has been explained in this chapter.   
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Figure 5.1: Sample configuration of the diverged wall tilted diffuser 

5.2. Taguchi’s Method based Design of Experiment (DoE) 

[46] Design of Experiment (DoE) is a technique that is developed to investigate all possible conditions 

in an experiment or numerical analysis, which involves multiple factors. This technique is very costly 

and time consuming, henceforth a new set of approaches have been considered and an algorithm has 

been developed to incorporate those approaches to optimise the model. The approaches are as follows: 

i. A term quality has been introduced, which defines the consistency of the performance. 

Consistency is achieved when the performance is close to the target with least variations. The 

quality can be improved either by finding the factor-level combination that reduces 

performance variability or adjusting the factor levels that bring performance closer to the 

target. 

ii. A special set of tables, called orthogonal arrays (OAs), are used in the obtaining the practical 

combinations, which represent the smallest fractional factorials. 

iii. The noise factors are included in the numerical simulation layout. This facilitates the use of 

numerical simulations of smaller size to study the effects of a larger number of noise factors, 

which leads to a favourable performance with the mean close to the target and reduces the 

variations around the mean. 
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iv. The mathematical formula associated with the concept of the loss function proposed has been 

incorporated, which allows a simple way to quantify the improvements. The concepts can be 

easily used to express predicted improvement from DoE results. 

v. Signal-to-noise ratio has been used instead of the results to analyse the data obtained from 

numerical simulations. The logarithmic transformation of the results in terms of S/N ratios 

empowers the prediction of improvement in the performance of results. 

The algorithm is used to optimise the diverged wall tilted diffuser as shown in Figure 5.2. A set of 

numerical simulations data have been generated, which is called as Generation. This data set defines 

the optimised model dependent upon the diffuser local efficiency. The population of numerical 

simulations are obtained from the orthogonal arrays, which are explained in the Appendix A-8. The 

orthogonal arrays provide a set of geometrical parameters to choose and diverged wall tilted diffuser 

models are designed. The models are designed in Solidworks (SW). Thereafter a generic script file 

has been written, which generates the mesh in all models using ICEM. Furthermore, a generic 

Communication Command Language (CCL) script has been written in Ansys CFX to specify the 

boundary conditions to the compressor stage. A set of data is extracted using Command Editor in 

CFD Post and pressure recovery across the diverged wall tilted diffuser. Once the simulations are 

completed a statistical analysis has been carried out, which is explained step-by-step in the later 

section, using S/N ratio and Analysis of Variances (ANOVA). These analyses provide the local 

efficiency of diverged wall tilted diffuser and stage performance. This procedure is repeatedly until 

the optimal geometrical parameters are obtained. Thereafter, final investigation has been carried out 

to obtain the stage performance optimal diffuser and it is compared with parallel wall diffuser. The 

geometrical parameters considered are tilted angle θ/θmax, wall divergence location from the diffuser 

inlet L/Lmax and outlet-to-inlet width ratio b2/b1. 
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Figure 5.2: A schematic showing the proposed methodology to solve the problem 
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The desirability of results is dependent upon the criterion of bigger-the-better. In this study, a 

compressor stage has been investigated to determine the optimal design parameters that maximize 

the performance characteristics, whereby isentropic efficiency is used as primary performance 

characteristic. Henceforth, bigger-the-better approach has been used to obtain the highest isentropic 

efficiency. The S/N ratio for bigger-the-better criterion is defined as follows: 

S/N = −10 log (
1

𝑛
∑ (

1

𝑦𝑖
2)

𝑛
𝑖=1 )     (5.1) 

where, n is frequency of numerical simulation in each group and y is value of ith experiment in each 

group. The subscript i is the numerical simulation. 

Figure 5.3 depicts the relational diagram of quality characteristics, whereby three factors known as 

control factor, source factor and interference factor are shown, which have a direct impact on the 

system’s response and hence, the quality characteristics. The source factor and the response value of 

the system have input and output relations. Therefore, the source factor here is represented as the 

mass flow rate entering and leaving the compressor stage. The control factor is an important factor of 

quality characteristics’ optimization. The control factor comprises of the tilted angle θ/θmax, wall 

divergence location from the diffuser inlet L/Lmax and outlet-to-inlet width ratio b2/b1. The 

interference factor is an uncontrolled parameter, which cannot be determined and is represented by 

the losses generated within the diverged wall tilted diffuser. The parameter levels of the control 

factors in this study are as shown in Table 5.1. The maximum and minimum specification of these 

levels is based upon the limitation of diverged wall tilted diffuser of the compressor stage. Five levels 

for each control factor have been specified in order to quantify the effect of each parameter on the 

local diffuser efficiency and hence the compressor stage performance. 
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Figure 5.3: State diagram of diverged wall tilted diffuser of centrifugal compressor stage 

 

Table 5.1: Levels of control factor parameters 

Description Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Tilted angle, θ/θmax 0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

Outlet-to-inlet width ratio, 

b2/b1  
1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 

Wall divergence location from 

the diffuser inlet, L/Lmax 
0.0 0.19 0.38 0.57 0.76 

 

Symbolically, the level for each factor is represented by α, β and γ as shown in Table 5.2. The 

subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the number of levels for each factor. 

Table 5.2: Levels of control factor parameters 

Description Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Tilted angle, θ/θmax α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 

Outlet-to-inlet width ratio, 

b2/b1  
β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 

Wall divergence location from 

the diffuser inlet, L/Lmax 
γ1 γ2 γ3 γ4 γ5 

 

Since, the numerical analysis carried out by this study has three control factors with five-elements 

(five-levels), henceforth the orthogonal arrays derived from these combinations are based upon 

OA25(5
3). Based upon this orthogonal array, a set of practical combinations have been obtained which 

are shown in Table 5.3.  There are 25 number of numerical simulations have been required to carry 

out this parametric investigation. 
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Table 5.3: Orthogonal array OA25(5
3) for diverged wall tilted diffuser  

Parameters 

Outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio, 

b2/b1 

Tilted angle, 

θ/θmax 

Wall divergence location 

from the diffuser inlet, 

L/Lmax 

Row No. (-) (-) (-) 

1 1.10 0.00 0.00 

2 1.10 0.25 0.19 

3 1.10 0.50 0.38 

4 1.10 0.75 0.57 

5 1.10 1.00 0.76 

6 1.20 0.00 0.19 

7 1.20 0.25 0.38 

8 1.20 0.50 0.57 

9 1.20 0.75 0.76 

10 1.20 1.00 0.00 

11 1.30 0.00 0.38 

12 1.30 0.25 0.57 

13 1.30 0.50 0.76 

14 1.30 0.75 0.00 

15 1.30 1.00 0.19 

16 1.40 0.00 0.57 

17 1.40 0.25 0.76 

18 1.40 0.50 0.00 

19 1.40 0.75 0.19 

20 1.40 1.00 0.38 

21 1.50 0.00 0.76 

22 1.50 0.25 0.00 

23 1.50 0.50 0.19 

24 1.50 0.75 0.38 

25 1.50 1.00 0.57 

Generator x1 x2 x2+ x1 

 

5.3. Selection of Volute Design for the Newly desing Diverged Wall Tilted Diffuser 

A new compressor model has been designed that comprises of tilted diffuser geometry with specific 

parameters obtained using Taguchi’s method. The volute could be connected in two different ways 

as depicted in the Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b), which are the same overhung volute models 

oppositely interfaced with the tilted diffuser. The baseline model has a straight wall diffuser interfaced 

at the impeller outlet, and volute is connected with the diffuser at the diffuser outlet as shown in 

Figure 5.4(a). The new compressor is designed with inversely positioned volute as depicted in Figure 

5.4(b). . The drawback of using this is that it increases compressor area while being used in straight 

wall diffuser. Figure 5.4(c) and Figure 5.4(d) depicts the diffuser and the volute configurations. The 
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tilted wall diffuser model is used as a compressor component instead of straight wall diffuser, flow 

reversals are pronounced inside the volute when baseline volute (Figure 5.4(c)), which are depicted 

in Figure 5.5. This reduces the stage performance. Therefore, in order to eliminate these flow 

reversals, oppositely interfaced volute model has been used which guides the flow smoothly across 

the diffuser and the volute with minimum losses as shown in Figure 5.4(d). 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5.4: Diffuser and volute configurations of compressor stage (a) straight wall 

diffuser and baseline volute, (b) straight wall diffuser and oppositely interfaced 

volute, (c) tilted wall diffuser and baseline volute and (d) tilted wall diffuser and 

oppositely interfaced volute 
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Figure 5.5: Flow reversal within the volute using tilted wall diffuser 

Moreover, the new compressor model having straight wall radial diffuser with oppositely interfaced 

volute model has been compared with the baseline compressor model and the experimental data. The 

comparison between these has been shown in the Table 5.4. The model has been numerically 

simulated at only one design point at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

percentage difference of pressure ratio and stage efficiency between the numerical results and the 

experimental results are 1.31% and 5.43%. Furthermore, the percentage difference of pressure ratio 

and stage efficiency between the numerical results of the baseline volute model and oppositely 

interfaced volute model results are 1.32% and 1.58%. It can be noticed that using the oppositely 

interface volute model decreases the stage performance as well as increasing the compressor stage 

envelope size. 

Table 5.4: Comparison of new compressor model 

Compressor Models 
Pressure 

Ratio 

Isentropic 

Efficiency 

Percentage 

Difference in 

Pressure Ratio 

Percentage 

Difference in 

Isentropic Efficiency 

 (-) (%) (%) (%) 

Baseline 

volute model 

Experimental 

data 
1.55 74.75 (-) (-) 

Numerical 

data 
1.53 70.90 -1.31 -5.43 

Oppositely 

interfaced 

volute model 

Numerical 

data 
1.51 69.80 -1.32 -1.58 

 

The aim of this chapter is to design the compact compressor stage while increasing the stage 

performance. Therefore, diffuser model is tilted to make the compressor stage more compact. 

Furthermore, wall divergence is implemented on the hub wall to increase the stage performance. An 
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optimisation technique has been carried out in this chapter. The algorithm of pursuing this set of 

analysis has been mentioned earlier. The next section demonstrates the simulated data obtained from 

the numerical simulations carried out using Ansys CFX. 

5.4. Performance Characterisitcs of the Compressor Stage  using Diverged Wall 

Tilted Diffuser 

Numerical analysis has been carried out to obtain the total-to-total stage performance and flow field 

characteristics across various configurations of the diverged wall tilted diffuser have been analysed. 

Table 5.5 shows the results obtained from the numerical simulations of CFD for the global parameters 

of all 25 configurations. Three geometrical parameters are considered, the diffuser outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio, the tilt angle and the divergence location from the inlet on the shroud wall to analyse the 

effect on the local flow field and on the total-to-total stage performance. It can be seen from the Table 

5.4 that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes increase in the stage performance. Furthermore, 

decrease in the tilt angle and increase in diverge location causes increase stage performance. Since 

the data has been obtained using Taguchi’s method whereby less numerical data have been simulated. 

Henceforth, it is difficult to quantify the effect of each parameter on the stage performance. Therefore, 

Taguchi based analysis has been carried out in next section of the chapter, which will help in 

quantifying the geometrical effect on the stage performance 

Table 5.5: CFD results of centrifugal compressor stage using different configurations of diverged 

wall tilted diffuser 

Parameters 

Outlet-to-

inlet width 

ratio, b2/b1 

Tilted 

angle, 

θ/θmax 

Wall divergence 

location from the 

diffuser inlet, L/Lmax 

Isentropic 

efficiency, ƞ 

S/N 

ratio 

Row No. (-) (-) (-) (%) dB 

1 

1.10 

0.00 0.00 71.56 37.09 

2 0.25 0.19 71.96 37.14 

3 0.50 0.38 71.57 37.09 

4 0.75 0.57 71.10 37.04 

5 1.00 0.76 69.99 36.90 

6 

1.20 

0.00 0.19 72.15 37.16 

7 0.25 0.38 72.26 37.18 

8 0.50 0.57 71.81 37.12 

9 0.75 0.76 71.14 37.04 

10 1.00 0.00 70.57 36.97 

11 

1.30 

0.00 0.38 71.99 37.15 

12 0.25 0.57 72.04 37.15 

13 0.50 0.76 71.39 37.07 
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14 0.75 0.00 71.26 37.06 

15 1.00 0.19 70.69 36.99 

16 

1.40 

0.00 0.57 72.40 37.20 

17 0.25 0.76 72.25 37.18 

18 0.50 0.00 72.14 37.16 

19 0.75 0.19 72.02 37.15 

20 1.00 0.38 71.16 37.04 

21 

1.50 

0.00 0.76 71.93 37.14 

22 0.25 0.00 72.32 37.18 

23 0.50 0.19 72.21 37.17 

24 0.75 0.38 71.80 37.12 

25 1.00 0.57 70.89 37.01 
 

5.5. Optimal Designing of Diverged Wall Tilted Diffsuer using Statistical Analysis 

This section of the chapter investigates the optimal design of the diverged wall diffuser using 

statistical analysis. The statistical analysis comprises of mean value analysis and analysis of 

variances, which will help in obtaining the predicted results outside the simulated number of 

orthogonal arrays. Furthermore, it also helps in obtaining the relationship between the geometrical 

parameters on the basis of stage performance. 

5.5.1. Mean Value Analysis 

The S/N ratio in the experiment has been calculated in the last section, which has been used to create 

a response table and plot a response diagram. The response value of the S/N ratio of each factor has 

been calculated by obtaining the average value of each set of levels by using the equation 5.2 and 

hence, the calculated data has been presented in the Table 5.6. 

𝜂𝐴1 =
1

5
(𝜂1 + 𝜂2 + 𝜂3 + 𝜂4 + 𝜂5)    (5.2) 

Table 5.6: Integration results of response in Taguchi numerical analysis 

Parameters 

Outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio, 

b2/b1 

Tilted angle, 

θ/θmax 

Wall divergence 

location from the 

diffuser inlet, 

L/Lmax 

Level of 

factor 
A B C 

1 37.05 37.15 37.09 

2 37.10 37.17 37.12 

3 37.08 37.13 37.12 

4 37.15 37.08 37.10 

5 37.13 36.98 37.07 
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Effect 0.09 0.18 0.06 

Rank 2 1 3 
 

Bigger-the-better criterion has been chosen, as obtaining highest isentropic efficiency is the demand 

for the compressor stage. Therefore, in this study, the optimal diffuser has the ability to maximize the 

isentropic efficiency for the centrifugal compressor stage. Henceforth, when bigger-the-better 

criterion is selected than higher value of S/N ratio needs to be designated because S/N ratio are 

proportional to each other from equation 5.1. The results obtained from Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6 it 

can be seen that the optimal geometrical parameter level has been predicted as the diffuser outlet-to-

inlet width ratio of 1.31, diffuser tilt angle of 0.25and wall divergence location from the diffuser inlet 

of 0.19. Moreover, response in the Table 5.6 has calculated the degree of contribution of the 

parameters to the system. Degree of contribution is a statistical approach that has helped to identify 

the magnitude of effect of parameters on the performance characteristics. The effect in statistics is 

the different between the highest average for each factor and the lowest average of each factor. 

Furthermore, the effect has also been ranked based upon the effect size as B > A > C. it can be noticed 

that the maximum effect obtained is by the Factor B, which is the tilt angle. Thereafter, the outlet-to-

inlet width ratio and wall divergence location form the inlet has second and third degree of effect 

respectively. 

 
Figure 5.6: Response diagram of Taguchi numerical analysis 
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5.5.2. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Taguchi method cannot judge and determine effect of individual parameters on the entire process 

while percentage contribution of individual parameters can be well determined using ANOVA. 

Minitab 2017 software of ANOVA module has been employed to investigate the effects of process 

parameters (b2/b1, θ/θmax and L/Lmax). 
[47] Analysis of variances (ANOVA) aims to evaluate the 

numerical errors, and F-ratio method and P-ratio methods are used to identify the influential degree 

of each factor. ANOVA can be useful for determining influence of any given input parameter from a 

series of numerical results obtained by Taguchi based DoE. It can also be used to interpret numerical 

data. P-value of 0.001 (shown in Table 5.7) of parameters indicates that b2/b1 is significantly 

contributing towards the compressor stage performance.  

Table 5.7: Integration results of response in Taguchi numerical analysis 

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 

b2/b1 4 0.026348 0.026348 0.006587 4.49 0.019 

θ/θmax 4 0.106574 0.106574 0.026643 18.15 0.001 

L/Lmax 4 0.009989 0.009989 0.002497 1.7 0.118 

Residual Error 12 0.017619 0.017619 0.001468  

Total 24 0.16053     

Based upon the ANOVA analysis carried out in the earlier section, new compressor model with 

optimised diverged wall tilted diffuser model has been designed and investigated. It has been found 

that the pressure ratio has been increased by 0.01atm but on the other hand, the isentropic efficiency 

has been significantly increased by 4.1% due to the temperature decrement. The in-depth analysis in 

the tilted diffuser has been illustrated in the next sections. 

Table 5.8: Comparison of numerical results for straight wall diffuser model with diverged wall 

diffuser model 

Compressor Models 
Pressure 

Ratio 
Efficiency 

Percentage 

Difference in 

Pressure Ratio 

Percentage 

Difference 

in Efficiency 

 (-) (%) (%) (%) 

Straight wall 

diffuser 

model 

Experimental 

data 
1.55 74.75 (-) (-) 

Numerical data 1.53 70.90 -1.31 -5.43 

Diverged 

wall diffuser 

model  

Numerical data 1.54 72.93 0.65 2.78 
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The numerical data has also been verified with the statistical results. It has been shown that the 

percentage difference between the numerical data and statistical results in only 1.58%, which shows 

very good agreement (shown in Table 5.9). A semi-empirical equation (Equation 5.3) has also been 

developed using linear regression approach. This equation is based upon the actual and predicted 

data. The equation provides the stage efficiency, which is dependent upon the levels for the 

geometrical factors considered. 

𝜂 = 71.62 − 0.389(𝛼1) − 0.38(𝛼2) − 0.149(𝛼3) − 0.371(𝛼4) + 0.205(𝛼5) + 0.381(𝛽1) +

0.542(𝛽2) + 0.2(𝛽3) − 0.158(𝛽4) − 0.965(𝛽5) − 0.055(𝛾1) + 0.178(𝛾2) + 0.134(𝛾3) +

0.025(𝛾4) − 0.282(𝛾5)     (5.3) 

Table 5.9: Comparison between numerical data and statistical results for straight wall diffuser 

model  

Value 
Isentropic 

Efficiency 

Percentage Difference in 

Isentropic Efficiency (%) 

Predicted value 72.72 - 

Actual value 73.93 1.58 
 

5.6. Flow Field Characteristics within the Diverged Wall Tilted Diffusers 

This section demonstrates the flow field analyses within the diverged wall tilted diffuser based upon 

static pressure, velocity magnitude, circumferential velocity, radial velocity and static temperature 

variations. The analyses have been carried out in such a way that certain combinations of simulated 

data have been compared to obtain the effect of geometrical parameter on the stage performance. The 

geometrical parameters considered are θ/θmax, L/Lmax and b2/b1. The combinations considered are 

mentioned in Table 5.10 with their names. These names are used in the analysis. Since Taguchi 

method has been used, therefore number of simulations is not in linear order. They are obtained via 

orthogonal arrays. Therefore, these shown in Table 5.10 are chosen, which explains the geometrical 

effect on the flow parameter. Furthermore, the effect of wall divergence on the flow asymmetry within 

the diffuser has been quantified to establish a relationship of wall divergence with asymmetric effect 

and isentropic efficiency. 
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Table 5.10: Practical combinations selected for flow field analysis  

Name θ/θmax L/Lmax  b2/b1 

DC1 0 0 1.10 

DC2 0 0.57 1.40 

DC3 0.5 0 1.40 

DC4 0.5 0.57 1.20 

DC5 1.0 0 1.20 

DC6 1.0 0.57 1.50 

Figure 5.7 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser configurations ((a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure across the diverged wall tilted 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially 

across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-

tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure is decreased by 0.75% and 0.67% at the diffuser 

inlet and diffuser outlet respectively across the diffuser configuration of DC1 in comparison to parallel 

wall straight diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static pressure is same at the diffuser 

inlet across DC2, DC3 and DC6 and at the diffuser outlet across DC3 in comparison to that across 

diffuser configuration of DC1. It can also be seen that the static pressure is increased at the diffuser 

inlet across DC4 and at the diffuser outlet of diffuser across DC2, DC4 and DC5 in comparison to that 

across DC1. Moreover, the static pressure in decreased at the diffuser inlet of diffuser configurations 

of DC5 and the diffuser outlet of DC6 in comparison to that across DC1. It can be concluded from the 

results that the static pressure increases up to the tilt angle of 0.5, L/Lmax of 0.57 and outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio of 1.15, and then the static pressure decreases up to the diffuser outlet. 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5.7: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser (a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.8 depicts the flow streamlines radially across (a) parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall 

tilted diffuser configurations ((a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen from the figures that increasing the wall divergence 

do not increases the flow separation with the diffuser and volute in comparison to that across the 

diverged wall straight diffuser. Therefore, less losses are generated within the diffuser and helps in 

increasing the stage performance. The detailed analysis across the diffusers is explained in the later 

sections. 

 

  
(a)  
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(b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

Figure 5.8: Flow streamlines radially the diverged wall tilted diffuser (a) DC1, 

(b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6 at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.9 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall tilted diffuser configurations (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude 

is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude across diverged wall 

tilted diffusers is decreased in comparison to parallel wall straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been 

observed that the velocity magnitude is asymmetric towards hub wall across diverged wall tilted wall 

diffusers in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Moreover, it can be seen that the flow asymmetry 

for velocity magnitude is decreasing with the combined increase of diffuser outlet-to inlet width ratio, 

wall divergence location from the inlet and tilt angle. However, the detailed analysis has been carried 

out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the diverged wall 

diffusers. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged 

wall tilted diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.10 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged 

wall diffusers (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the diverged wall diffusers. The 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser 

towards the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across diffuser configurations of 

DC1, DC2, DC3 and DC4. It has been noticed that the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude 

constantly decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and increases from the 

diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across diffuser configurations of DC5 and DC6.  

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 

Figure 5.10: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.11 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser configurations (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the radial velocity across the diverged wall tilted diffusers is similar to that 

across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser 

inlet after the volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. 

Furthermore, the radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation 

(ω). The minimum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. 

It can be seen that the radial velocity value is decreased at the diffuser inlet by 12.3% and increased 

at the diffuser outlet by 1.9% across DC1 in comparison to that across the parallel wall diffuser. 
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Furthermore, it can be seen that the radial velocity is further decreased at the diffuser inlet by 46%, 

28%, 2% and 2% at the diffuser inlet across DC2, DC3, DC4 and DC6 respectively in comparison to 

that across DC1. Similarly, the radial velocity is also decreased at the diffuser outlet by 0.0% and 

1.0% across DC2 and DC3 in comparison to that across DC1. Thereafter, it can be seen that the radial 

velocity is increased at the diffuser inlet by 4% across DC5 and it at the diffuser outlet by 3.8%, 2.9% 

and 9.5% across DC4 DC5 and DC6 in comparison to that across DC1. It can be concluded from the 

results that the radial velocity decreases up to increase the tilt angle of 0.5, L/Lmax of 0.0 and outlet-

to-inlet width ratio of 1.31, and then the radial velocity increases. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5.11: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser (a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

5.12 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across parallel wall and diverged wall tilted 

diffuser configurations (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be 

seen that the radial velocity at L1 (diffuser inlet) is similar across parallel and diverged wall tilted 

diffusers, whereas the radial velocity is decreasing towards L5 (diffuser outlet) for diverged wall tilted 

diffuser configurations in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that 

the radial velocity is asymmetric across the parallel and diverged wall straight diffuser. However, it 

has been noticed that the diverged wall tilted diffuser have asymmetry towards hub wall in 

comparison to that across parallel wall diffuser having asymmetry towards shroud wall. Furthermore, 

it has also been noticed that diverged wall tilted diffuser having tilt angle above 1.0 have similar 

asymmetry in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. However, the detailed analysis has been carried 

out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity profile across the diverged wall 

diffusers. 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and diverged wall 

tilted diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.13 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall 

diffusers (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can 

be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the diverged wall diffusers. The 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser 

towards the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across diffuser configurations of 

DC1, DC2, DC3 and DC4. It has also been noticed that the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity 

decreases towards hub wall and increases towards shroud wall across diffuser configurations of DC5 

and DC6. However, asymmetric ratio increases from diffuser inlet to outlet across diffuser 

configurations of DC5 and DC6. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 5.13: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

(a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.14 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

tilted diffuser configurations ((a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged wall 

tilted diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The 

circumferential velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential 

velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the circumferential velocity value is increased at the diffuser inlet by 10.7% and decreased 

at the diffuser outlet by 0.6% across DC1 in comparison to that across the parallel wall diffuser. 

Furthermore, it can be seen that the circumferential velocity is decreased at the diffuser inlet by 15%, 

9.6%, 7%, 5.3% and 7% at the diffuser inlet across DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6 respectively in 
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comparison to that across DC1. Moreover, the circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser 

outlet by 0.6% across DC2 and then decreased by 0.6%, 36% across DC3 and DC4 in comparison to 

that across DC1. Thereafter, it can be seen that the circumferential velocity remains same at the 

diffuser outlet across DC5 and DC6 in comparison to that across DC1. It can be concluded from the 

results that the circumferential velocity decreases up to increase the tilt angle of 0.5, L/Lmax of 0.57 

and outlet-to-inlet width ratio of 1.15, and then the circumferential velocity increases. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5.14: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall 

tilted diffuser (a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.15 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall tilted diffuser configurations (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially 

across the diffuser. It can be seen that the circumferential is lower across the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 

circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards hub wall at L1, L2 and L3 and that becomes symmetric 

in comparison to that across parallel wall diffuser. However, the detailed analysis has been carried 

out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across the diverged 

wall tilted diffusers. 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across parallel wall and 

diverged wall tilted diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.16 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged 

wall diffusers (DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the diverged wall diffusers. The 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity constantly decreases from the centreline of the 

diffuser towards the wall and increases from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across diffuser 

configurations of DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5.16: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

(a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.17 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser configurations ((a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6) at BEP at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static temperature across the diverged wall tilted 

diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static 

temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static temperature 

increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature also increases 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static 

temperature is same at the diffuser inlet and decreased by 0.3% at the diffuser outlet across DC1 in 

comparison to parallel wall straight diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static 

temperature is further decreased at the diffuser inlet by 0.3% each across DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and 

DC6 respectively, in comparison to that across DC1. Moreover, it can also be seen that the static 

temperature is increased at the diffuser outlet by 0.3 each across DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5 and DC6 

respectively, in comparison to that across DC1. It can be concluded from the results that the static 

temperature remains almost same across the diverged wall tilted diffuser in comparison to parallel 

wall straight diffuser. 
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5.17: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser (a) DC1, (b) DC2, (c) DC3, (d) DC4, (e) DC5 and (f) DC6 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

 

5.6.1. Effect of Asymmetric Ratio acroos the Diverged Wall Tilted Diffuser 

The behaviour of the flow within the diverged wall tilted diffuser is highly dependent upon the 

geometrical parameter considered. It has been noticed in the previous section that combined increase 

of diffuser width ratio, tilt angle and divergence location on the hub wall of the diffuser from the 

diffuser inlet increases the asymmetry of the flow towards the hub wall of the diverged wall diffuser. 

A new term is introduced that shows the change in behaviour of the flow across the diverged wall 

diffusers. The asymmetric ratio of the flow is defined as α, which is the ratio between the flow velocity 

near the shroud wall and the flow velocity near the hub wall. Equation 4.1 is used again to obtain the 

global effect of diverged wall diffuser. The major effect of geometrical parameters on the asymmetric 

flow behaviour and stage performance is described in detail. 

Figure 5.18 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

tilted diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio across the diverged wall tilted diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The global 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is first decreased from 0% to 50% distance from the 
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diffuser inlet and then increased towards the diffuser outlet across all diverged wall diffuser 

configurations.  

 
Figure 5.18: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude of the diverged wall tilted diffuser 

at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.19 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio 

across the diverged wall tilted diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric 

ratio for the radial velocity is first decreased from 0% to 50% distance from the diffuser inlet and then 

increased towards the diffuser outlet across all diverged wall diffuser configurations.  

 
Figure 5.19: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the diverged wall tilted diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 5.20 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall tilted diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global 

asymmetric ratio across the diverged wall tilted diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The 

global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is first decreased from 0% to 50% distance 

from the diffuser inlet and then increased towards the diffuser outlet across all diverged wall diffuser 

configurations.  

 
Figure 5.20: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity of the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

It is concluded from the above results the flow is asymmetrical across the diverged wall tilted 

diffusers. It has been noticed that the variations in the asymmetry are due to the outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio, tilt angle and wall divergence location from the inlet. However, there is not much effect on the 

flow behaviour if the wall divergence location from the inlet is increased. In order to understand the 

overall effect of the geometrical effect on the diffuser flow field and stage performance, the equation 

4.2 is modified to obtain the effect of tilt angle. Therefore, the new equation is as follows. 

ζ =
1
𝑛 [

𝜉1𝑟1+𝜉2𝑟2+𝜉3𝑟3+𝜉4𝑟4+𝜉5𝑟5
𝑟𝑡

] cosθ   (5.4) 

Figure 5.21 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the 

diverged wall straight diffusers and parallel wall diffuser at BEP at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen the diffuser asymmetric effect is reduced with the increase of outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio, tilt angle and wall divergence location form the inlet. The asymmetric effect is much less (below 

1), which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison to that across the parallel wall 
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straight diffuser. The stage efficiency increases with the increase of diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio 

and wall divergence location from inlet having maximum stage efficiency across diffuser 

configuration of DC2. The stage efficiency decreases with combined increase of all geometrical 

parameters. 

 
Figure 5.21: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the diverged 

wall tilted diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.22 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the 

diverged wall straight diffusers and parallel wall diffuser at BEP at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen the diffuser asymmetric effect is reduced with the increase of outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio, tilt angle and wall divergence location form the inlet. The asymmetric effect is much less (below 

1), which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison to that across the parallel wall 

straight diffuser. 
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the diverged wall 

tilted diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 5.23 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across 

the diverged wall straight diffusers and parallel wall diffuser at BEP at the operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen the diffuser asymmetric effect remains almost similar with the increase of 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio, tilt angle and wall divergence location form the inlet. The asymmetric 

effect is much less (below 1), which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison to 

that across the parallel wall straight diffuser. 
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across the 

diverged wall tilted diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

5.7 Characteristics of Geometrical Parameters 

This section investigates the effects of the divergence on the shroud wall of the diffuser and diffuser 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio on the diffuser local performance. The diffuser performance is dependent 

upon the recovery of static pressure across the diffuser. 

5.7.1. Effects of Geometrical Parameters on Pressure Recovery across the different 

Diffusers 

Three geometrical parameters, tilt angle, the divergence on the hub wall of the diffuser and the 

diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio have used to modify the vaneless diffuser geometry. These 

configurations have affected the diffuser performance. Figure 5.24 depicts the variation in the 

coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio across the parallel wall 

diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations (DC1 and DC2). It can be seen that increase of the 

diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio decreases the pressure recovery within the diffuser in comparison to 

parallel wall diffuser. The area ratio is a function of the tilt angle, the divergence location on the hub 

wall of the diffuser and outlet-to-inlet width ratio.  
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Figure 5.24: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged 

wall diffuser configurations 

Figure 5.25 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-

to-inlet area ratio across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations (DC3 and 

DC4). It can be seen that increase of the diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio increases the pressure 

recovery within DC3 upto half-length of the diffuser in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. The area 

ratio is a function of the tilt angle, the divergence location on the hub wall of the diffuser and outlet-

to-inlet width ratio. However, increasing diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio decreases the pressure 

recovery as shown in DC4.  
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Figure 5.25: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged 

wall diffuser configurations 

Figure 5.26 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing the diffuser outlet-

to-inlet area ratio across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall diffuser configurations (DC5 and 

DC6). It can be seen that increase of the diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio increases the pressure 

recovery within DC3 upto half-length of the diffuser in comparison to parallel wall diffuser. The area 

ratio is a function of the tilt angle, the divergence location on the hub wall of the diffuser and outlet-

to-inlet width ratio. However, increasing diffuser outlet-to-inlet area ratio decreases the pressure 

recovery as shown in DC4. Therefore, it can be concluded that increase of tilt angle increases the 

pressure recovery within the diffuser; however increase outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes decrease on 

pressure recovery. 
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Figure 5.26: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged 

wall diffuser configurations 

5.8. Summary 

From the result presented in this chapter, it has been concluded that the alteration of diffuser wall 

causes increase in static pressure. It is important to obtain high isentropic compression efficiency 

within the compressor stage to decrease losses during operation. Moreover, compacting the 

compressor stage is a key role. The diffuser is one of the most important components of the 

turbocharger compressor stage and has a key purpose of partially recovering the static pressure and 

help in compacting the compressor stage. The local isentropic efficiency has been investigated and a 

semi-empirical equation has been developed by which the isentropic efficiency can be calculated 

when different geometrical parameters’ values are considered. Various flow phenomena have been 

noticed during this investigation, which are as follows; 

1. Increase in b2/b1 causes decrease in pressure recovery. 

2. Increase in b2/b1 causes decrease in the static temperature, which results in increased 

isentropic efficiency. 

3. Increase of L/Lmax does not have much effect on the stage performance. 

4. Increasing tilt angle increase the pressure recovery. 
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Furthermore, diffuser asymmetric effect for the diverged wall diffusers has been investigated. It has 

been noticed that increase θ/ θmax, b2/b1 and L/Lmax decreases the diffuser asymmetric effect. No flow 

reversals are obtained by diverging the wall, which decreases losses within the diverged wall tilted 

diffuser in comparison to diverged wall straight diffuser. 
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CHAPTER 6                

NOVEL DESIGN OF THE DIVERGED WALL CURVED 

DIFFUSER 

This chapter comprises of the results obtained after performing CFD simulations for the cases 

discussed in chapter 3, regarding the curved and diverged wall diffusers. Parametric investigations 

have been carried out to increase the compressor stage performance by modifying the hub wall of the 

diffuser. A detailed qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results has been carried out in order to 

understand the complex flow structure in curved and diverged wall diffusers. The effect of 

geometrical parameters and flow-related parameters on the stage performance has been investigated. 
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6.1. Description of Compressor Model using Curved Diffuser Model 

Many researchers have carried out various investigations to make the compressor stage more compact 

by curving the diffuser as described in Chapter 2 of the thesis. Similar, approach is used in this chapter 

to make the compressor stage more compact. However, this causes reduction in the stage 

performance. Wall divergence technique, which is applied in chapter 2 and chapter 3 on parallel wall 

straight diffuser and parallel wall tilted respectively, is applied on curved wall diffuser. This technique 

aids to improve the stage performance. Since, tilting the diffuser generates some losses by dissipating 

the energy because of sudden tilt after the impeller trailing edges. To provide a smooth flow across 

the diffuser, the tilted wall has been modified into curved wall. Furthermore, oppositely interfaced 

volute is again used as been explained in the previous chapter. Furthermore, wall divergence is 

applied to recover the losses generated within the curved diffuser. Wall divergence increases the 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the curved diffuser. Therefore, these techniques are used in this chapter 

to identify the effects of curving the diffuser as well as increasing the outlet-to-inlet diffuser width 

on the stage performance. Furthermore, the effect of diffuser curving and hub wall divergence on the 

local flow variations is also investigated in this chapter. Parametric investigations have been carried 

out to analyse the flow field characteristics within the diverged wall curved diffuser. To carry out the 

parametric investigations a Full Factorial based Design of Experiments (DoE) technique has been 

employed in the present study to determine the possible practical combinations of the geometrical 

parameters. Minitab 17 Statistical Software has been used in the present study to carry out Full 

Factorial based DoE studies, where a practical range of different parameters has been specified. The 

factors/parameters considered for the diffuser configurations, along with their levels, have been 

summarised in the Table 6.1. The geometric parameters considered are radius ratio of the curvature 

r/rmax, angle ratio of curvature θ/θmax and ratio of axial distance from diffuser inlet-to-outlet and 

diffuser inlet x/b1. Furthermore, a sample design of diverged wall straight diffuser has also been 

presented in Figure 6.1. It can be seen that a ratio of axial distance from diffuser inlet-to-outlet and 

diffuser inlet width has been considered that ranges from 1.71 to 4.35 with an interval of 0.66. 

Moreover, diffuser has been curved with a radius ratio ranging from 0.6 to 1.0 with in interval of 0.1. 

Similarly, angle of curvature has also been specified to the diffuser with a ratio ranging from 0 to 1.0 

with an interval of 0.5. The reason of curving the wall is to guide the flow and hence reduces losses 

at the diffuser inlet and it increases the streamwise length of the flow.  
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The resulting numbers of numerical simulations, which are equal to 75, have been performed and 

total-to-total pressure and efficiency have been recorded for each simulation. Best design model has 

been chosen based upon the maximum localised and stage isentropic efficiency across the compressor 

stage, which is the function of various geometrical and flow parameters. 

 
Figure 6.1: Sample configuration of the curved diffuser 

Table 6.1: Factors and levels for full factorial design of the curved diffuser 

Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

x/b1 (-) 1.71 2.37 3.03 3.69 4.35 

θ/θmax (-) 0 0.5 1.0 - - 

r/rmax (-) 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

The flow field analysis has been carried out in the curved diffuser geometry. The curved diffuser 

geometry used in this analysis is constructed using the reverse curves with equal branches (r1 = r2) 

and the reverse curves with unequal branches (r1 ≠ r2). Furthermore, these reverse curves are also 

tilted from the diffuser inlet (θ/θmax > 0) as shown in Figure 6.1. The construction is based upon the 

reverse curves whereby x/b1, θ/θmax and θ/θmax values are used as shown in table 6.1, and the whole 

diffuser model is constructed. The detailed construction of the diffuser model is presented in appendix 

A-9. 

6.2. Performance Characteristcs of Compressor Stage using Curved Diffuser 

Numerical analysis is carried out to obtain the total-to-total stage performance and flow field 

characteristics across various configurations of the curved diffuser have been analysed. Table 6.2 

shows the results obtained from numerical simulations of CFD for the global parameters of all 75 
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configurations. Three geometrical parameters are considered, radius ratio of the curvature r/rmax, angle 

ratio of curvature θ/θmax and ratio of axial distance from diffuser inlet-to-outlet and diffuser inlet x/b1 

to analyse the effect on the local flow field and on the total-to-total stage performance. Following 

results are obtained from the Table 6.2. 

i. Increasing the radius ratio causes isentropic efficiency and total-to-total stage pressure 

ratio to reduce up to a value of 0.8 and thereafter the performance parameters are 

increased. 

ii. Increase of angle of curvature causes total-to-total stage pressure ratio to increase, 

however isentropic efficiency reduces. 

iii. Increase of axial distance between the hub wall near the diffuser inlet and the shroud 

wall near the outlet of the diffuser has caused the total-to-total stage pressure ratio and 

isentropic efficiency to increase up to x/b1 = 3.03. Thereafter, both the performance 

parameters decrease. 

Table 6.2: CFD results of centrifugal compressor stage using different configurations of curved 

diffusers 

 x/b1 θ/θmax r/rmax PRC ƞ  x/b1 θ/θmax r/rmax PRC ƞ 

Row 

No. 
(-) (-) (-) (-) (%) 

Row 

No. 
(-) (-) (-) (-) (%) 

1 

1.71 

0 

0.6 1.536 71.68 46 

3.69 

 

0 0.6 1.536 71.71 

2 0.7 1.536 71.67 47  0.7 1.536 71.73 

3 0.8 1.536 71.65 48  0.8 1.536 71.72 

4 0.9 1.536 71.70 49  0.9 1.537 71.75 

5 1 1.537 71.67 50  1 1.537 71.69 

6 

0.5 

0.6 1.537 71.68 51 0.5 0.6 1.540 71.29 

7 0.7 1.536 71.67 52  0.7 1.540 71.38 

8 0.8 1.536 71.64 53  0.8 1.541 71.46 

9 0.9 1.538 71.67 54  0.9 1.540 71.45 

10 1 1.537 71.63 55  1 1.541 71.47 

11 

1 

0.6 1.538 71.65 56 1 0.6 1.546 69.63 

12 0.7 1.538 71.68 57  0.7 1.546 69.87 

13 0.8 1.539 71.66 58  0.8 1.547 70.08 

14 0.9 1.536 71.63 59  0.9 1.548 70.21 

15 1 1.539 71.68 60  1 1.549 70.31 

16 

2.37 

 

0 

 

0.6 1.536 71.73 61 4.35 0 0.6 1.535 71.53 

17 0.7 1.537 71.75 62   0.7 1.535 71.54 

18 0.8 1.536 71.74 63   0.8 1.535 71.57 

19 0.9 1.536 71.72 64   0.9 1.536 71.59 

20 1 1.537 71.69 65   1 1.536 71.58 
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21 

0.5 

 

0.6 1.538 71.72 66  0.5 0.6 1.538 70.59 

22 0.7 1.538 71.72 67   0.7 1.539 70.85 

23 0.8 1.538 71.72 68   0.8 1.540 71.02 

24 0.9 1.538 71.70 69   0.9 1.541 71.10 

25 1 1.539 71.69 70   1 1.541 71.16 

26 

1 

 

0.6 1.542 71.41 71  1 0.6 1.538 67.08 

27 0.7 1.542 71.43 72   0.7 1.542 68.05 

28 0.8 1.542 71.45 73   0.8 1.546 68.55 

29 0.9 1.542 71.46 74   0.9 1.548 68.92 

30 1 1.543 71.45 75   1 1.549 69.16 

31 

3.03 

0 

0.6 1.537 71.79 

 

32 0.7 1.537 71.76 

33 0.8 1.537 71.75 

34 0.9 1.536 71.72 

35 1 1.537 71.71 

36 

0.5 

0.6 1.538 71.79 

37 0.7 1.538 71.76 

38 0.8 1.540 71.67 

39 0.9 1.540 71.67 

40 1 1.539 71.69 

41 

1 

0.6 1.546 70.87 

42 0.7 1.545 71.02 

43 0.8 1.545 71.00 

44 0.9 1.545 71.06 

45 1 1.546 71.09 

6.2.1. Flow Field Characteristics within the Curved Diffusers 

This section demonstrates the flow field analyses within the curved diffusers based upon static 

pressure, velocity magnitude, circumferential velocity, radial velocity and static temperature 

variations. The analyses have been carried out in such a way that certain combinations of simulated 

data have been compared to obtain the effect of geometrical parameters on the stage performance. 

The geometrical parameters considered are θ/θmax, r/rmax and x/b1. The combinations considered to 

analyse the flow performance within the curved diffuser of the compressor stage are mentioned in 

Table 6.3 with their names. These names are used in the analysis. Furthermore, the effect of wall 

divergence on the flow asymmetry within the diffuser has been quantified to establish a relationship 

of wall divergence with asymmetric effect and isentropic efficiency. 

Table 6.3: Practical combinations selected for the flow field analysis 

Names 
x/b1 θ/θmax r/rmax 

(-) (-) (-) 
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CDC1 

1.71 

0.0 
0.6 

CDC2 1.0 

CDC3 
1.0 

0.6 

CDC4 1.0 

CDC5 

16.5 

0.0 
0.6 

CDC6 1.0 

CDC7 
1.0 

0.6 

CDC8 1.0 

Figure 6.2 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the static pressure across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It 

can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue 

region. The static pressure increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also 

increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure is 

decreased by 0.75% and 1.34% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet respectively across the diffuser 

configuration of CDC1 in comparison to parallel wall straight diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be 

seen that the static pressure is same at the diffuser inlet of CDC4 and at the diffuser outlet of CDC2 in 

comparison to that for diffuser configuration of CDC1. It can also be seen that the static pressure is 

decreased by 0.8% each at the diffuser inlet of CDC2 and CDC3 respectively and decreased by 0.7% 

each at the diffuser outlet of CDC3 and CDC4 respectively in comparison to that of CDC1. It can be 

concluded from the results that the static pressure decreases by increasing the ratio of θ/θmax. 

Moreover, increasing the ratio of r/rmax does not affect the static pressure variations. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.2: Static Pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (a) CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.3 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the static pressure across the curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It 

can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue 

region. The static pressure increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also 

increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is 
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obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure is 

decreased by 0.75% and 0.67% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet respectively for the diffuser 

configuration of CDC5 in comparison to parallel wall straight diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be 

seen that the static pressure is same at the diffuser inlet of CDC6 and at the diffuser outlet of CDC6 

and CDC7 in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of CDC5. It can also be seen that the 

static pressure is decreased by 0.8% each at the diffuser inlet of CDC7 and CDC8 respectively and 

decreased by 1.4% at the diffuser outlet of CDC8 in comparison to that of CDC5. It can be concluded 

from the results that the static pressure increases by increasing the ratio of x/b1. Furthermore, it can 

also be seen that the static pressure increases by increasing the ratio of θ/θmax. Moreover, increasing 

the ratio of r/rmax decreases the static pressure. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.3: Static Pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (a) CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.4 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser and 

curved diffuser configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall 

at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is reduced 

radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude across curved diffusers is higher 

in comparison to straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the velocity magnitude is 

asymmetric towards hub wall across curved diffusers in comparison to parallel wall diffuser, which 

has asymmetric velocity magnitude towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been 

carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across curved 

diffuser configurations. 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser and 

curved diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.5 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the curved 

diffusers (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the curved diffusers. The asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitude constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the 

wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across all the diffuser configurations. It has been 

noticed that the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude constantly increases from the centreline 

of the diffuser towards the wall and decreases from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across all 

the diffuser configurations. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.5: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the curved diffusers 

((a) CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.6 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser and 

curved diffuser configurations (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall 

at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is reduced 

radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude across curved diffusers is higher 

in comparison to straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the velocity magnitude is 

asymmetric towards hub wall across curved diffuser configurations of CDC5 and CDC6 in comparison 

to parallel wall diffuser, which has asymmetric velocity magnitude towards the shroud wall. 

Moreover, velocity magnitude is highly asymmetric towards the hub wall at L1 (diffuser inlet) and 

then it decreases towards L2 across CDC5 and CDC6. The velocity magnitude becomes symmetric 

between L2 and L3 and then the velocity magnitude becomes asymmetric towards the shroud wall 

from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across CDC5 and CDC6. However, the detailed analysis has been carried 

out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across curved diffuser 

configurations. 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser and 

curved diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.7 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the curved 

diffusers (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across CDC5 and CDC6. The asymmetric ratio 

for the velocity magnitude constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. 

Furthermore, it decreases from the diffuser inlet to the half-length of the diffuser and it than increases 

towards the diffuser outlet across CDC5 and CDC6. Moreover, it can also be seen that the flow is 

asymmetric towards the shroud wall across CDC7 and CDC8. The asymmetric ratio for the velocity 

magnitude constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and diffuser inlet 

to the diffuser outlet across CDC7 and CDC8. 

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.7: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the curved diffusers 

((a) CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.8 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the radial velocity across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It 

can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue 

region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity also 

decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum radial velocity is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the radial velocity 

is increased at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet by 12% and 1% respectively across the CDC1 in 

comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, radial velocity is decreased at the diffuser 

inlet by 1.6% of CDC2 in comparison to that of CDC1. Moreover, the radial velocity is increased at 

the diffuser outlet by 1% and 1.9% of CDC2 and CDC4 respectively in comparison to that of CDC1. 

Similarly, the radial velocity is same at the diffuser inlet of CDC3 and CDC4 respectively and diffuser 

outlet of CDC3 in comparison to that of CDC1. It can be concluded from the results that the radial 

velocity increases by increasing the ratio of θ/θmax and r/rmax. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.8: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (a) CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.9 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across straight diffuser and curved 

diffuser configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP 

at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced radially across 

the diffuser. It can be seen that the radial velocity across curved diffusers is higher in comparison to 

straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric towards hub 

wall across curved diffusers in comparison to parallel wall diffuser, which has asymmetric radial 
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velocity towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying 

the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity profile across curved diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.9: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser and curved 

diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.10 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the curved diffusers 

(CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the curved diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for the 

radial velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and from the 

diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across all the diffuser configurations. It has been noticed that the 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser 

towards the wall and decreases from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across all the diffuser 

configurations. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.10: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the curved diffusers ((a) 

CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.11 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the radial velocity across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It 

can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue 

region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity also 

decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum radial velocity is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the radial velocity 

is increased at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet by 12% and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 

2.9% respectively across the CDC5 in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, 

radial velocity is decreased at the diffuser inlet by 3% of CDC6 and increased across the diffuser inlet 

by 3% and 9.4% of CDC7 and CDC8 respectively in comparison to that of CDC5. Moreover, the radial 

velocity is increased at the diffuser outlet by 2% each of CDC6 and CDC8 respectively and decreased 

at the diffuser outlet by 2% of CDC7 in comparison to that of CDC5. It can be concluded from the 

results that the radial velocity decreases by increasing the ratio of x/b1. Furthermore, it can also be 

seen that the radial velocity decreases by increasing the ratio of θ/θmax. Moreover, increasing the ratio 

of r/rmax increases the radial velocity. Moreover, radial flow velocity is highly disturbed across these 

curved diffuser configurations of CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8 in comparison to that across curved 

diffuser configurations of CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4.  
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.11: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (a) CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.12 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across straight diffuser and curved 

diffuser configurations (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP 

at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced radially across 

the diffuser. It can be seen that the radial velocity across curved diffusers is higher in comparison to 

straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric towards hub 
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wall across curved diffuser configurations of CDC5 and CDC6 in comparison to parallel wall diffuser, 

which has asymmetric radial velocity towards the shroud wall. Moreover, radial velocity is highly 

asymmetric towards the hub wall at L1 (diffuser inlet) and then it decreases towards L2 across CDC5 

and CDC6. The radial velocity becomes symmetric between L2 and L3 and then the radial velocity 

becomes asymmetric towards the shroud wall from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across CDC5 and CDC6. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial 

velocity profile across curved diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.12: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser and curved 

diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.13 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the curved diffusers 

(CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the radial velocity is highly disturbed across these curved diffuser configurations. The radial flow 

velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2 and then the radial flow 

velocity is asymmetric towards the shroud wall from L3 to L4 and finally at L5 (diffuser outlet) the 

radial flow velocity is again asymmetric towards the hub wall across CDC5. Furthermore, the 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. 

Moreover, the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity increases L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2 and then 

decreases from L3 to L4 and finally at L5 (diffuser outlet) the asymmetric ratio for the radial flow 

velocity again increases across CDC6. The asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity increases L1 

(diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet) across CDC7 and the flow asymmetry is towards the shroud wall. 

The asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity decreases L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2 across CDC7 and the 

flow is asymmetry towards the hub wall. Thereafter, at L3 the radial flow velocity became highly 

asymmetric towards the shroud wall with high values of local asymmetric ratio, and  then the local 

asymmetric ratio decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet). 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.13: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the curved diffusers ((a) 

CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.14 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the curved 

diffuser configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the 

straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser 

inlet after the volute-tongue region. The circumferential velocity decreases radially across the 

diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at 

near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is increased at the 

diffuser inlet by 8.7% and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 2.4% across the CDC1 in comparison to 

that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, circumferential velocity is same at the diffuser inlet of 

CDC2 and CDC4 respectively in comparison to that of CDC1. The circumferential velocity is 

increased at the diffuser inlet by 1.8% CDC3 in comparison to that of CDC1. Moreover, the 

circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser outlet by 11.8%, 0.6% and 0.6% of CDC2, CDC3 
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and CDC4 respectively in comparison to that of CDC1. It can be concluded from the results that 

increasing the ratio of θ/θmax increases circumferential velocity. Moreover, increasing the ratio of 

r/rmax decreases the circumferential velocity. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.14: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the curved 

diffuser configurations (a) CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.15 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across straight diffuser 

and curved diffuser configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is 

reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity across curved 

diffusers is higher in comparison to straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 

circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards hub wall across curved diffusers in comparison to 

parallel wall diffuser, which has asymmetric circumferential velocity towards the shroud wall. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity profile across curved diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.15: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser 

and curved diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.16 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for circumferential velocity, αvc across the curved 

diffusers (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the curved diffusers. The asymmetric 

ratio for the circumferential velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards 

the wall and from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across all the diffuser configurations. It has 

been noticed that the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity constantly increases from the 

centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and decreases from the diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet 

across all the diffuser configurations. Furthermore, it has only been noticed in CDC1 that the 

circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards the shroud wall at L5 (diffuser outlet) similar to 

straight diffuser and the local asymmetry increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the 

wall. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.16: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the curved 

diffusers ((a) CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.17 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the curved 

diffuser configurations (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the 

straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser 

inlet after the volute-tongue region. The circumferential velocity decreases radially across the 

diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at 

near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is increased at the 

diffuser inlet by 8.7% and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 1.8% across the CDC1 in comparison to 

that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, circumferential velocity is same at the diffuser inlet of 

CDC2 in comparison to that of CDC1. The circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser inlet 

by 2.7% and 4.5% of CDC3 and CDC4 respectively in comparison to that of CDC1. Moreover, the 
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circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser outlet by 1.2%, 1.8% and 1.8% of CDC2, CDC3 

and CDC4 respectively in comparison to that of CDC1. It can be concluded from the results that the 

circumferential velocity increases by increasing the ratio of x/b1. Furthermore, it can also be seen that 

the circumferential velocity increases by increasing the ratio of θ/θmax. Moreover, increasing the ratio 

of r/rmax increases the circumferential velocity. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.17: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the curved 

diffuser configurations (a) CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8 at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.18 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across straight diffuser 

and curved diffuser configurations (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is 

reduced radially across the diffuser. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity across curved 

diffusers is higher in comparison to straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 

circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards hub wall across curved diffuser configurations of 

CDC5 and CDC6 in comparison to parallel wall diffuser, which has asymmetric circumferential 

velocity towards the shroud wall. Moreover, circumferential velocity is highly asymmetric towards 

the hub wall at L1 (diffuser inlet) and then it decreases towards L2 across CDC5 and CDC6. The 

circumferential velocity becomes symmetric between L2 and L3 and then the circumferential velocity 

becomes asymmetric towards the shroud wall from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across CDC5 and CDC6. 

However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity profile across curved diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.18: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser 

and curved diffuser configurations from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.19 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the curved 

diffusers (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across CDC5 and CDC6. The asymmetric ratio 

for the circumferential velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the 

wall. Furthermore, it decreases from the diffuser inlet to the half-length of the diffuser and it than 

increases towards the diffuser outlet across CDC5 and CDC6. Moreover, it can also be seen that the 

flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall across CDC7 and CDC8. The asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall and 

diffuser inlet to the diffuser outlet across CDC7 and CDC8. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.19: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the curved 

diffusers (a) CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.20 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the static temperature across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the parallel wall 

diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The static temperature increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

static temperature also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The 

maximum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the static temperature is decreased by 0% and 0.6% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet 

respectively across the diffuser configuration of CDC1 in comparison to straight diffuser. 

Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static temperature is same at the diffuser inlet and diffuse 

outlet across all diffuser configurations in comparison to that across diffuser configuration of CDC1. 
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It can be concluded from the results that the static temperature is not changed by increasing the ratio 

of θ/θmax or r/rmax. 

  

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.20: Static Temperature (atm) variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (a) CDC1, (b) CDC2, (c) CDC3 and (d) CDC4 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.21 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (CDC5, CDC6, CDC6 and CDC7) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The 

trend of the static temperature across the curved diffusers is similar to that across the parallel wall 
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diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The static temperature increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

static temperature also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The 

maximum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the static temperature is decreased by 0.3% each at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet 

respectively for the diffuser configuration of CDC5 in comparison to parallel wall straight diffuser. 

Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static temperature is same at the diffuser inlet and diffuser 

outlet of CDC6 in comparison to that for diffuser configuration of CDC5. Furthermore, it can also be 

seen that the static temperature is increased at the diffuser inlet by 0.9% each of CDC7 and CDC8 

respectively Moreover, the static temperature is increased at the diffuser outlet by 1.2% and 0.9% 

respectively of CDC8 in comparison to that of CDC5. It can be concluded from the results that the 

static temperature increases by increasing the ratio of x/b1. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the 

static temperature increases by increasing the ratio of θ/θmax. Moreover, increasing the ratio of r/rmax 

decreases the static temperature. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.21: Static Temperature (atm) variations across the centreline of the curved diffuser 

configurations (a) CDC5, (b) CDC6, (c) CDC7 and (d) CDC8 at BEP at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

6.2.2. Effect of Asymmetric Ratio across the Curved Diffusers 

The behaviour of the flow within the curved diffusers is highly dependent upon the geometrical 

parameters considered. It has been noticed in the previous section that increase of ratio of r/rmax and 

θ/θmax increases the asymmetry of the flow towards the hub wall of the diverged wall diffuser. 

However, increase of ratio of x/b1 increases the asymmetric ratio, which shifts the flow from hub wall 

towards the shroud wall. A term Equation 4.1, which is introduced in Chapter 4 for the global 

asymmetric ratio, has been modified shown Equation 6.1 that shows the change in behaviour of the 

flow across the curved diffusers and shows the global effect of the asymmetry across the curved 

diffuser. The major effect of geometrical parameters on the asymmetric flow behaviour and stage 

performance is described in detail. 

𝜉 =
1

2
[
𝛼1𝑥𝑡1+𝛼2𝑥𝑡2+𝛼3𝑥𝑡3+𝛼4𝑥𝑡4

𝑥𝑡
]    (6.1) 

Where, n is the number of diffuser widths considered (shown in Figure 4.19) from the walls and x is 

the curved diffuser width (Equation for x is presented in Appendix A-9). Furthermore, the subscripts 

1, 2, 3 and 4 are width locations from the wall, which are explained earlier in the previous section. 

Moreover, subscript t stands for total/maximum and ave stands for average. The global asymmetric 
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ratio for different velocity vectors across the diffuser are described in the following section. 

Furthermore, the major effect of velocity vectors on the design and off-design conditions is described 

in detail. 

Figure 6.22 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers 

of CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the global asymmetric ratio across these curved diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The 

global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is seemed to be same from L1 (diffuser inlet) to 

L4 and then decreased towards at L5 (diffuser outlet) across the curved diffuser considered.  

 

Figure 6.22: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers (CDC1, 

CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.23 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers 

of CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the global asymmetric ratio across CDC5 and CDC6 is below 1.0 at L1 (diffuser inlet) in comparison 

to that at CDC7 and CDC8 showing flow asymmetry towards hub wall. It can be seen that the global 

asymmetric ratio decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2. Thereafter, the global asymmetric ratio 

increases from L2 to L5 (diffuser outlet). Furthermore, it can also be seen that the global asymmetric 

ratio across CDC7 and CDC8 is mostly above 1.0 showing flow asymmetry towards shroud wall. It 

can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio is same from the diffuser inlet to diffuser outlet across 

the curved diffusers considered. 
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Figure 6.23: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers (CDC5, 

CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.24 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the curved diffusers of 

CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4 at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

global asymmetric ratio across these curved diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The 

global asymmetric ratio is constantly decreasing from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L5 (diffuser outlet). 

 

Figure 6.24: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the curved diffusers (CDC1, 

CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.25 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the curved diffuser of 

CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the global asymmetric ratio varies above and below the value of 1.0, showing the radial flow 

asymmetry is decreasing and increasing across the diffuser configuration of CDC7 and CDC8. On the 

other hand, the global asymmetric ratio is below 1.0 at CDC5 and CDC6 showing the radial flow 

asymmetric towards the hub wall. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio decreases from L1 
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(diffuser inlet) to L2. Thereafter, the global asymmetric ratio increases from L2 to L4 and then 

decreases towards L5 (diffuser outlet). 

 

Figure 6.25: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the curved diffusers (CDC5, CDC6, 

CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.26 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved 

diffusers (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can 

be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these curved diffusers is towards the hub wall of the 

diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is same across these curved 

diffusers except at L5 (diffuser outlet) of CDC4 whereby the asymmetric ratio is above 1.0 showing 

flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall.  

 

Figure 6.26: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers 

(CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.27 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved 

diffusers (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 
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seen that the global asymmetric ratio across CDC5 and CDC6 is below 1.0 at L1 (diffuser inlet) in 

comparison to that at CDC7 and CDC8 showing flow asymmetry towards hub wall. It can be seen that 

the global asymmetric ratio decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2. Thereafter, the global asymmetric 

ratio increases from L2 to L5 (diffuser outlet). Furthermore, it can also be seen that the global 

asymmetric ratio across CDC7 and CDC8 is mostly above 1.0 showing flow asymmetry towards 

shroud wall. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio is same from the diffuser inlet to diffuser 

outlet across the curved diffusers considered. 

 

Figure 6.27: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers 

(CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

It is concluded from the above results the flow is asymmetrical across the curved diffusers. It has 

been noticed that the variations in the asymmetry of the flow are due to x/b1, r/rmax and θ/θmax. In 

order to understand the overall effect of the geometrical changes on the diffuser flow field and stage 

performance, the equation 4.2 is used. 

Figure 6.28 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the 

curved diffusers and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen there is not much difference in the asymmetric effect with the variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax 

having x/b1 = 1.71. Conversely, the asymmetric effect increases with the variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax 

having x/b1 = 4.35. The asymmetric effect is below 1, which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub 

wall in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the stage efficiency remains 

similar at x/b1 = 1.71 with variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax. Conversely, the stage efficiency variations 

are higher when geometrical parameters of r/rmax and θ/θmax are varied having x/b1 = 4.35. The stage 

efficiency is maximum having a value of 71.68% at CDC1 and CDC4. The stage efficiency is 

minimum having a value of 67.08% at CDC7. 
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.  

Figure 6.28: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the curved 

diffusers at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.29 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the curved 

diffusers and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen there 

is not much difference in the asymmetric effect with the variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax having x/b1 = 

1.71. Conversely, the asymmetric effect increases with the variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax having x/b1 

= 4.35. The asymmetric effect is below 1, which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in 

comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the stage efficiency is remains similar at 

x/b1 = 1.71 with variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax. Conversely, the stage efficiency variations are higher 

when geometrical parameters of r/rmax and θ/θmax are varied having x/b1 = 4.35. 
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Figure 6.29: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the curved 

diffusers at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.30 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across 

the curved diffusers and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen there is not much difference in the asymmetric effect with the variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax 

having x/b1 = 1.71 and x/b1 = 4.35. The asymmetric effect is below 1, which shows the flow 

asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. The asymmetric effect 

only reduces at one diffuser configuration of CDC6. Furthermore, the stage efficiency remains similar 

at x/b1 = 1.71 with variations in r/rmax and θ/θmax. Conversely, the stage efficiency variations are higher 

when geometrical parameters of r/rmax and θ/θmax are varied having x/b1 = 4.35. 
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Figure 6.30: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across the 

curved diffusers at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

6.3. Characteristics of Geometrical Parameters 

This section investigates the effects of x/b1, r/rmax and θ/θmax on the diffuser local performance. The 

diffuser performance is dependent upon the recovery of static pressure across the diffuser. 

6.3.1. Effects of Geometrical Parameters on Pressure Recovery across the Curved 

Diffuers 

Three geometrical parameters x/b1, r/rmax and θ/θmax have used to modify the vaneless diffuser 

geometry. These configurations have affected the diffuser performance. Figure 6.31 depicts the 

variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing r/rmax and θ/θmax having x/b1 = 1.71 across 

the straight diffuser and curved diffusers (CDC1, CDC2, CDC3 and CDC4) at BEP and at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that Cp decreases from CDC1 to CDC3 and it than 

increases to CDC4 across the curved diffusers in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. The 

area ratio is a function of r/rmax, θ/θmax and x/b1.  
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Figure 6.31: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the straight diffuser and curved 

diffuser configurations 

Figure 6.32 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing r/rmax and θ/θmax 

having x/b1 = 4.35 across the straight diffuser and curved diffusers (CDC5, CDC6, CDC7 and CDC8) 

at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that Cp increases from CDC5 to 

CDC6 than decreases from CDC6 to CDC7 and it than increases from CDC7 to CDC8 across the curved 

diffusers in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. The area ratio is a function of r/rmax, θ/θmax 

and x/b1. 
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Figure 6.32: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the straight diffuser and curved 

diffuser configurations 

6.4. Flow Field Characteristics within the Optimal Curved Diffuser 

This section investigates the flow field within the optimal curved diffuser configuration without wall 

divergence based upon the static pressure, velocity magnitude and static temperature variations. 

These results are compared with straight diffuser (baseline model). The optimisation of a model is 

dependent upon maximum isentropic efficiency and total-to-total stage pressure ratio. Based upon the 

analysis carried out in the previous section, it has been observed that maximum stage performance is 

obtained by the curved diffuser is when geometrical parameters used are x/b1 = 3.03, θ/θmax = 0.0 and 

r/rmax = 0.6. It can be seen that isentropic efficiency of 71.79% and pressure ratio of 1.537 are 

increased by 1.19% and 0.65% respectively in comparison to that using straight diffuser (shown in 

Table 6.4). The detailed local flow field inside the compressor stage is presented hereafter. 

Table 6.4: Comparison of performance parameters of straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser 

 x/b1 θ/θmax r/rmax PRC ƞ 

Percentage 

difference in 

PRC 

Percentage 

difference in ƞ 

 (-) (-) (-) (-) (%) (%) (%) 

Straight wall 

diffuser 
1.0 0.0 - 1.527 70.93 - - 

Optimal curved 

diffuser model 
3.03 0.0 0.6 1.537 71.79 0.65 1.19 

Figure 6.33 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the optimal curved diffuser 

configuration at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure across 

the curved diffuser passage is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the 

minimum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static 

pressure increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also increases 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained 

at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure is decreased 

by 0.75% at the diffuser inlet and same static pressure values are obtained at the diffuser outlet for 

the optimal curved diffuser in comparison to straight diffuser. 
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Figure 6.33: Static Pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the optimal curved diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.34 depicts flow streamlines radially across the cross-section of straight diffuser and volute 

passage (baseline model) and optimal curved diffuser and oppositely interface volute at BEP and at 

an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen from the figure that no recirculation is found 

within straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser and hence, no losses are being generated. The 

colour inside the passages shows the velocity magnitude within the diffuser and volute passages. The 

velocity is higher at the diffuser inlet and reduces radially across the diffusers.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6.34: Flow streamlines radially across the (a) straight diffuser and volute (baseline) and 

(b) optimal curved diffuser and oppositely interfaced volute at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.35 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser and the 

optimal curved diffuser configuration from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is reduced radially across 

the optimal curved diffuser. It can also be seen that the velocity magnitude across optimal curved 

diffuser is higher in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed 

that the velocity magnitude is asymmetric towards hub wall across the optimal curved diffuser in 

comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has velocity magnitude asymmetric towards the 

shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the local asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the optimal curved diffuser. 

 
Figure 6.35: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser and 

the optimal curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.36 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the optimal 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is 

asymmetric towards the hub wall across the curved diffusers. The asymmetric ratio for the velocity 

magnitude constantly increases from the centreline towards the wall of the diffuser. Furthermore, it 

can also be noticed that the local asymmetric ratio is decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it 

is increased from L2 to L3 and then it again has decreased from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet).  
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Figure 6.36: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the optimal curved 

diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.37 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the optimal curved diffuser 

configuration at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the radial velocity across 

the optimal curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the 

maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The radial 

velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity also decreases 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum radial velocity is obtained 

at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the radial velocity is increased 

at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet by 10.5% and decreased at the diffuser outlet by 3.9% in 

comparison to that for the straight diffuser.  

 
Figure 6.37: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the optimal curved diffuser at 

BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.38 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across the straight diffuser and the 

optimal curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also 

be seen that the radial velocity across optimal curved diffuser is higher in comparison to that across 

the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric towards 

the hub wall across the optimal curved diffuser in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, 

which has radial velocity asymmetric towards the shroud wall. Moreover, radial velocity is highly 
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asymmetric towards the hub wall at L1 (diffuser inlet) and then the asymmetry has reduced, and the 

flow has become symmetric at L3. Thereafter, the flow again has become asymmetric after L3 towards 

L5 (diffuser outlet). However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity profile across the optimal curved diffuser. 

 

Figure 6.38: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser and the 

optimal curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.39 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the optimal curved 

diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The radial flow velocity is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then the flow has become symmetric at L3 and 

then the flow has again become asymmetric towards the hub wall from L4 to L5 (diffuser outlet). 

 
Figure 6.39: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the optimal curved diffuser at 

BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.40 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the optimal 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential 

velocity across the optimal curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen 
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that the maximum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue 

region. The circumferential velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The 

minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. 

It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is increased at the diffuser inlet by 6.7% and decreased 

at the diffuser outlet by 4.2% of the optimal curved diffuser in comparison to that across the straight 

diffuser 

 

Figure 6.40: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the optimal curved 

diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.41 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across the straight diffuser 

and the optimal curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially across the 

diffuser. It can also be seen that the circumferential velocity across the optimal curved diffuser is 

higher in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 

circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards hub wall across the optimal curved diffuser in 

comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has asymmetric circumferential velocity 

towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across curved diffuser configurations. 
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser 

and the optimal curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.42 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the optimal 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the flow is 

asymmetric towards the hub wall across optimal curved diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the 

circumferential velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. 

Furthermore, it can also be seen that the local asymmetric ratio decreases from L1 to L2, then it 

increases from L2 to L4 and then it decreases L4 to L5. 

 
Figure 6.42: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvr across the optimal curved 

diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.43 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the optimal curved 

diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static temperature across 

the optimal curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the 

minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static 

temperature increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature also increases 
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circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static temperature 

is decreased by 0% and 0.3% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet respectively across the optimal 

curved diffuser in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. 

 
Figure 6.43: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the optimal curved diffuser at 

BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

6.4.1. Effect of Flow Assemetry on the Performance of the Optimal Curved Diffuser 

The behaviour of the flow within the optimal curved diffuser is highly dependent upon the 

geometrical parameter considered. It has been noticed in the previous section that increase of ratio of 

r/rmax and θ/θmax increases the asymmetry of the flow towards the hub wall of the curved diffuser. 

However, increase of ratio of x/b1 increases the asymmetric ratio, which shifts the flow from hub wall 

towards the shroud wall. An Equation 4.1 is used to obtain the global asymmetric ratio, which shows 

the change in behaviour of the flow across the curved diffuser and the global effect of the asymmetry 

across the curved diffuser. The major effect of geometrical parameters on the asymmetric flow 

behaviour and stage performance is described in detail. 

Figure 6.44 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the straight diffuser 

and the optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the global asymmetric ratio across the optimal curved diffuser is towards the hub wall of the diffuser 

in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has global asymmetric ratio towards the 
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shroud wall. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is seemed to be decreased from 

L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increased from L2 to L3 and then finally decreased from L3 to L5 (diffuser 

outlet).  

 
Figure 6.44: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the straight diffuser and the 

optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.45 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the straight diffuser and 

the optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

global asymmetric ratio across the optimal curved diffuser is towards the hub wall in comparison to 

that across the straight diffuser, which has global asymmetric ratio towards the shroud wall. The 

global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is seemed to be decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L2, then increased from L2 to L3 and then finally decreased from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet).  

 

Figure 6.45: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the straight diffuser and the 

optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.46 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the straight 

diffuser and the optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen that the global asymmetric ratio across the optimal curved diffuser is towards the hub wall in 

comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has global asymmetric ratio towards the shroud 

wall. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is seemed to be decreased from L1 

(diffuser inlet) to L2, then increased from L2 to L3 and then finally global asymmetric ratio remains 

same from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet).  

 

Figure 6.46: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the straight diffuser and 

the optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

It is concluded from the above results that the flow is asymmetrical across straight diffuser and 

optimal curved diffuser. It has been noticed that the variations in the asymmetry are due to r/rmax, 

θ/θmax and x/b1. In order to understand the overall effect of the geometrical effect on the diffuser flow 

field and stage performance, the equation 4.2 is used. 

Figure 6.47 depicts the comparison of the diffuser asymmetric effect for the velocity magnitude across 

the straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

It can be seen that the asymmetric effect for the velocity magnitude is below 1 for optimal curved 

diffuser showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall in comparison to that of straight diffuser 

having flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the stage 

efficiency of optimal curved diffuser is increased to 71.79% in comparison to that across the straight 

diffuser having stage efficiency of 70.9%. 
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Figure 6.47: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the straight 

diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.48 depicts the comparison of the diffuser asymmetric effect for the radial velocity across the 

straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can 

be seen that the asymmetric effect for the radial velocity is below 1 for optimal curved diffuser 

showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall in comparison to that of straight diffuser having 

flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the stage efficiency of 

optimal curved diffuser is increased to 71.79% in comparison to that across the straight diffuser 

having stage efficiency of 70.9%. 
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Figure 6.48: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the straight diffuser 

and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.49 depicts the comparison of the diffuser asymmetric effect for the circumferential velocity 

across the straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the asymmetric effect for the circumferential velocity is below 1 for 

optimal curved diffuser showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall in comparison to that 

of straight diffuser having flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall. Furthermore, it can also be seen 

that the stage efficiency of optimal curved diffuser is increased to 71.79% in comparison to that across 

the straight diffuser having stage efficiency of 70.9%. 
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Figure 6.49: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across the 

straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

This section demonstrates the comparison of optimal curved diffuser and straight diffuser on the basis 

of diffuser geometries used. The diffuser performance is dependent upon the recovery of static 

pressure across the diffuser. 

Three geometrical parameters x/b1, r/rmax and θ/θmax have used to modify the optimal curved diffuser 

geometry. This configuration has affected the diffuser performance. Figure 6.50 depicts the variation 

in the coefficient of pressure Cp having x/b1 = 3.03, θ/θmax = 0.0 and r/rmax = 0.6 of the optimal curved 

diffuser and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

Cp almost remains similar across the optimal curved diffuser and straight diffuser. The area ratio is a 

function of r/rmax, θ/θmax and x/b1.  
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Figure 6.50 Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the straight diffuser and optimal 

curved diffuser 

6.5. Description of Compressor Model using Diverged Wall Curved Diffuser Model 

Many researchers have carried out various investigations to improve the compressor stage 

performance either by pinching, converging or diverging the diffuser walls as described in Chapter 2 

of the thesis. Similar approach is used in this section as well to identify the effects of the wall 

divergence on the curved diffuser to obtain the performance of the compressor stage. Furthermore, in 

this study the effect of wall divergence on the local flow variations are also investigated. This 

methodology has helped to enhance the compressor stage performance while compacting the 

compressor using curved diffuser. Parametric investigations have been carried out to analyse the flow 

field characteristics within the diverged wall curved diffuser. To carry out the parametric 

investigations a Full Factorial based Design of Experiments (DoE) technique has been employed in 

the present study to determine the possible practical combinations of the geometrical parameters. 

Minitab 17 Statistical Software has been used in the present study to carry out Full Factorial based 

DoE studies, where a practical range of different parameters has been specified. The 

factors/parameters considered for the diffuser configurations, along with their levels, have been 

summarised in the Table 6.5. Furthermore, a sample design of diverged wall curved diffuser has also 

been presented in Figure 6.51. It can be seen that the hub wall is diverged from the diffuser inlet to 

one-fifth of the diffuser and is applied on the circumference of the diffuser. Furthermore, the diffuser 

outlet width has increased up to 1.4 of the diffuser inlet width. The diffuser outlet width cannot be 

extended more than 1.4 because of the limitation on the volute inlet section. The results obtained from 

the diverged wall curved diffuser have been compared with the parallel wall diffuser to investigate 
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the performance improvement within the compressor stage. Based upon the Full Factorial based DoE 

24 number of numerical simulations has been required to carry out this parametric investigation. The 

total-to-total pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency have been recorded for each simulation. Best 

design model has been chosen based upon the highest localised isentropic efficiency within the 

compressor stage, which is the function of various geometrical and flow parameters. 

Table 6.5: Factors and levels for full factorial design of diffuser configurations 

Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 

L/Lmax 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

b2/b1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 - - 

 

Figure 6.51: Sample configuration of the diverged wall curved diffuser 

6.6. Performance Characteristics of Compressor Stage using Diverged Wall Curved 

Diffuser 

Numerical analysis has been carried out to obtain the total-to-total stage performance and flow field 

characteristics across various configurations of the diverged wall curved diffuser have been analysed. 

Table 6.6 shows the results obtained from numerical simulations of CFD for the global parameters of 

all 24 configurations. Two geometrical parameters are considered, divergence location from the inlet 

on the hub wall and the diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio to analyse the effect on the local flow field 

and on the total-to-total stage performance. It can be seen from the Table 6.6 that a small increase of 

outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes decrease in the pressure ratio and the isentropic efficiency. 

Furthermore, change in the location of wall divergence from 0.0 to 0.3 increases the stage 
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performance and then the performance decreases. Moreover, local flow field analysis has been carried 

out in the later sections that explain the flow field details within the diffuser to obtain the local effects. 

It is concluded from the results that the combined effect all two geometrical parameters give 

maximum stage performance of 72.20% isentropic efficiency and 1.542 total-to-total stage pressure 

ratio at L/Lmax = 0.3 and b2/b1 = 1.2.  

Table 6.6: CFD results of centrifugal compressor stage using different configurations of diverged 

wall curved diffuser 

Parameters 

Divergence 

location from 

the inlet on the 

hub wall, L/Lmax 

Diffuser outlet-

to-inlet width 

ratio, b2/b1 

Pressure 

Ratio, PRC 

Isentropic 

efficiency, 

ƞ 

Configuration 

No. 
(-) (-) (-) (%) 

Straight wall 

diffuser 
0.0 0.0 1.527 70.9 

Curved wall 

diffuser 
0.0 0.0 1.537 71.8 

1 

0.0 

1.1 1.542 72.2 

2 1.2 1.540 71.9 

3 1.3 1.539 71.8 

4 1.4 1.532 71.0 

5 

0.1 

1.1 1.541 72.1 

6 1.2 1.541 72.1 

7 1.3 1.535 71.4 

8 1.4 1.528 70.6 

9 

0.2 

1.1 1.541 72.1 

10 1.2 1.540 72.0 

11 1.3 1.540 71.9 

12 1.4 1.526 70.3 

13 

0.3 

1.1 1.542 72.1 

14 1.2 1.542 72.4 

15 1.3 1.539 71.9 

16 1.4 1.533 71.2 

17 

0.4 

1.1 1.540 72.0 

18 1.2 1.541 72.1 

19 1.3 1.536 71.5 

20 1.4 1.531 70.9 

21 

0.5 

1.1 1.541 72.2 

22 1.2 1.539 71.8 

23 1.3 1.536 71.4 

24 1.4 1.534 71.4 
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6.6.1. Flow Field Characteristics within the Diverged Wall  Curved Diffuser 

This section demonstrates the flow field analyses within the diverged wall curved diffuser based upon 

static pressure, velocity magnitude, circumferential velocity, radial velocity and static temperature 

variations. The analyses have been carried out in such a way that firstly the effect of outlet-to-inlet 

diffuser width ratio has been investigated by considering configurations having same wall divergence 

from the diffuser inlet. Thereafter, the effect of the wall divergence at different locations on the hub 

wall from the diffuser inlet has been investigated by considering those configurations’ maximum 

diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio. Finally, the combined effects of the wall divergence at different 

locations on the shroud wall from the diffuser inlet and the diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio have 

been investigated. The combinations considered to analyse the flow performance within the diverged 

wall curved diffuser of the compressor stage are mentioned in Table 6.7 with their names. These 

investigations have helped the author to quantify the effects of geometrical parameters on the local 

flow field within the diverged wall curved diffuser. Furthermore, the effect of wall divergence on the 

flow asymmetry within the diffuser has been quantified to establish a relationship of wall divergence 

with asymmetric effect and isentropic efficiency. 

Table 6.7: Practical combinations selected for the flow field analysis 

Analysis 

Procedure 
Names 

L/Lmax b2/b1 
  

(-) (-) 

First Set 
DWCD1 0.0 1.1 

DWCD2 0.0 1.4 

    Note: 

Second 

Set 

DWCD3 0.5 1.1  DWCD1 = DWCD5 

DWCD4 0.5 1.4  DWCD4 = DWCD8 

      

Third Set 

DWCD5 0.0 1.1 

DWCD6 0.2 1.2 

DWCD7 0.4 1.3 

DWCD8 0.5 1.4 

Figure 6.52 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the Diverged Wall Curved 

Diffuser (DWCD) configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure across the diverged wall curved diffuser is similar to that 

across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser 
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inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially across the diffuser. 

Furthermore, the static pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation 

(ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. 

It can be seen that the static pressure is increased at the diffuser inlet by 1.5% and is same at the 

diffuser outlet of DWCD1 in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be 

seen that the static pressure is decreased at the diffuser inlet and the diffuser outlet by 1.5% and 1.3% 

of DWCD2 in comparison to that of DWCD1. This trend explains that the static pressure decreases 

when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased by keeping the divergence location at the 

diffuser inlet. 

  

(a) (b) 

6.52: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved diffusers 

(a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.53 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The trend of the static pressure across the diverged wall curved diffuser configurations is similar to 

that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the 

diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially across the diffuser. 

Furthermore, the static pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation 

(ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. 

It can be seen that the static pressure is increased at the diffuser inlet by 0.75% and is same at the 
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diffuser outlet of DWCD3 in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be 

seen that the static pressure is decreased at the diffuser inlet and the diffuser outlet by 1.5% and 1.3% 

respectively of DWCD4 in comparison to that of DWCD3. This trend explains that the static pressure 

decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased by keeping the divergence 

location at 50% distance of the diffuser length from the diffuser inlet. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.53: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.54 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure across the diverged wall curved diffuser configurations 

is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained 

at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static pressure increases radially across the 

diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller 

rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue 

region. It can be seen that the static pressure is increased at the diffuser inlet by 1.5% and is same at 

the diffuser outlet of DWCD5 in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the static 

pressure is decreased at the diffuser inlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 by 2.2%, 3% and 2.2% 

respectively in comparison to that of DWCD5. Similarly, the static pressure is also decreased at the 

diffuser outlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 by 0.7%, 2% and 1.3% respectively in comparison 
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to that of DWCD5. It can be concluded from this trend that combined increase of L/Lmax and b2/b1 

decreases the static pressure across the diverged wall curved diffuser configurations. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 6.54: Static pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD5, (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8 at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.55 depicts the flow streamlines radially across straight diffuser, optimal curved diffuser and 

diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1, DWCD2, DWCD3, DWCD6, DWCD7 and 

DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen from the Figure 6.55(a) 

and Figure 6.55(b) that the flow streamlines within the straight diffuser and the optimal curved 

diffuser are uniform, with no flow reversals. Similar flow behaviour is obtained across diverged wall 

curved diffusers of DWCD1, DWCD3 and DWCD6, whereby the maximum outlet-to-inlet width ratio 

reaches upto 1.2. It can be seen that when the outlet-to-inlet width ratio is either 1.3 or 1.4, there are 

flow reversals introduced within the diverged wall curved diffuser near the diffuser outlet close to the 

diffuser hub wall (as shown in Figure 6.55(d), Figure 6.55(g) and Figure 6.55(h)). Furthermore, it has 

also been noticed that increase of L/Lmax ratio reduces the size of flow reversals area (as shown in 

Figure 6.55(g) and Figure 6.55(h). Moreover, it has also been noticed that the size of flow reversals 

in curved diffuser is much smaller in comparison to that across diverged wall straight diffusers shown 

in Chapter 4. Since these analyses are qualitative based, which has provided an overview of the flow 

structure within the diverged wall curved diffusers, however, the detailed quantitative analyses are 

discussed in the next sections. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 
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(e) (f) 

 
 

(g) (h) 

6.55: Flow streamlines radially across the (a) straight diffuser (b) optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations ((c) DWCD1, 

(d) DWCD2, (e) DWCD3, (f) DWCD6, (g) DWCD7, and (h) DWCD8) interfaced 

with volute at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.56 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser and 

diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is 

reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the velocity magnitude across diverged 

wall curved diffusers is higher in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has 

been observed that the velocity magnitude is asymmetric towards the hub wall across diverged wall 

curved diffusers in comparison to that across straight diffuser, which has asymmetric velocity 

magnitude towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by 

quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the curved diffuser 

configurations.  
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Figure 6.56: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) 

from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of velocity magnitude across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.57 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD1 and 

DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvm values of 1.0 shows the flow is 

symmetric, αvm values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvm values above 

1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across the diverged wall curved diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the velocity 

magnitude decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. Moreover, the asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitude also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increases from L2 

to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both diverged wall curved diffusers 

considered. However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by considering 

same wall diverged location from the inlet makes the flow highly asymmetrical. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.57: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.58 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser and 

diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is 

reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the velocity magnitude across diverged 

wall curved diffusers is higher in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has 
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been observed that the velocity magnitude is asymmetric towards the hub wall across diverged wall 

curved diffusers in comparison to that across straight diffuser, which has asymmetric velocity 

magnitude towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by 

quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the curved diffuser 

configurations. 

 

Figure 6.58: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) 

from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of velocity magnitude across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.59 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD3 and 

DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvm values of 1.0 shows the flow is 

symmetric, αvm values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvm values above 

1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across the diverged wall curved diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the velocity 

magnitude decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. Moreover, the asymmetric 

ratio for the velocity magnitude also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increases from L2 

to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both diverged wall curved diffusers 

considered. It has been noticed that flow is nearly symmetrical at L3 across DWCD4 in comparison 

to that across DWCD3. However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by 

keeping the divergence location at 50% distance of the diffuser length from the diffuser inlet makes 

the flow highly asymmetrical. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.59: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.60 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser and 

diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) from the hub 

wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

velocity magnitude is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the velocity 

magnitude across diverged wall curved diffusers is higher in comparison to that across the straight 

diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the velocity magnitude is asymmetric towards the 

hub wall across diverged wall curved diffusers in comparison to that across straight diffuser, which 

has asymmetric velocity magnitude towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been 

carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the curved 

diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.60: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, 

DWCD7 and DWCD8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 
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The behaviour of velocity magnitude across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.61 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD5, 

DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvm values of 1.0 

shows the flow is symmetric, αvm values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and 

αvm values above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is 

asymmetric towards the hub wall across the diverged wall curved diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for 

the velocity magnitude decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. Moreover, the 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then 

increases from L2 to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across all diverged wall 

curved diffusers considered. It has been noticed that flow is nearly symmetrical at L3 across DWCD8 

in comparison to that across DWCD4. However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio and wall diverged location from the inlet makes the flow more asymmetrical upto diffuser 

configuration of DWCD7 and then flow local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude increases 

across DWCD8. 

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6.61: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DWCD5 (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.62 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The trend of the radial velocity across the diverged wall diffusers is similar to that across the straight 

diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that 

the radial velocity is same at the diffuser inlet and is decreased by 3.5% at the diffuser outlet of 

DWCD1 in comparison to that of straight diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity is increased by 

1% at the diffuser inlet is decreased by 104% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD2 in comparison to that 

of DWCD1. This trend explains that the radial velocity decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of 

the diffuser is increased whilst keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. Moreover, 

negative radial velocity is found near diffuser outlet of DWCD2, which is the sign of flow reversals 

near the diffuser outlet. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.62: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.63 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) from the 

hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the radial velocity across 

diverged wall curved diffusers is higher from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then the radial velocity reduces 

at L3 and then it again increases from L4 to L5 (diffuser outlet) in comparison to that across the straight 

diffuser in both diverged wall curved diffusers considered. Moreover, negative radial velocity is also 

found at L5 (diffuser outlet) near the shroud wall of DWCD2. Furthermore, it has been observed that 

the radial velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall across diverged wall curved diffusers in 

comparison to that across straight diffuser, which has asymmetric radial velocity towards the shroud 

wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

radial velocity profile across the curved diffuser configurations. 
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Figure 6.63: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) from the 

hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of radial velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.64 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the of radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD1 and 

DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvr values of 1.0 shows the flow is 

symmetric, αvr values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvr values above 

1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across the diverged wall curved diffuser. The asymmetric ratio for the radial 

velocity decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. Moreover, the asymmetric 

ratio for the of radial velocity also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increases from L2 to 

L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both diverged wall curved diffusers 

considered. However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by considering 

same wall diverged location from the inlet makes the flow highly asymmetrical. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.64: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

((a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.65 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The trend of the radial velocity across the diverged wall diffuser passages is similar to that across the 

straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after 

the volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that 

the radial velocity is increased by 1% at the diffuser inlet and is decreased by 1.8% at the diffuser 

outlet of DWCD3 in comparison to that of straight diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity is 

decreased by 1% and 95% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet of DWCD4 in comparison to that of 

DWCD3. This trend explains that the radial velocity decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the 

diffuser is increased whilst keeping the divergence location at 50% distance of the diffuser length 

from the diffuser inlet. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.65: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.66 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) from the 

hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the 

radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the radial velocity across 

diverged wall curved diffusers is higher from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then the radial velocity reduces 
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at L3 and then it again increases from L4 to L5 (diffuser outlet) in comparison to that across the straight 

diffuser in both diverged wall curved diffusers considered. Moreover, negative radial velocity is also 

found at L5 (diffuser outlet) near the shroud wall of DWCD4. Furthermore, it has been observed that 

the radial velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall across diverged wall curved diffusers in 

comparison to that across straight diffuser, which has asymmetric radial velocity towards the shroud 

wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the 

radial velocity profile across the curved diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.66: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) from the 

hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of radial velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.67 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD3 and DWCD4) 

at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvr values of 1.0 shows the flow is symmetric, αvr 

values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvr values above 1.0 shows 

asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is deviated around the value of 

1.0 showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2 and then the 

flow is asymmetric towards the shroud wall at L3 across DWCD3. Thereafter the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall from L4 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across DWCD3. Conversely, the flow is 

asymmetric towards the hub wall across DWCD4. The asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity 

decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. Moreover, the asymmetric ratio for the 

of radial velocity also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increases from L2 to L3 and then 

it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both diverged wall curved diffusers considered. 

However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio by keeping the divergence 
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location at 50% distance of the diffuser length from the diffuser inlet makes the flow highly 

asymmetrical towards the hub wall. Moreover, it can also be noticed that increasing the wall 

divergence location from the inlet makes the flow more symmetrical. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.67: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

((a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.68 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the radial velocity across the diverged wall diffuser passages is similar 

to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the 

diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. 

Furthermore, the radial velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation 

(ω). The minimum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. 

It can be seen that the radial velocity is same at the diffuser inlet and is decreased by 3.5% at the 

diffuser outlet of DWCD5 in comparison to that of straight diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity 

is increased by 0%, 2.9% and 0% at the diffuser inlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 respectively 

in comparison to that of DWCD5. Similarly, the radial velocity is decreased by 18%, 100% and 95% 

at the diffuser outlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 respectively in comparison to that of DWCD5. 

This trend explains that the radial decreases with the increase of both the distance between the 

divergence location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser. Moreover, 

negative radial velocity is found near diffuser outlet of DWCD7 and DWCD8, which is the sign of 

flow reversals near the diffuser outlet.  
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 6.68: Radial velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD5, (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8 at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.69 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and 

DWCD8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the 

radial velocity across diverged wall curved diffusers is higher from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then the 
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radial velocity reduces at L3 and then it again increases from L4 to L5 (diffuser outlet) in comparison 

to that across the straight diffuser in all diverged wall curved diffusers considered. Moreover, negative 

radial velocity is also found at L5 (diffuser outlet) near the shroud wall of DWCD7 and DWCD8. 

Furthermore, it has been observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall across 

diverged wall curved diffusers in comparison to that across straight diffuser, which has asymmetric 

radial velocity towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by 

quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity profile across the curved diffuser 

configurations. 

 

Figure 6.69: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and 

DWCD8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of radial velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.70 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the of radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD5, DWCD6, 

DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvr values of 1.0 shows the 

flow is symmetric, αvr values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvr values 

above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across all the diverged wall curved diffusers considered. The asymmetric ratio 

for the radial velocity decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. Moreover, the 

asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increases 

from L2 to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both diverged wall curved 

diffusers considered. However, it has been noticed that combined increase of outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio wall diverged location from the inlet makes the flow highly asymmetrical. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6.70: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the diverged wall diffusers 

((a) DWCD5 (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.71 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged wall diffuser passages is 

similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum circumferential velocity 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The circumferential velocity decreases 

radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially 

in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the 

diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity 

decreased by 0.6% at the diffuser inlet and is increased by 6.8% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD1 in 

comparison to that of straight diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity is decreased by 1.2% 

and 33% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet respectively of DWCD2 in comparison to that of 
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DWCD1. This trend explains that the circumferential velocity decreases when outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio of the diffuser is increased whilst keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.71: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall 

curved diffuser (a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.72 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) 

from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen 

that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the 

circumferential velocity across diverged wall curved diffusers is higher in comparison to that across 

the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the circumferential velocity is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across diverged wall curved diffusers in comparison to that across straight 

diffuser, which has asymmetric circumferential velocity towards the shroud wall. However, the 

detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential 

velocity profile across the curved diffuser configurations. 
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Figure 6.72: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) 

from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of circumferential velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.73 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD1 and 

DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvc values of 1.0 shows the flow is 

symmetric, αvc values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvc values above 

1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across all the diverged wall curved diffusers considered. The asymmetric ratio 

for the circumferential velocity decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. 

Moreover, the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L2, then increases from L2 to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both 

diverged wall curved diffusers considered. However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-

inlet width ratio by considering same wall diverged location from the inlet makes the flow highly 

asymmetrical 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.73: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.74 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged wall diffuser passages is 

similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum circumferential velocity 

is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The circumferential velocity decreases 

radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially 

in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the 

diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is 

decreased by 3% at the diffuser inlet and is increased by 5% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD3 in 

comparison to that of straight diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity is increased by 2% 

at the diffuser inlet and decreased by 27% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD4 in comparison to that of 

DWCD3. This trend explains that the circumferential velocity decreases when outlet-to-inlet width 

ratio of the diffuser is increased whilst keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.74: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged wall 

curved diffuser (a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.75 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) 

from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen 
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that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the 

circumferential velocity across diverged wall curved diffusers is higher in comparison to that across 

the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the circumferential velocity is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across diverged wall curved diffusers in comparison to that across straight 

diffuser, which has asymmetric circumferential velocity towards the shroud wall. However, the 

detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential 

velocity profile across the curved diffuser configurations. 

 
Figure 6.75: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) 

from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of circumferential velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.76 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD3 and 

DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvc values of 1.0 shows the flow is 

symmetric, αvc values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and αvc values above 

1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is asymmetric 

towards the hub wall across all the diverged wall curved diffusers considered. The asymmetric ratio 

for the circumferential velocity decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards the wall. 

Moreover, the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity also decreases from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L2, then increases from L2 to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) across both 

diverged wall curved diffusers considered. However, it has been noticed that increase of outlet-to-

inlet width ratio by keeping the divergence location at 50% distance of the diffuser length from the 

diffuser inlet makes the flow highly asymmetrical towards the hub wall 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.76: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.77 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the diverged wall 

curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the circumferential velocity across the diverged wall 

diffuser passages is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The 

circumferential velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential 

velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum 

circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the circumferential velocity decreased by 0.6% at the diffuser inlet and is increased by 6.8% 

at the diffuser outlet of DWCD5 in comparison to that of straight diffuser. Furthermore, the 

circumferential velocity is decreased by 0.6%, 1.2% and 0.6% at the diffuser inlet of DWCD6, 

DWCD7 and DWCD8 respectively in comparison to that of DWCD5. Similarly, the circumferential 

velocity is decreased by 8%, 29% and 28% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 

respectively in comparison to that of DWCD5. This trend explains that the circumferential decreases 

with the increase of both the distance between the divergence location and the diffuser inlet and outlet-

to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser. 
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Figure 6.77: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distributions across the centreline of the diverged 

wall curved diffuser (a) DWCD5, (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8 at BEP and at an 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.78 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, 

DWCD7 and DWCD8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is reduced radially across the diffuser. It 

can also be seen that the circumferential velocity across diverged wall curved diffusers is higher in 

comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 
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circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall across diverged wall curved diffusers in 

comparison to that across straight diffuser, which has asymmetric circumferential velocity towards 

the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric 

ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across the curved diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.78: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, 

DWCD7 and DWCD8) from the hub wall to the shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2 

The behaviour of circumferential velocity across the diverged wall straight diffuser is explained using 

symmetric and asymmetric behaviour of the velocity field profiles. Figure 6.79 depicts the local 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall diffusers (DWCD5, 

DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. αvc values of 1.0 

shows the flow is symmetric, αvc values below 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the hub wall and 

αvc values above 1.0 shows asymmetric flow towards the shroud wall. It can be seen that the flow is 

asymmetric towards the hub wall across all the diverged wall curved diffusers considered. The 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity decreases from the centreline of the diffuser towards 

the wall. Moreover, the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity also decreases from L1 

(diffuser inlet) to L2, then increases from L2 to L3 and then it decreases from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet) 

across both diverged wall curved diffusers considered. However, it has been noticed that combined 

increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio wall diverged location from the inlet makes the flow highly 

asymmetrical. 
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Figure 6.79: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the diverged wall 

diffusers ((a) DWCD5 (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.80 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD1 and DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The trend of the static temperature across the diverged wall curved diffuser is similar to that across 

the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser 

inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static temperature increases radially across the diffuser. 

Furthermore, the static temperature also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller 

rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-

tongue region. It can be seen that the static temperature is decreased by 0.3% and 0.6% at the diffuser 

inlet and diffuser outlet respectively of DWCD1 in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. 

Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static temperature is same at the diffuser inlet and is increased 

by 1.2% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD2 in comparison to that of DWCD1. This trend explains that 
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the static temperature decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased initially 

by keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet and then increased by increasing more outlet-

to-inlet width ratio. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

6.80: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved diffusers 

(a) DWCD1 and (b) DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.81 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD3 and DWCD4) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

The trend of the static temperature across the diverged wall curved diffuser configurations is similar 

to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at 

the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static temperature increases radially across the 

diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature also increases circumferentially in the direction of 

impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the 

volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static temperature is decreased by 0.3% each at the 

diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet respectively of DWCD3 in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. 

Furthermore, it can also be seen that the static temperature is same at the diffuser inlet and is increased 

by 0.6% at the diffuser outlet of DWCD2 in comparison to that of DWCD1. This trend explains that 

the static temperature decreases when outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the diffuser is increased initially 

by keeping the divergence location at the diffuser inlet and then increased by increasing more outlet-

to-inlet width ratio. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.81: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD3 and (b) DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.82 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser configurations (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP and at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static temperature across the diverged wall curved diffuser 

configurations is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static 

temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. The static temperature 

increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature also increases 

circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static temperature is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static 

temperature is decreased by 0.3% and 0.6% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet respectively of 

DWCD5 in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the static temperature remains 

same at the diffuser inlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 in comparison to that of DWCD5. 

Moreover, the static temperature is increased at the diffuser outlet of DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 

by 0.3%, 1.2% and 0.9% respectively in comparison to that of DWCD5. It can be concluded from this 

trend that combined increase of L/Lmax and b2/b1 increases the static temperature across the diverged 

wall curved diffuser configurations. 
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Figure 6.82: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the diverged wall curved 

diffuser (a) DWCD5, (b) DWCD6, (c) DWCD7 and (d) DWCD8 at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

6.6.2. Effect of Asymmetric Ratio across the Curved Diffusers 

The behaviour of the flow within the curved diffusers is highly dependent upon the geometrical 

parameters considered. It has been noticed in the previous section that increase of diffuser width ratio 

increases the asymmetry of the flow towards the hub wall of the diverged wall curved diffuser. 

Furthermore, increase of divergence location on the hub wall of the diffuser from the diffuser inlet 
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makes the flow symmetric. A term Equation 6.1, which is introduced earlier in this chapter for the 

global asymmetric ratio, has been used that shows the change in behaviour of the flow across the 

diverged wall curved diffusers and shows the global effect of the asymmetry across the diverged wall 

curved diffusers. The geometrical parameters used in this equation must be for diverged wall curved 

diffuser. The major effect of geometrical parameters on the asymmetric flow behaviour and stage 

performance is described in detail. 

Figure 6.83 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

curved diffusers of DWCD1 and DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can 

be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is towards the 

hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is decreased from 

L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser 

outlet). Furthermore, the global asymmetric ratio is lower for DWCD2 in comparison to that for 

DWCD1, which means the increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio increases the flow asymmetry 

towards the hub wall for diverged wall curved diffusers. 

 

Figure 6.83: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers 

(DWCD1 and DWCD2) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.84 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

curved diffusers of DWCD3 and DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can 

be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is towards the 

hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is decreased from 

L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser 
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outlet). Furthermore, the global asymmetric ratio is same DWCD3 and DWCD4 until L3 (50% distance 

from the diffuser inlet) and then decreased for DWCD4 in comparison to that for DWCD3. 

 
Figure 6.84: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers 

(DWCD3 and DWCD4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.85 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the diverged wall 

curved diffusers of DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved 

diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity 

magnitudes is decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then 

decreased towards L5 (diffuser outlet).  

 
Figure 6.85: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the curved diffusers 

(DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.86 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall curved 

diffusers of DWCD1 and DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen 

that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is towards the hub wall 

of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L4 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser outlet) across DWCD1. 

Conversely, the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to 

L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser outlet) across DWCD2.  

 
Figure 6.86: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the curved diffusers (DWCD1 

and DWCD2) at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.87 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall curved 

diffusers of DWCD3 and DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen 

that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is towards the hub wall 

of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) 

to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser outlet) across both 

diverged wall curved diffusers.  
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Figure 6.87: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the curved diffusers (DWCD3 and 

DWCD4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.88 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the diverged wall curved 

diffusers of DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can also be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is 

towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is decreased 

from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L4 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser 

outlet) across DWCD5. Furthermore, the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity is decreased 

from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser 

outlet) across DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8.  

 
Figure 6.88: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity of the curved diffusers (DWCD5, 

DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.89 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall curved diffusers of DWCD1 and DWCD2 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is towards 

the hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is decreased 

from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser 

outlet). 

 

Figure 6.89: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers 

(DWCD1 and DWCD2) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.90 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall curved diffusers of DWCD3 and DWCD4 at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved diffusers is towards 

the hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity is decreased 

from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then decreased towards L5 (diffuser 

outlet). Furthermore, the global asymmetric ratio is same DWCD3 and DWCD4 until L3 (50% distance 

from the diffuser inlet) and then decreased for DWCD4 in comparison to that for DWCD3. 
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Figure 6.90: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers 

(DWCD3 and DWCD4) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.91 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the diverged 

wall curved diffusers of DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8 at BEP and at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across these diverged wall curved 

diffusers is towards the hub wall of the diffuser. The global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential 

velocity is decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then 

decreased towards L5 (diffuser outlet). 

 

Figure 6.91: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the curved diffusers 

(DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

It is concluded from the above results that the flow is asymmetrical across the diverged wall curved 

diffusers. It has been noticed that the variations in the asymmetry of the flow are due to outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio and divergence location on the hub wall of the diffuser from the diffuser inlet. In order to 
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understand the overall effect of the geometrical changes on the diffuser flow field and stage 

performance, the equation 4.2 is used. 

Figure 6.92 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the 

diverged wall curved diffusers and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen the asymmetric effect is fluctuated with the variations in b2/b1 and L/Lmax. The 

asymmetric effect is below 1, which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison to 

that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the stage efficiency is fluctuated as well. It can be seen 

that the fluctuations for the diffuser asymmetric effect and stage efficiency remains consistent but the 

overall performance and asymmetric effect is increased. The stage efficiency is maximum having a 

value of 72% at DWCD1 and DWCD3. The stage efficiency is minimum having a value of 71% at 

DWCD2. 

 
Figure 6.92: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the straight 

diffuse and the diverged wall curved diffusers at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.93 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the 

diverged wall curved diffusers and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen the asymmetric effect is fluctuated with the variations in b2/b1 and L/Lmax. The 

asymmetric effect is below 1, which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison to 

that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the stage efficiency is fluctuated as well. It can be seen 

that the fluctuations for the diffuser asymmetric effect and stage efficiency remains consistent but the 
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overall performance and asymmetric effect is increased. The stage efficiency is maximum having a 

value of 72% at DWCD1 and DWCD3. The stage efficiency is minimum having a value of 71% at 

DWCD2. 

 

Figure 6.93: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the diverged wall 

tilted diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.94 depicts the comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across 

the diverged wall curved diffusers and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen the asymmetric effect is fluctuated with the variations in b2/b1 and L/Lmax. 

The asymmetric effect is below 1, which shows the flow asymmetry towards hub wall in comparison 

to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, the stage efficiency is fluctuated as well. It can be 

seen that the fluctuations for the diffuser asymmetric effect and stage efficiency remains consistent 

but the overall performance and asymmetric effect is increased. The stage efficiency is maximum 

having a value of 72% at DWCD1 and DWCD3. The stage efficiency is minimum having a value of 

71% at DWCD2. 
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Figure 6.94: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across the 

diverged wall tilted diffusers at BEP at the operational speeds of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

6.7. Characteristics of Geometrical Parameters 

This section investigates the effects of the divergence on the hub wall of the curved diffuser and 

diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio on the curved diffuser local performance. The curved diffuser 

performance is dependent upon the recovery of static pressure across the diffuser. 

6.7.1. Effects of Geometrical Parameters on Pressure Recovery across the Curved 

Diffuers 

Two geometrical parameters b2/b1 and L/Lmax have used to modify the curved diffuser geometry. 

These configurations have affected the diffuser performance. Figure 6.95 depicts the variation in the 

coefficient of pressure Cp while changing b2/b1 and L/Lmax across and diverged wall curved diffusers 

(DWCD1 and DWCD2) and the straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

It can be seen that increase of the diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio increases the pressure recovery 

within the diverged wall curved diffuser in comparison to that of straight diffuser. However, 

increasing large number of the diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio decreases the pressure recovery, Cp. 

The area ratio is a function of r/rmax, θ/θmax and x/b1.  
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Figure 6.95: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the straight diffuser and diverged wall 

curved diffuser configurations 

Figure 6.96 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing b2/b1 and L/Lmax 

across and diverged wall curved diffusers (DWCD3 and DWCD4) and the straight diffuser at BEP 

and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that Cp remains similar across the diverged 

wall curved diffuser and straight up to a wall divergence location and it is higher after wall divergence 

location of diverged wall curved diffusers. However, Cp reduces when the area ratio is very high 

(higher b2/b1). 
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Figure 6.96: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged 

wall diffuser configurations 

Figure 6.97 depicts the variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp while changing b2/b1 and L/Lmax 

across and diverged wall curved diffusers (DWCD5, DWCD6, DWCD7 and DWCD8) and the straight 

diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that Cp remains similar 

across the diverged wall curved diffuser and straight up to a wall divergence location and it is higher 

after wall divergence location of diverged wall curved diffusers. However, Cp reduces when the area 

ratio is very high (higher b2/b1).  

 

6.97: Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the parallel wall diffuser and diverged wall 

diffuser configurations 

6.8. Flow Field Characterisitics within Optimal Diverged Wall Curved Diffuser 

This section investigates the flow field inside the optimal curved diffuser model with wall divergence 

based upon the static pressure, velocity magnitude and static temperature variations. These results are 

compared with straight diffuser (baseline model) and optimal curved diffuser. The optimisation of a 

model is dependent upon maximum isentropic efficiency and total-to-total stage pressure ratio. Based 

upon the analysis carried out in the previous section, it has been observed that maximum stage 

performance is obtained by the diverged wall curved diffuser is when geometrical parameters used 

are L/Lmax = 0.3 and b2/b1 = 1.2. It can be seen that isentropic efficiency of 72.4% and pressure ratio 
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of 1.542 are increased by 2.07% and 0.93% respectively in comparison to that using straight diffuser 

(shown in Table 6.4). The detailed local flow field inside the compressor stage is presented hereafter. 

Table 6.8: Comparison of performance parameters of straight diffuser, optimal curved diffuser and 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser 

 L/Lmax b2/b1 PRC ƞ 
Percentage 

difference in PRC 

Percentage 

difference in ƞ 

 (-) (-) (-) (%) (%) (%) 

Straight diffuser  0.0 0.0 1.527 70.9 - - 

Optimal curved 

diffuser 
0.0 0.0 1.537 71.8 0.65 1.19 

Optimal 

diverged wall 

curved diffuser 

0.3 1.2 1.542 72.4 0.93 2.07 

Figure 6.98 depicts the static pressure variations across the centreline of the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static pressure 

across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can 

be seen that the minimum static pressure is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue region. 

The static pressure increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the static pressure also 

increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The maximum static pressure is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the static pressure is 

increased by 0.75% at the diffuser inlet and decreased by 0.67% at the diffuser outlet of the optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser in comparison to that of straight diffuser. 
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Figure 6.98: Static Pressure (atm) variations across the centreline of the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.99 depicts flow streamlines radially across the cross-section of optimal diverged wall curved 

diffuser and oppositely interface volute at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be 

seen from the figure that no recirculation is found within the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser 

and hence, no losses are being generated. The colour inside the passages shows the velocity 

magnitude within the diffuser and volute passage. The velocity is higher at the diffuser inlet and 

reduces radially across the diffuser. 

 
Figure 6.99: Flow streamlines radially across the (a) straight diffuser and volute (baseline) and (b) 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser and oppositely interfaced volute at BEP and at an operational 

speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.100 depicts the comparison of velocity magnitude distribution across straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the velocity magnitude is 

reduced radially across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser. It can also be seen that the velocity 

magnitude across optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is higher in comparison to that across the 

straight diffuser and similar to optimal curved diffuser. Furthermore, it has been observed that the 

velocity magnitude is asymmetric towards hub wall across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser 

in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has velocity magnitude asymmetric towards 

the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the local 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude profile across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser. 
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Figure 6.100: Comparison of velocity magnitude (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.101 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes, αvm across the optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser. The 

asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude constantly increases from the centreline towards the wall 

of the diffuser. Furthermore, it can also be noticed that the local asymmetric ratio is decreased from 

L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then it is increased from L2 to L3 and then it again has decreased from L3 to 

L5 (diffuser outlet).  

 

Figure 6.101: Local asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude, αvm across the optimal diverged 

wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.102 depicts the radial velocity distribution across the centreline of the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the radial velocity 

across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight diffuser. It can 
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be seen that the maximum radial velocity is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the volute-tongue 

region. The radial velocity decreases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the radial velocity also 

decreases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum radial velocity is 

obtained at the diffuser outlet at near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the radial velocity 

is decreased by 1% and 19% at the diffuser inlet and the diffuser outlet respectively of optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. 

 

Figure 6.102: Radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.103 depicts the comparison of radial velocity distribution across straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall at 

BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the radial velocity is reduced 

radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the radial velocity across optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser is higher in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. Furthermore, it has been 

observed that the radial velocity is asymmetric towards the hub wall across the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has radial velocity 

asymmetric towards the shroud wall. Moreover, radial velocity is highly asymmetric towards the hub 

wall at L1 (diffuser inlet) and then the asymmetry has reduced, and the flow has become symmetric 

at L3. Thereafter, the flow again has become asymmetric after L3 towards L5 (diffuser outlet). 
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However, the detailed analysis has been carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the radial 

velocity profile across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser. 

 

Figure 6.103: Comparison of radial velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, optimal 

curved diffuser and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud wall 

at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.104 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the optimal diverged 

wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The radial flow velocity is 

asymmetric towards the hub wall from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then the flow has become symmetric 

at L3 and then the flow has again become asymmetric towards the hub wall from L4 to L5 (diffuser 

outlet). 

 

Figure 6.104: Local asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity, αvr across the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.105 depicts the circumferential velocity distribution across the centreline of the optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the 
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circumferential velocity across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is similar to that across the 

straight diffuser. It can be seen that the maximum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser 

inlet after the volute-tongue region. The circumferential velocity decreases radially across the 

diffuser. Furthermore, the circumferential velocity also decreases circumferentially in the direction 

of impeller rotation (ω). The minimum circumferential velocity is obtained at the diffuser outlet at 

near the volute-tongue region. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity is decreased at the 

diffuser inlet by 1.2% and increased at the diffuser outlet by 3.9% of the optimal diverged wall curved 

diffuser in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. 

 

Figure 6.105: Circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the centreline of the optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.106 depicts the comparison of circumferential velocity distribution across straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser from the hub wall to the shroud 

wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the circumferential velocity 

is reduced radially across the diffuser. It can also be seen that the circumferential velocity across the 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is higher in comparison to that across the straight diffuser. 

Furthermore, it has been observed that the circumferential velocity is asymmetric towards hub wall 

across the optimal curved diffuser in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has 

asymmetric circumferential velocity towards the shroud wall. However, the detailed analysis has been 
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carried out by quantifying the asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity profile across curved 

diffuser configurations. 

 

Figure 6.106: Comparison of circumferential velocity (m/s) distribution across the straight diffuser, 

optimal curved diffuser and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser from the hub wall to the 

shroud wall at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.107 depicts the local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvc across the optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that 

the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall across optimal diverged wall curved diffuser. The 

asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity constantly increases from the centreline of the 

diffuser towards the wall. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the local asymmetric ratio decreases 

from L1 to L2, then it increases from L2 to L4 and then it decreases L4 to L5. 

 

Figure 6.107: Local asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity, αvr across the optimal 

diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.108 depicts the static temperature variations across the centreline of the optimal diverged 

wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. The trend of the static 
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temperature across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is similar to that across the straight 

diffuser. It can be seen that the minimum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser inlet after the 

volute-tongue region. The static temperature increases radially across the diffuser. Furthermore, the 

static temperature also increases circumferentially in the direction of impeller rotation (ω). The 

maximum static temperature is obtained at the diffuser outlet near the volute-tongue region. It can be 

seen that the static temperature is decreased by 0.3% and 0.6% at the diffuser inlet and diffuser outlet 

respectively of the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser in comparison to that of the straight diffuser. 

 
Figure 6.108: Static temperature (K) variations across the centreline of the optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser at BEP at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

6.8.1. Effect of Flow Assemetry on the Performance of the Optimal Curved Diffuser 

The behaviour of the flow within the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is highly dependent upon 

the geometrical parameter considered. It has been noticed in the previous section that increase of ratio 

of b2/b1 and L/Lmax increases the asymmetry of the flow towards the hub wall of the diverged wall 

curved diffuser. An Equation 4.1 is used to obtain the global asymmetric ratio, which shows the 

change in behaviour of the flow across the curved diffuser and the global effect of the asymmetry 

across the curved diffuser. The major effect of geometrical parameters on the asymmetric flow 

behaviour and stage performance is described in detail. 

Figure 6.109 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the straight 

diffuser and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-
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1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is 

towards the hub wall of the diffuser in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has global 

asymmetric ratio towards the shroud wall. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes 

is seemed to be decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increased from L2 to L3 and then finally 

decreased from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet).  

 

Figure 6.109: Global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitude across the straight diffuser and 

the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.110 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the straight diffuser 

and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It 

can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is 

towards the hub wall in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has global asymmetric 

ratio towards the shroud wall. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is seemed to 

be decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increased from L2 to L3 and then finally decreased 

from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet).  
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Figure 6.110: Global asymmetric ratio for the radial velocity across the straight diffuser and the 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.111 depicts the global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the straight 

diffuser and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2. It can be seen that the global asymmetric ratio across the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is 

towards the hub wall in comparison to that across the straight diffuser, which has global asymmetric 

ratio towards the shroud wall. The global asymmetric ratio for the velocity magnitudes is seemed to 

be decreased from L1 (diffuser inlet) to L2, then increased from L2 to L3 and then finally global 

asymmetric ratio remains same from L3 to L5 (diffuser outlet).  

 
Figure 6.111: Global asymmetric ratio for the circumferential velocity across the straight diffuser 

and the optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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It is concluded from the above results that the flow is asymmetrical across straight diffuser and 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser. It has been noticed that the variations in the asymmetry are 

due to b2/b1 and L/Lmax. In order to understand the overall effect of the geometrical changes on the 

diffuser flow field and stage performance, the equation 4.2 is used. 

Figure 6.112 depicts the comparison of the diffuser asymmetric effect for the velocity magnitude 

across the straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the asymmetric effect for the velocity magnitude is below 1 for 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall in 

comparison to that of straight diffuser having flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall. Furthermore, 

it can also be seen that the stage efficiency of optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser is increased to 71.79% and 72.2% respectively in comparison to that across the 

straight diffuser having stage efficiency of 70.9%. 

 
Figure 6.112: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for velocity magnitude across the straight 

diffuser, optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at the 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 
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Figure 6.113 depicts the comparison of the diffuser asymmetric effect for the radial velocity across 

the straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2. 

It can be seen that the asymmetric effect for the radial velocity is below 1 for optimal diverged wall 

curved diffuser showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall in comparison to that of straight 

diffuser having flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the 

stage efficiency of optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser is increased to 

71.79% and 72.2% respectively in comparison to that across the straight diffuser having stage 

efficiency of 70.9%. 

 
Figure 6.113: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for radial velocity across the straight 

diffuser, optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at the 

operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

Figure 6.114 depicts the comparison of the diffuser asymmetric effect for the circumferential velocity 

across the straight diffuser and optimal curved diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed of 

58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that the asymmetric effect for the circumferential velocity is below 1 for 

optimal diverged wall curved diffuser showing the flow is asymmetric towards the hub wall in 

comparison to that of straight diffuser having flow asymmetry towards the shroud wall. Furthermore, 

it can also be seen that the stage efficiency of optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall 
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curved diffuser is increased to 71.79% and 72.2% respectively in comparison to that across the 

straight diffuser having stage efficiency of 70.9%. 

 
Figure 6.114: Comparison of diffuser asymmetric effect for circumferential velocity across the 

straight diffuser, optimal curved diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at 

the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-1/2 

This section demonstrates the comparison of optimal diverged wall curved diffuser, optimal curved 

diffuser and straight diffuser on the basis of diffuser geometries used. The diffuser performance is 

dependent upon the recovery of static pressure across the diffuser. 

Two geometrical parameters b2/b1 and L/Lmax have used to modify the optimal diverged wall curved 

diffuser geometry. This configuration has affected the diffuser performance. Figure 6.115 depicts the 

variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp having L/Lmax = 0.3 and b2/b1 = 1.2 of the optimal diverged 

wall curved diffuser, optimal curved diffuser and straight diffuser at BEP and at an operational speed 

of 58.9rpsK-1/2. It can be seen that Cp almost remains similar across the optimal curved diffuser and 

straight diffuser. However, Cp and area ratio increases across optimal diverged wall curved diffuser 

in comparison to that across straight and optimal curved diffuser. 
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Figure 6.115 Variation in the coefficient of pressure Cp across the straight diffuser, optimal curved 

diffuser and optimal diverged wall curved diffuser at BEP and at the operational speed of 58.9rpsK-

1/2 

6.9. Summary 

From the result presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that the curving the diffuser wall causes 

an increase in static pressure and allows to make the compressor stage more compact. It is important 

to obtain high isentropic compression efficiency within the compressor stage to decrease losses during 

operation. The diffuser is one of the most important components of the turbocharger compressor stage 

and has a key purpose of partially recovering the static pressure. The local isentropic efficiency has 

been investigated. Various flow phenomena have been noticed during this investigation, which are as 

follows; 

1. Increasing the radius ratio causes isentropic efficiency and total-to-total stage pressure ratio 

to reduce up to a value of 0.8 and thereafter the performance parameters are increased. 

2. Increase of angle of curvature causes total-to-total stage pressure ratio to increase, however 

isentropic efficiency reduces. 

3. Increase of axial distance between the hub wall near the diffuser inlet and the shroud wall 

near the outlet of the diffuser has caused the total-to-total stage pressure ratio and isentropic 

efficiency to increase up to x/b1 = 3.03. Thereafter, both the performance parameters 

decrease. 
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4. Increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes decrease in the pressure ratio and the isentropic 

efficiency. 

5. Change in the location of wall divergence from 0.0 to 0.3 increases the stage performance 

and then the performance decreases. 

Furthermore, diffuser asymmetric effect for the curved wall diffusers and diverged wall curved 

diffusers has been investigated. It has been noticed that increase of ratio of r/rmax and θ/θmax increases 

the asymmetry of the flow towards the hub wall of the curved diffuser. However, increase of ratio of 

x/b1 increases the asymmetric ratio, which shifts the flow from hub wall towards the shroud wall. 

Furthermore, it also been noticed that increase of divergence location on the hub wall of the curved 

wall diverged diffuser from the diffuser inlet makes the flow symmetric. 
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CHAPTER 7            

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results obtained in the previous chapters regarding the flow inside parallel, diverged, tilted and 

curved diffuser passages and based upon their critical analysis, detailed conclusions have been drawn in 

this chapter. The major achievements and contributions to the existing knowledge base are summarised 

and wherever possible referenced back to the initial aims of this study. Finally, the works carried out in 

this study are evaluated and requirements for future work in the area of vaneless diffusers for the 

centrifugal compressors are defined. 
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7.1. Research Problem Synopsis 

Engine downsizing is potentially one of the most effective strategies being explored to improve fuel 

economy. Turbochargers are used to provide extra boost to the engine in terms of high pressure of 

fluid flow. A main problem of downsizing using a turbocharger is the small range of stable 

functioning of the turbocharger centrifugal compressor at high boost pressures. Several techniques 

were studied to increase the compressor operating range without sacrificing the compressor efficiency 

and the technique used in this study is modifying the shape of vaneless diffuser inside the compressor 

stage. With the advent of powerful computing machines and sophisticated software to analyse the 

flow fields, it has now become possible to computationally model a turbocharger compressor stage 

and map the flow within the centrifugal compressor stage under varying geometric and flow 

conditions. 

From a comprehensive review of the published literature, a number of limitations have been identified 

which are concerned with the aforementioned points. In order to accurately predict the flow behaviour 

in vaneless diffuser of the centrifugal compressor stage, a set of aims and objectives have been 

formulated which define the scope of this research study. A summary of the primary aims of the thesis 

is provided in the following sections of this chapter along with the major achievements and 

contributions. For reference, the detailed objectives within each of these aims are given in Chapter 2. 

 

7.2. Research Aims and Major Achievements 

The main aims of the thesis defined from an extensive literature review in this area are as follows: 

Research Aim # 1: An improved understanding of the flow behaviour within diverged 

wall vaneless diffusers 

 

Achievement # 1: This study provides a detailed CFD based investigation on the local flow field 

within the straight diffuser of the centrifugal compressor stage, presented in Chapter 4. It also 

identifies its effect on the total-to-total stage performance parameters and proposes a prediction 

diffuser model, which increases the stage performance. A numerical study on the flow across the 

straight diffuser with wall divergence, having flow rate ranging from design conditions to off-design 

conditions at lower rotating speeds, has been presented. Experimental data is used to verify the data 
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with the numerically obtained CFD results and treated the model as the baseline model. In order to 

cover a wide range of geometrical parameters for a vaneless diffuser (only limited geometrical 

parameters are available in literature for which local flow fields have been analysed), flow at lower 

rotating speeds in centrifugal compressor stage has been numerically simulated for various (a) outlet-

to-inlet width ratios and (b) divergence locations. 

Based on the detailed numerical investigation of the flow structure and behaviour, the pressure, 

temperature and velocity fields in vaneless diffusers have been critically analysed both qualitatively 

and quantitatively. Qualitative analysis makes use of the pressure, temperature and velocity contours 

in the vaneless diffusers whereas, the quantitative analysis makes use of the coefficient of pressure 

and normalised local flow velocity for the analysis of pressure, velocity distribution and asymmetric 

behaviour of the flow within the diffusers respectively. The results presented give a clear picture of 

the flow behaviour within the diffusers and the effect of the outlet-to-inlet width ratios and wall 

divergence locations on the flow structure and the static pressure rise within the diffusers locally and 

on the total-to-total compressor stage performance. 

 

Research Aim # 2: Development of novel diffuser configurations having tilted and diverged 

walls 

Achievement # 2: This study provides a detailed CFD based investigation on the local flow field 

inside the tilted vaneless diffuser passage of the centrifugal compressor stage, presented in Chapter 

5. It also identifies its effect on the total-to-total stage performance parameters and proposes a 

prediction diffuser model, which increases the stage performance. A numerical study on the flow 

across the tilted wall vaneless diffuser passage with wall divergence, having flow rate ranging at 

design conditions and lower rotating speeds, has been presented. The results are compared with the 

baseline model. Design of experiments using Taguchi method is used to reduce the number of 

simulations and an optimisation technique based upon analysis of variances has been applied to obtain 

the best model. In order to cover a wide range of geometrical parameters for a tilted vaneless diffuser 

(only limited geometrical parameters are available in literature for which local flow fields have been 

analysed), flow at lower rotating speeds in centrifugal compressor stage has been numerically 

simulated for various (a) tilted angle positions, (b) outlet-to-inlet width ratios and (c) divergence 

locations. 
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Based on the detailed numerical investigation of the flow structure and behaviour, the pressure, 

temperature and velocity fields in vaneless diffusers have been critically analysed both qualitatively 

and quantitatively. Qualitative analysis makes use of the pressure, temperature and velocity contours 

in the vaneless diffusers whereas, the quantitative analysis makes use of the coefficient of pressure 

and normalised local flow velocity for the analysis of pressure and velocity distribution and 

asymmetric behaviour of the flow within the diffusers respectively. The results presented give a clear 

picture of the flow behaviour within the diffusers and the effect of the tilted angle positions, outlet-

to-inlet width ratios and wall divergence locations on the flow structure and the static pressure rise 

within the diffusers locally and on the total-to-total compressor stage performance. 

 

Research Aim # 3: Development of novel diffuser configurations having curved and diverged 

walls 

Achievement # 3: This study provides a detailed CFD based investigation on the local flow field 

inside the curved vaneless diffuser passage of the centrifugal compressor stage, presented in Chapter 

6. It also identifies its effect on the total-to-total stage performance parameters and proposes a 

prediction diffuser model, which increases the stage performance. A numerical study on the flow 

across the curved wall vaneless diffuser passage with wall divergence, having flow rate ranging at 

design conditions and lower rotating speeds, has been presented. The results are compared with the 

baseline model. A full factorial method is employed to obtain the effect of each geometrical parameter 

on the flow phenomena. In order to cover a wide range of geometrical parameters for a curved 

vaneless diffuser (only limited geometrical parameters are available in literature for which local flow 

fields have been analysed), flow at lower rotating speeds in centrifugal compressor stage has been 

numerically simulated for various (a) curved angle positions, (b) radius of curve (c) diffuser inlet-to-

outlet axial position (d) outlet-to-inlet width ratios and (e) divergence locations. 

Based on the detailed numerical investigation of the flow structure and behaviour, the pressure, 

temperature and velocity fields in vaneless diffusers have been critically analysed both qualitatively 

and quantitatively. Qualitative analysis makes use of the pressure, temperature and velocity contours 

in the vaneless diffusers whereas, the quantitative analysis makes use of the coefficient of pressure 

and normalised local flow velocity for the analysis of pressure and velocity distribution and 

asymmetric behaviour of the flow within the diffusers respectively. The results presented give a clear 
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picture of the flow behaviour within the diffusers and the effect of the curved angle positions, radius 

of curve diffuser inlet-to-outlet axial position, outlet-to-inlet width ratios and wall divergence 

locations on the flow structure and the static pressure rise within the diffusers locally and on the total-

to-total compressor stage performance. 

 

7.3. Thesis Conclusions 

A comprehensive study has been carried out to support the existing literature regarding the flow 

within the vaneless diffusers of the centrifugal compressor stage and to provide novel additions to 

improve the current understanding of the design process, operational characteristics, geometry related 

effects and optimization methodology for the vaneless diffusers of the centrifugal compressor stage. 

The major conclusions from each facet of this research study are summarized as follows: 

 

Research Objective # 1: To determine the effect of diffuser wall on the flow variations 

within the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance 

Conclusion # 1: From the investigations regarding the effect of outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the 

straight diffuser and diffuser length, carried out in this study, it can be concluded that small increase 

of outlet-to-inlet width ratio near outlet helps in increasing total-to-total stage performance. 

Moreover, increase of diffuser length helps in recovering the static pressure across the straight 

diffuser. Furthermore, straight diffuser helps to increase the total-to-total pressure ratio and isentropic 

efficiency of the compressor stage. Moreover, asymmetric ratio has been calculated across the straight 

diffuser and it has been concluded that flow is near the hub wall which is asymmetric flow and the 

flow tends to be symmetric near the outlet. Moreover, due to stage interface applied between the rotor 

and stator jets and wakes cannot be detected however an average effect from the blades can be 

obtained. Furthermore, a small effect can also be obtained from the volute tongue region, which 

changes the flow structure in the circumference of the diffuser. However, the radial flow change is 

higher in comparison to circumferential flow change. 
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Research Objective # 2: To determine the effect of diffuser wall divergence on the flow 

variations within the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance 

 

Conclusion # 2: From the investigations regarding the effect of outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the 

straight diffuser and location of the wall divergence, carried out in this study, it can be concluded that 

increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio helps in increasing total-to-total stage performance and location 

of wall divergence does not have significant effect on the stage performance. As far as the flow 

structure is concerned, slight increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes increase in static pressure 

across the diffuser. However, excessive increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes flow reversals 

near the hub wall at the diffuser outlet due to adverse pressure gradient at the downstream. This causes 

increase in total pressure loss inside the boundary layers. Furthermore, a small effect can also be 

obtained from the volute tongue region, which changes the flow structure in the circumference of the 

diffuser. However, the radial flow change is higher in comparison to circumferential flow change. 

 

Research Objective # 3: To formulate the effect of tilted diffuser wall on the flow variations 

within the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance 

 

Conclusion # 3: From the investigations regarding the effect of tilt angle for the straight diffuser 

carried out in this study, it can be concluded that tilting of the diffuser aids in increasing the stage 

performance because the streamwise length has been increased and flow reversals have reduced to 

minimum. Furthermore, tilt angle also helps in compacting the compressor stage. Moreover, this 

investigation is carried out based upon the DOE using Taguchi method. Therefore, certain numerical 

simulations have been carried out. In order to obtain the best model, optimisation technique based 

upon Analysis of Variances has been carried out. This helps to choose the best model and hence it 

has shown great improvement in the stage performance. 

 

Research Objective # 4: To formulate the effect of tilted diffuser wall divergence on the flow 

variations within the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance 
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Conclusion # 4: From the investigations regarding the effect of outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the 

vaneless diffuser passage, tilt angle and location of the wall divergence, carried out in this study, it 

can be concluded that increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio helps in increasing total-to-total stage 

performance and location of wall divergence does not have significant effect on the stage 

performance. As far as the flow structure is concerned, slight increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio 

causes increase in static pressure across the diffuser. However, excessive increase of outlet-to-inlet 

width ratio decreases the stage performance. Furthermore, a small effect can also be obtained from 

the volute tongue region, which changes the flow structure in the circumference of the diffuser. 

However, the radial flow change is higher in comparison to circumferential flow change. Moreover, 

this investigation is carried out based upon the DOE using Taguchi method. Therefore, certain 

numerical simulations have been carried out. In order to obtain the best model, optimisation technique 

based upon Analysis of Variances has been carried out. This helps to choose the best model and hence 

it has shown great improvement in the stage performance. 

 

Research Objective # 5: To analyse the effect of curved diffuser wall on the flow variations 

within the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance 

 

Conclusion # 5: From the investigations regarding the effect of curvature of the diffuser, angle of 

curvature, radius of the curve and axial distance between inlet to outlet of the diffuser, carried out in 

this study, it can be concluded that the curvature of the wall helps in reducing the losses generated 

within the compressor stage and increase total-to-total stage performance. The axial distance between 

inlet-to-outlet of the diffuser passage helps to increase the radial streamwise length of the diffuser 

passage. This helps in increasing static pressure. Furthermore, angle of curvature helps to reduce the 

tip leakage flow and aids to increase the stage performance. 

 

Research Objective # 6: To analyse the effect of curved diffuser wall divergence on the flow 

variations within the diffuser and on the compressor stage performance 
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Conclusion # 6: From the investigations regarding the effect of outlet-to-inlet width ratio of the 

curved diffuser and location of the wall divergence, carried out in this study, it can be concluded that 

increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio helps in increasing total-to-total stage performance and location 

of wall divergence helps in making the flow structure symmetrical. As far as the flow structure is 

concerned, slight increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes increase in static pressure across the 

curved wall diffuser. However, excessive increase of outlet-to-inlet width ratio causes flow reversals 

near the hub wall across the diffuser passage due to adverse pressure gradient at the downstream. 

 

Research Objective # 7: Development of semi-empirical relations for the isentropic 

efficiency and the geometrical configurations 

 

Conclusion # 7: From the investigations regarding the outlet-to-inlet width ratio and wall divergence 

location from the diffuser inlet, a semi-empirical equation has been developed, which helps in 

obtained the local isentropic efficiency across the straight diffuser and diverged wall straight diffuser. 

It can be concluded from the results that the maximum effect is obtained on the isentropic efficiency 

is due to Mach number of the flow entering the diffuser. 

 

 

Research Objective # 8: Development of a compact diffuser used within the compressor 

stage based on the isentropic efficiency to volume ratio 

 

Conclusion # 8: The major objective of this research is to make the compressor stage more compact 

whilst either maintain the stage performance or increase the stage performance. It has been concluded 

from the study that tilting and curving approach help in compacting the compressor stage. Moreover, 

wall divergence on the tilted diffuser and curved diffuser helps in improving the stage performance. 

Furthermore, it has been noticed that tilted diffuser has more impact on the rise in stage performance 
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in comparison to curved diffuser. Conversely curved diffuser has more impact on compacting the 

compressor stage in comparison to tilted diffuser. 

 

7.4. Thesis Contribution 

The major contributions of this research are summarised below in which novelties of this research 

are described: 

Contribution # 1: 

One of the major contributions of this study is detailed investigations on local and global flow 

characteristics within the straight diffuser and diverged wall straight diffusers of the compressor 

stage. The available literature does not provide detailed information on asymmetric ratio effect of the 

flow within such diffusers on the stage performance. The availability of computational fluid dynamics 

tools along with the experimental data has enabled the author to carry out this investigation. The 

pressure, velocity and temperature variations within the straight diffuser and diverged wall straight 

diffusers have been investigated over a wide operating range of the flow conditions. Effects of 

geometrical parameters such as diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio and wall divergence location on 

the flow parameters have clearly been enumerated. Furthermore, asymmetric ratio of the flow has 

been computed within the diffuser and the effect of asymmetry on the stage efficiency has been 

investigated. Moreover, semi-empirical equation has been developed that has helped to obtain the 

local diffuser efficiency of the compressor stage. 

 

Contribution # 2: 

Another major contribution of this study is reducing the size of the compressor model by changing 

the diffuser shape and detailed investigations on local and global flow characteristics within the tilted 

diffuser and diverged wall tilted diffusers of the compressor stage. The available literature does not 

provide detailed information on asymmetric ratio effect of the flow within such diffusers on the stage 

performance. The availability of computational fluid dynamics tools along with the experimental data 

has enabled the author to carry out this investigation. The pressure, velocity and temperature 

variations within the tilted diffuser and diverged wall tilted diffusers have been investigated over a 
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wide operating range of the flow conditions. Effects of geometrical parameters such as diffuser outlet-

to-inlet width ratio, tilt angle and wall divergence location on the flow parameters have clearly been 

enumerated. Furthermore, asymmetric ratio of the flow has been computed within the tilted diffuser 

and the effect of asymmetry on the stage efficiency has been investigated. Moreover, statistical 

methods have been incorporated of to optimise the tilted diffuser model and semi-empirical equation 

for the stage efficiency has been generated, which is a factor of each geometrical parameter of the 

tilted diffuser considered.  

Contribution # 3: 

Another major contribution of this study is detailed investigations on local and global flow 

characteristics within the curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffusers of the compressor stage. 

The diffuser model is curved to provide a smooth flow and reduce the size of the compressor model 

to make it more compact. The available literature does not provide detailed information on 

asymmetric ratio effect of the flow within such diffusers on the stage performance. The availability 

of computational fluid dynamics tools along with the experimental data has enabled the author to 

carry out this investigation. The pressure, velocity and temperature variations within the curved 

diffuser and diverged wall curved diffusers have been investigated over a wide operating range of the 

flow conditions. Effects of geometrical parameters such as curve radius, tilt angle of the curve, axial 

distance from diffuser inlet-to-outlet, outlet-to-inlet width ratio and wall divergence location on the 

flow parameters have clearly been enumerated. Furthermore, asymmetric ratio of the flow has been 

computed within the curved diffuser and the effect of asymmetry on the stage efficiency has been 

investigated. The geometry of the curved diffuser and diverged wall curved diffusers has been created 

using mathematical procedure, which helps to develop all such type of geometries. The asymmetric 

ratio effect within the straight, tilted and curved diffusers with or without wall divergence is a novel 

contribution to the knowledge base that can be used to analyse the asymmetric effect on the stage 

performance. Until now no models were developed to make the compressor model more compact 

along with increasing the stage performance. The development of these compact size compressor 

models is a step forward in automotive industry. 

7.5. Recommendations for Future Work 

The design, operation and optimisation of diffusers of the turbocharger compressor stage have 

presented in the present study such that gaps identified in literature could be bridged. In light of the 
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concluded remarks provided in the previous sections, a vast potential of further research in this 

particular area of automotive industry has been unlocked. The main area identified for further work 

are described below, which are associated to further performance-related analysis, design and 

optimisation of diffusers of the turbocharger compressor stage. 

Recommendation # 1: 

Flow phenomena within the compressor stage is a transient phenomenon where impeller is rotating, 

and flow trajectories varies under the influence of impeller rotation. In order to accommodate these 

unsteady effects within the compressor stage and most importantly within the diffuser, a numerical 

study on the transient behaviour of the flow using sliding mesh technique needs to be carried out. 

Such a study will provide precious information regarding the generation of complex flow structures 

within the compressor stage using different diffuser configurations in both space and time. This task 

requires additional computational power as the tangential velocities form the impeller blades will 

computed that are introduced within the diffuser area. Furthermore, transient analysis of compressor 

stage provides the information of the vortical structures within the compressor stage and most 

importantly within the various diffusers considered in the present study. 

Recommendation # 2: 

More advanced modelling techniques have now become available such as dynamic mesh, immersed 

boundary method etc. Using such models helps to analyse the flow behaviour within the compressor 

stage more accurately and diffuser design can be optimised. Furthermore, large eddy simulation 

turbulence model can be used to compute the turbulence intensity and eddies within the compressors 

stage. Combined use of modelling techniques and turbulence model can help in analysing the flow 

within the diffuser in more detail and optimise the diffuser. These advanced modelling techniques are 

indeed computationally very expensive and requires massive computational power. Furthermore, 

these tools require extra computational skills in terms of writing complex scripts to define the 

changing mesh structure and extraction of the data. 

Recommendation # 3: 

Inverse design approach is a best method to create the diffuser model for the compressor stage. Since 

inverse design approach is used for straight diffusers by restricting the constraints of diffuser. If the 

geometrical parameters of tilted and curved diffusers along with diffuser outlet-to-inlet width ratio 
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used in the present study are added, the diffuser model can be optimised the stage performance can 

be drastically increased. Furthermore, different algorithms such genetic algorithm, response surface 

methodology etc. can be used to optimise the diffuser geometry and proper orthogonal decomposition 

method can be introduced to reduce large number of simulations and gives high accuracy. 
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APPENDICES 

A-1. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a commercial code and a powerful tool that is based on 

numerical solutions governed predominantly by the mass, momentum and energy equations of a 

moving fluid. This advanced technique is utilised across a wide spectrum of sectors, such as the 

aerodynamics of aircraft and vehicles, flow phenomena inside rotating and stationary passages of 

turbo-machines, combustion process in internal combustion engines, and many more. CFD is used 

extensively in basic and applied research with respect to designing equipment, and in calculating the 

geophysical phenomena that occur in the environment, such as ocean currents, weather and so forth 

[48].  

The use of CFD has many unique advantages over experimental based approaches to fluid system 

designs. The implementation of CFD allows investigations of systems that experience extreme 

conditions further than their average operating limits to be carried out. It essentially provides 

unlimited level of detailed predicted results to be produced for large volumes of investigations, in a 

cheap manner. This in turn, assists in determining optimal solutions for various engineering problems 

[49]. 

A-1.1.  Cfd Codes And Their Working 

CFD codes are developed using robust numerical algorithms that enable fluid flow problems to be 

solved. Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications are used as problem parameters so that the 

computed results can be examined and analysed. The codes embedded within the software provides 

a complete CFD analysis, comprising of three main elements, (i) a pre-processor, (ii) a solver and 

(iii) a post-processor, whereby a framework of these interconnecting with respect to each other is 

depicted in Figure A-1. The operational processes of these elements are briefly explained in the next 

paragraphs.  
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Figure A-1: The interconnectivity operational processes framework of the three main elements 

within a CFD analysis 

The ‘pre-processing’ element inputs the flow problem into a CFD program by defining the system 

geometry; grid generation that divides the domain into a number of smaller, non-overlapping sub-

domains (grid or mesh of cells); and selection of physical and chemical phenomena that requires 

modelling. Additionally, this stage also requires the fluid properties and appropriate boundary 

conditions to be specified [49].  

The solver primarily consists of setting up the numerical model and the computation/monitoring of 

the solution. The setting up of the numerical model includes the following: 

 Selection of appropriate physical models - turbulence, combustion, multiphase or 

radiation etc. 

 Defining material properties like the fluid, solid, mixture etc. 

 Prescribing operating conditions 

 Prescribing boundary conditions 
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 Prescribing solver setting 

 Prescribing initial solution 

 Setting up convergence monitors 

The computation of the solution includes: 

 The discretised conservation equations are solved iteratively. Numbers of iterations 

are required to achieve a converged solution. 

 The convergence is achieved when the solution variables that are altered from the first 

iteration to the next is negligible. The residuals are a tool to help monitor this trend. 

 The accuracy of the converged solution is dependent on the setup, grid resolution, grid 

independence, and the appropriateness of the physical model. 

 

Figure A-2: An overview of the solution procedure 

Post processing comprises the examination of the results obtained, and revision of the model based 

on these results. The results can be viewed as contours, vector plots or specific values at specific 

region. 
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A-2. Governing the equations of fluid flow in a turbocharger 

CFD utilises governing equations of fluid dynamics, namely: continuity, momentum and energy 

equations. These equations mathematically state three fundamental physical principles whereby fluid 

dynamics is established: 

 Mass is conserved. 

 Newton’s second law, F = ma → momentum is conserved. 

 Energy is conserved. 

Since this research is based on the fluid flow inside the turbocharger compressor, all of the above 

principles are explained by taking fluid as a model. The principles mentioned previously can be 

applied onto the fluid in many different ways, such as the system approach, which is a collection of 

matter with the same fluid particles that can move, flow, and interact with its surroundings; or the 

control volume approach being a volume in space independent of mass through which fluid may flow 

[50]. 

A-2.1.  Conservation of Mass 

The law for mass conservation is a general statement of kinematic nature, which illuminates the 

empirical fact that the variation of mass flow of a fluid system equals to the mass flow passed through 

the boundary of the system. The mass conservation equation, also called the Continuity Equation on 

a fluid element is established as:  

Rate of increase of mass in 

fluid element 
= 

Net rate of flow of mass 

into fluid element 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝐮) = 0     A-1 

where ρ is the mass density, t is time and u is the velocity vector. (∇∙) denotes the divergence operator, 

then the expansion of the second item in the above equation is 

∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢) =
𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑦)

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑧)

𝜕𝑧
   A-2 
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where ux, uy, uz are the components of u in x, y, z direction, respectively. For incompressible flow, ρ 

is constant in the whole field then eq. 3.1 can be reduced to the divergence free condition for the 

velocity: 

𝛁 ∙  𝐮 = 0     A-3 

This equation defines the net flow of mass that exits the element across its boundaries. The above 

equation can be expanded as: 

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0     A-4 

The expanded equation above characterises the steady state of mass-conserved in three-dimensional 

form at a point in an incompressible fluid. If the flow is steady, then ρ will not change with time, then 

eq. 3.1 can be replaced by 

𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝐮) = 0     A-5 

A-2.2.  Conservation of Momentum 

The momentum conservation law is the expression of the generalized Newton’s second law, defining 

the equation of a fluid, which means the momentum variation of a fluid system equals to the total 

external forces imposed on it. In Newton’s second law of motion, it is stated that: 

Rate of increase of momentum 

of the fluid element 
= 

Sum of forces acting on 

the fluid particle 

 

There are two types of forces acting on fluid particles, namely surface forces and the body forces. 

The surface forces comprise of; 

 Pressure forces  

 Viscous forces  

Whilst body forces comprise of; 

 Gravitational forces 

 Centrifugal forces  

 Coriolis forces  
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 Electromagnetic forces 

The momentum conservation equation involves three components. For the x – component of the fluid 

element, the momentum equation can be determined by establishing the rate of change of x – 

momentum to be equal to the total force in the x – direction. This is due to surface stresses, as well 

as the rate of increase of x – momentum due to sources. The momentum equation for the x, y and z – 

component are therefore as follows: 

      
𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑥)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑥𝐮) = −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑥

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑥

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝑓𝑥     

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑦)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑦𝐮) = −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑦

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝑓𝑦   A-6 

      
𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑧)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑧𝐮) = −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑧

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑧

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝑓𝑧     

where p donates the static gauge pressure, τii and fi (i = x, y, z) are the components of viscous stress 

shear tensor, τ and body force, f. this equation is valid for both Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian 

fluid. For Newtonian fluid, the components of τ are defined by 

𝜏𝑥𝑥 = 2𝜇
𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜆𝛁 ∙ 𝐮       

𝜏𝑦𝑦 = 2𝜇
𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝜆𝛁 ∙ 𝐮      A-7 

𝜏𝑧𝑧 = 2𝜇
𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝜆𝛁 ∙ 𝐮       

and 

𝜏𝑥𝑦 = 𝜏𝑦𝑥 = 𝜇 (
𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑥
)      

𝜏𝑥𝑧 = 𝜏𝑧𝑥 = 𝜇 (
𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑥
)     A-8 

𝜏𝑦𝑧 = 𝜏𝑧𝑦 = 𝜇 (
𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑦
)      
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where µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient of fluid and λ is the second viscosity coefficient. The latter 

is related to a viscous stress caused by the change of the volume, thus it is also called volume viscosity 

or bulk viscosity. For most fluids, the Stoke’s hypothesis is satisfied [51] 

2𝜇 + 3𝜆 = 0     A-9 

Another viscosity coefficient ν, called Kinematic Viscosity, is often used which defined as ν=µ/ρ. 

Substituting eq. 3.7 and eq. 3.8 into eq. 3.6 and utilizing eq. 3.9, the N-S equations of motion is 

obtained: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑥)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑥𝐮) = 𝜇∆𝑢𝑥 −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑄𝑥    

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑥)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑥𝐮) = 𝜇∆𝑢𝑥 −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑄𝑥   A-10 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑥)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑥𝐮) = 𝜇∆𝑢𝑥 −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑄𝑥    

where (∇) is the Laplace operator. Qi (i = x, y, z) denotes the generalized source item which can be 

expanded as 

𝑄𝑥 = 𝑓𝑥 +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜆𝛁(𝐮))   

𝑄𝑦 = 𝑓𝑦 +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑦
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑦
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑦
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜆𝛁(𝐮))  A-11 

𝑄𝑧 = 𝑓𝑧 +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑥

𝜕𝑧
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑦

𝜕𝑧
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝜇

𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑧
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝜆𝛁(𝐮))   

[52] The shear stress from the volume viscosity can be neglected for the majority of fluid flows. For 

incompressible fluids, the sources items can be reduced to the body force F. Therefore, eq. 3.10 can 

be rewritten in a vector format: 

𝜕(𝜌𝐮)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐮 ∙ 𝛁(𝜌𝐮) = 𝜇∆(𝐮) − 𝛁𝑝 + 𝐅    A-12 

The second item on the left-hand side of the eq. 3.12 is called convective item, while the first item on 

the right-hand side is called diffusive item. The ratio between momentum of the convection item and 

the diffusive item gives an important dimensionless number Re, the so-called Reynolds number: 
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𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌|𝐮|𝐿

𝜇
      A-13 

Substituting the dynamic viscosity with the kinematic viscosity, ν, then gives 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝐿|𝐮|

𝜐
      A-14 

A-2.3.  Energy Equation 

The energy conservation law is also referred to as the expression of the first principle of 

thermodynamics, which states that the variation of total energy in a fluid system is the work of the 

forces acting on the system plus the heat transmitted into the system.  

Rate of change of 

energy inside fluid 

element 

= 
Net flux of heat 

into element 
+ 

The rate of work done 

on element due to 

body and surface 

forces 
 

The conservation of energy is given by: 

𝜕(𝜌𝐸)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝐸𝐮) = 𝛁 ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) + ∇ ∙ (−𝑝𝐮 + 𝜏 ∙ 𝐮) + 𝑊𝑓 + 𝑞𝐻   A-15 

where, E denotes the specific total energy, k is the thermal conductivity coefficient, T is the absolute 

temperature, WF and qH denote the work of body forces and the heat source item, respectively. 

Usually, the specific total energy E is related to the specific internal energy e and the kinetic energy 

by 

𝐸 =  𝑒 +
|𝐮|2

2
      A-16 

Another useful state variable is the total internal enthalpy H which is defined as 

𝐻 = 𝐸 +
𝑝

𝜌
= 𝑒 +

𝑝

𝜌
+

|𝐮|2

2
    A-17 

The related specific internal enthalpy is 

ℎ = 𝑒 +
𝑝

𝜌
= 𝑐𝑝𝛻𝑇    A-18 
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where, cp is the specific heat, which is can be related to ν and k by a dimensionless number Pr = μcp/k, 

namely Prandtl Number, which indicates the ratio of momentum diffusivity (kinematic viscosity) and 

thermal diffusivity. Introducing Eq. A-16 and Eq. A-18 into Eq. A-19 leads to the conservation 

equation for enthalpy: 

∂(𝜌ℎ)

∂t
+ 𝛁 · (𝜌ℎ𝑢) = 𝛁 · (𝑘𝛁𝑇 ) + 𝛁 · (𝜏 · 𝐮) + 𝑞𝐻   A-19 

Usually, an additional correlative equation between p and ρ is needed, which is called state equation. 

For perfect gas, the state equation is 

𝑝 =  𝜌𝑅𝑇      A-20 

where R is the Molar gas constant, which is about 287 J/kgK for air. Then, a closed system of six 

unknowns (p, T, ρ, ux, uy, uz) with five nonlinear partial differential equations and a state equation is 

obtained. 

A compact general format of N-S equation can be expressed in: 

∂𝐔

∂𝑡
+ 𝛁 · 𝐅C = 𝛁 · 𝐅V + 𝐐     A-21 

The items of eq. 3.21 in sequence are transient term, convective term, diffusive term and source term. 

The expansion of the transient term U is: 

𝐔 =

[
 
 
 
 

𝜌
𝜌𝑢𝑥

𝜌𝑢𝑦

𝜌𝑢𝑧

𝜌𝐸 ]
 
 
 
 

     A-22 

The convection term FC and the diffusive term FV denote the vector as below, respectively: 

𝐅𝐶 =

[
 
 
 
 

𝜌𝐮
𝜌𝑢𝑥𝐮 + 𝑝𝑥

𝜌𝑢𝑦𝐮 + 𝑝𝑦

𝜌𝑢𝑧𝐮 + 𝑝𝑧

(𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)𝐮]
 
 
 
 

     A-22 

and 
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𝐅𝑉 =

[
 
 
 
 

0
𝜏𝑥

𝜏𝑦

𝜏𝑧

𝜏𝐮 + 𝑘𝛁𝑇]
 
 
 
 

     A-22 

 

The last term Q is: 

𝑄 =

[
 
 
 
 

0
𝑆𝑥

𝑆𝑦

𝑆𝑧

𝑊𝐹 + 𝑞𝐻]
 
 
 
 

     A-23 

More details about the governing equations of fluid dynamics and more comprehensive discussions 

can be found in Hirsch [51] and White [53]. 

A-3. Multiple Reference Frame Model (MRF) 

Multiple reference frame approach is a steady-state approximation method, which takes into account 

the motion of the moving frame with respect to the stationary zones. This approach can provide a 

reasonable model of the flow for many applications such as turbo-machinery applications. This 

approach assists in assigning different rotational and translational speeds to the individual cell zones. 

The multiple reference fames although considered as the simplest, can provide the ability of 

modelling multiple rotating reference frames in a single domain. The opposing cell zones do not 

require to be interfaced when only one rotating component exists. Moreover, the nodes must be 

identical at the boundary where the two zones meet. MRF approach is a steady-state approximation 

method, which does not take into account the motion of the moving frame with respect to the 

stationary zones; hence the grid is fixed for the computational procedure. MRF method is observing 

the instantaneous flow field with a fix rotor also called as frozen rotor approach. It approximates the 

flow field, which cannot take consider the transient effects into account, but it can provide a 

reasonable model of the flow within the compressor stage, where the stator (guide) blades are absent 

or generally for problems with weak transient effects. The flow domains are divided into sub-domains 

that can be rotating and/or translating with respect to the internal frame. The governing equations in 

each sub-domain are written with respect to that sub-domains reference frame. 
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Accounting for the particular flow situation in turbomachinery, it is necessary to be able to describe 

the flow behaviour relatively to a rotating frame of reference that is attached to the rotor. Without 

loss of generality, it is assumed that the moving part of turbomachinery is rotating steadily with 

angular velocity, ω around the machine axis along which a coordinate z is aligned. 

Define w as a velocity field relative to a rotating system and v = ω × r as the circumferential velocity. 

Thus, an observer located outside the rotating frame observes the velocity 

𝐮 = 𝐰 + 𝐯 = 𝐰 + 𝜔 × 𝐫    A-24 

Introducing eq. 3.24 into eq. 3.1 gives the mass conservation equation in a rotating frame of reference: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ [𝜌(𝐰 + 𝐯)] = 0    A-25 

Expanding the above equation gives: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜌𝒗 + 𝐰 ∙ 𝜵𝜌 + 𝜌𝜵 ∙ 𝐰 + 𝜌𝜵 ∙ 𝐯 = 0   A-26 

The first term in eq. 3.26 indicates the time rate of change of density at a fixed station in an absolute 

frame of reference. The second term involves the spatial change of density registered by a stationary 

observer. Combining of these two terms expresses the time rate of change of the velocity within the 

rotating frame of reference. Since the last term is zero [54], eq. 3.24 is reduced to. 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝜌𝐰) = 0     A-27 

where, the subscript r refers to the rotating frame of reference. Comparing eq. 3.27 with eq. 3.1, it is 

found that the mass conservation equation keeps the same expression in both stationary and rotating 

frames of reference. Without causing confusion, the subscript r can be omitted in general.  

Using eq. 3.24, the acceleration is also can be redefined as 

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
=

𝜕(𝐰+𝜔×𝐫)

𝜕𝑡
+ (𝐰 + 𝐯). 𝛁(𝐰 + 𝐯)   A-28 

Expanding eq. 3.28 and rearranging the items result in 

d𝐮

dt
=

𝜕𝐰

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕𝐯

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐰 ∙ 𝛁(𝐰) + 2𝐰 × 𝜔 + 𝜔 × 𝐯   A-29 
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The first item on right-hand side expresses the local acceleration of the velocity field within the 

rotating frame of reference. The second term and third item denote the angular velocity acceleration 

and the convective term within the rotating frame of reference, respectively.  

 

Figure A-3: Coriolis and centripetal forces created by the rotating frame of reference (Schobeiri, 

2005 [51]) 

While, the fourth item and last item are the Coriolis acceleration and the centrifugal acceleration, 

respectively, which are fictitious forces produced as a result of transformation from stationary frame 

to rotating frame of reference. Figure A-3 shows the directions of the velocity and the acceleration, 

and relationship between the absolute velocity, relative velocity and rotation. Substituting the 

acceleration in eq. 3.12 and eq. 3.15 separately, equations of motion and energy in rotating frame of 

reference can be obtained: 

𝜕(𝜌𝐰)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝜌𝐯)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐰.𝛁(𝐰) + 𝜔 × 𝐯 + 2𝜔 × 𝐰 = 𝜇∆(𝐰) − 𝛁𝑝 + 𝐅  A-30 

𝑑[𝜌(ℎ+
|𝐰|2

2
−

|𝐯|2

2
)]

d𝑡
=

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ∙ (𝑘𝛁𝑇) + 𝛁 ∙ (𝜏 ∙ 𝐰) + 𝑊𝐹 + 𝑞𝐻   A-31 

It should be noted that WF is the work of body forces in rotating frame of reference, while the subscript 

r is omitted here. The detailed derivation process of governing equations in rotating frame of reference 

can be found in Schobeiri [54]. 
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A-4. Finite Volume Method 

A-4.1.  Discretization Method 

Three families of numerical methods are available for discretization of N-S equations: Finite 

Difference Method (FDM), Finite Element Method (FEM) and Finite Volume Method (FVM). The 

most traditional method is FDM, which is based on the properties of Taylor Expansions. In FDM, the 

derivative is estimated straightforward by the ratio of two differences according to the theoretical 

definition of the derivative. Hence, FDM is probably the simplest method to apply, but it requires that 

the mesh must be structured, and the nodes have to be located on the parallel lines of coordinate, 

which results in some limitations in application. The second method FEM originates from the field 

of structural analysis, which is based on the Weighted Residual Method. In FEM, a computational 

domain is divided into many small sub-domains, called elements, and reassembled after each element 

had been analyzed. In fact, it is seldom used in fluid dynamic analysis due to the large computational 

cost. By far the most widely applied method in CFD today is FVM which was developed in 1970s. 

The strength of FVM is in its direct connection to the physical flow properties. The basis of this 

method relies on the direct discretization of the integral form of the conservation law, which 

distinguishes FVM significantly from FDM. FVM is employed by the solver used in the present 

thesis, named Ansys CFX. Therefore, a detailed description of FVM is given below. More complete 

descriptions about the other two methods can be found in Hirsch [51]. 

A-4.2.  Mesh Generation 

In order to solve the N-S equations numerically, the space, also called domain, has to be discretized 

into a set of time-invariant, non-overlapping volumes (also called cells), which could be polygons, 

like triangles and quadrilaterals in 2D, and polyhedra, like tetrahedra, pyramids, prisms and hexahedra 

in 3D. The space discretization formed is called the mesh or grid. The mesh can be built in a structured 

way or an unstructured way. Unstructured mesh is more flexible for complicated geometries, and the 

generation process is easier than that of structured mesh. Moreover, to specify the structured mesh 

onto turbomachinery high amount of experience is required, whereas unstructured mesh is very 

simply applied to turbomachinery components by a solver called ICEM. Furthermore, in order to 

obtain the boundary layer effects prism layers could be added which than merge with unstructured 

mesh. Combination of both unstructured mesh and prism mesh (hexahedral mesh) is called hybrid 

mesh.  Hence, unstructured hybrid meshes are adopted in simulations of this thesis. 
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A-5. Turbulence Modelling 

The flow phenomenon inside the turbocharger compressor stage is very complex because the stall 

characteristics of compressor stage are controlled by the flow separation from the rotor blades and 

diffuser vanes. Therefore, many turbulence models have been developed by aerodynamic community 

to work with this type of complicated projects. k-ɛ model and k-ω models are widely used to 

investigate the flow phenomena inside the turbomachines. [55] Two equation-based models, Shear 

Stress Transport (SST), have developed to overcome the deficiencies in the k- ω and BSL (baseline) 

k-ω models, which has been used in this research study. This model is designed to give highly 

accurate predictions of the onset and the amount of flow separation under adverse pressure gradient 

by the inclusion of transport effects into the formulation of the eddy-viscosity. [56] This model is highly 

recommended for high accuracy boundary layer simulations. To benefit from this model a resolution 

of the boundary layer of more than 10 points is required. 

A-6. Interface Type and Model 

Domain interfaces provide a way of connecting meshes or domains together. Domains can be 

connected together with a domain interface. This is often useful for connecting static domains 

together with non-matching grids. For example, hex meshes can be connected to tetrahedral or hybrid 

meshes. This is a useful strategy for reducing meshing effort. Domains that have a change in the 

reference frame (such as rotor-stator) can be connected together. A domain may contain multiple 

mesh blocks than non-matching interfaces can be connected together using a domain interface. There 

are two methods of connecting meshes that exist in Ansys CFX so called as one-to-one (direct) and 

general grid interface (GGI). 

The one-to-one (direct) connection is available if, after any applicable rotational or translational 

transformation (such as for a periodic interface), all of the nodes on one side of the interface 

correspond in location with all of the nodes on the other side of the interface, to within a spatial 

tolerance governed by the Mesh Match Tolerance parameter. Henceforth, it is suitable for conformal 

type of mesh, whereby the nodes location of either domain interface is matched within the defined 

tolerance. 

General Grid Interface (GGI) connections refer to the class of grid connections where the grid on 

either side of the two connected surfaces does not match as shown in Figure A-4. In general, GGI 

connections permit non-matching of node location, element type, surface extent, surface shape and 
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even non-matching of the flow physics across the connection. The regions that are on each side of a 

GGI connection are allowed to be of different size and are allowed to have non-overlap regions. 

Furthermore, General connection interface model is used in this numerical work. The General 

Connection interface model is a powerful way to connect regions together. A general connection can 

be used to apply a frame change at the interface between a rotor and stator, connect non-matching 

grids and apply fully transient sliding interfaces between domains. 

 

Figure A-4: General connection with no frame change 

The General Connection option is necessary when the frame of reference or pitch changes across the 

interface, such as one side is in a stationary frame of reference and the other side is in a rotating frame 

of reference. When a general connection is selected, the Frame change or a mixing model needs to be 

selected. There are three types of frame change or mixing models available in Ansys CFX: 

 Frozen rotor 

 Stage (Mixing - plane) 

 Transient rotor-stator 

Each side of the interface must be a surface of revolution and both sides must sweep out the same 

surface of revolution. 

A-6.1.  Frozen Rotor 

The frame of reference and/or pitch is changed but the relative orientation of the components across 

the interface is fixed in frozen rotor approach. The two frames of reference connect in such a way 

that they each have a fixed relative position throughout the calculation. In this approach if the frame 

changes the appropriate equation transformations are made and if the pitch changes, the fluxes are 

scaled by the pitch change. 

This model produces a steady-state solution to the multiple frame of reference problem, with some 

account of the interaction between the two frames. The quasi-steady approximation involved becomes 
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small when the through flow speed is large relative to the machine speed at the interface. Frozen 

Rotor analysis is most useful when the circumferential variation of the flow is large relative to the 

component pitch. Furthermore, if the point of interest is to obtain the wake effect on the downstream 

component performance then frozen rotor method must be employed. This model requires the least 

amount of computational effort of the three-frame change/mixing models.  

The disadvantages of this model are that the transient effects at the frame change interface are not 

modelled. Modelling errors are incurred when the quasi-steady assumption does not apply. Also, the 

losses incurred in the real (transient) situation as the flow is mixed between stationary and rotating 

components is not modelled. Moreover, this model also overestimates the performance parameters as 

it gives the information from upstream to the downstream via interface for every node of the cell, 

which over predicts the results. 

A-6.2.  Stage (Mixing Plane) 

The Stage model (also known as the Mixing-Plane model) is an alternative to the Frozen Rotor model 

for modelling frame and/or pitch change. Instead of assuming a fixed relative position of the 

components, the Stage model performs a circumferential averaging of the fluxes through bands on 

the interface. Steady-state solutions are then obtained in each reference frame. This model enables 

steady-state predictions to be obtained for multi-stage machines. The stage averaging at the frame 

change interface incurs a one-time mixing loss. This loss is equivalent to assuming that the physical 

mixing supplied by the relative motion between components is sufficiently large to cause any 

upstream velocity profile to mix out prior to entering the downstream machine component. Stage 

analysis is most appropriate when the circumferential variation of the flow is of the order of the 

component pitch. 

Stage averaging between blade passages accounts for time average interaction effects, but it neglects 

transient interaction effects. Stage analysis is not appropriate when the circumferential variation of 

the flow is significant relative to the component pitch (for example, a pump and volute combination 

at off-design conditions). 

The Stage model usually requires more computational effort than the Frozen Rotor model to 

converge, but not as much as the transient rotor-stator model. An approximate solution using a Frozen 

Rotor interface needs to be obtained and then Stage interface is carried to obtain the best results. 

Implicit stage averaging option is used as this option helps to improve the convergence of the Stage 
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(Mixing-Plane) model and minimizes reflection on the upstream side of the interface due to locally 

supersonic flow that is subsonic in the direction normal to the interface. 

A-6.3.  Transient Rotor-Stator 

This model should be used when it is important to account for transient interaction effects at a sliding 

(frame change) interface. It predicts the true transient interaction of the flow between a stator and 

rotor passage. In this approach the transient relative motion between the components on each side of 

the GGI connection is simulated. It ultimately accounts for all interaction effects between components 

that are in relative motion to each other. The interface position is updated each timestep, as the relative 

position of the grids on each side of the interface changes. It is possible to use a transient sliding 

interface anywhere a Stage or Frozen Rotor sliding interface could be used. The principle 

disadvantage of this method is that the computer resources required may be large, in terms of 

simulation time, disk space and quantitative post processing of the data.  

A-7. Rough Walls and Sand Grain Roughness 

The near wall treatment that was discussed above (Scalable Wall Functions, Automatic Wall 

Treatment) is appropriate when walls can be considered as hydraulically smooth. Surface roughness 

can have a significant effect on flows of engineering interest. Surface roughness typically leads to an 

increase in turbulence production near the wall. This in turn can result in significant increase in the 

wall shear stress and the wall heat transfer coefficients. For the accurate prediction of near wall flows, 

particularly with heat transfer, the proper modelling of surface roughness effects is essential for a 

good agreement with experimental data. 

Wall roughness increases the wall shear stress and breaks up the viscous sublayer in turbulent flows. 

Figure A-5 depicts the downward shift of the Logarithmic velocity profile shows the downward shift 

in the logarithmic velocity profile: 

𝑢+ =
1

𝜅
ln(𝑦+) + 𝐵 − ∆𝐵     A-32 

where B=5.2. The shift ΔB is a function of the dimensionless roughness height, h+, defined as. 

ℎ+ =
ℎ𝑢𝜏

𝜐
     A-33 
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Figure A-5: Downward Shift of the Logarithmic Velocity Profile 

For sand-grain roughness, the downward shift can be expressed as: 

∆𝐵 =
1

𝜅
ln(1 + 0.3ℎ𝑠

+)     A-34 

 

It has been shown that a technical roughness, which has peaks and valleys of different shape and size, 

can be described by an equivalent sand-grain roughness [22], [57]. The corresponding picture is a wall 

with a layer of closely packed spheres, which have an average roughness height as depicted in Figure 

A-6 
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Figure A-6: Equivalent Sand-Grain Roughness 

 

Guidance to determine the appropriate equivalent sand-grain roughness height can be obtained from 

Schlichting [22], White [58] and Coleman et al. [59]. 

 

Depending on the dimensionless sand-grain roughness hs
+, three roughness regimes can be 

distinguished: 

 hydraulically smooth wall: 0 ≤ hs
+ ≤ 5 

 transitional-roughness regime: 5 ≤ hs
+ ≤ 70 

 fully rough flow: hs
+ ≥ 70 

The viscous sublayer is fully established near hydraulically smooth walls. In the transitional 

roughness regime, the roughness elements are slightly thicker than the viscous sublayer and start to 

disturb it, so that in fully rough flows the sublayer is destroyed, and viscous effects become negligible. 

From the picture of the sand-grain roughness, it can be assumed that the roughness has a blockage 

effect, which is about 50% of its height. The idea is to place the wall physically at 50% height of the 

roughness elements: 

𝑦 = max (𝑦, ℎ𝑠/2 )      A-35 

This gives about the correct displacement caused by the surface roughness. 

A-8. Construction of Orthogonal Arrays 

Taguchi’s catalogue of orthogonal array derived by Taguchi [60] has been widely used in many 

industries to perform experiments. [46] However, the Taguchi himself has provided either no 
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information or insufficient information on the construction of the orthogonal arrays. Therefore, [61] 

Kacker has described the structure and constructions of Taguchi’s orthogonal arrays with the 

illustration of their fractional factorial nature. [62] Fractional factorial is an experimental design 

consisting of a subset (fraction) of the factorial design. Typically, the fraction is a simple proportion 

of the full set of possible treatment combinations. Fractional factorial designs require fewer runs, 

some degree of confounding (often called degree of freedom –give a relative result rather than 

absolute) occurs. [61] Furthermore, the author also pointed out that his catalogue can be expanded to 

include orthogonal arrays developed since 1960. An orthogonal array is a type of experiment, 

whereby the columns for the independent variables are orthogonal (means statistically independent) 

to one another. An orthogonal array of s elements, denoted by OAN(sm), is an N × m matrix. Each 

column consists of a pair of columns where each of the possible ordered pairs of elements appears 

the same number of times. In this study, three control factors with five set of levels have been chosen, 

which come under OA25(5
3) orthogonal array. This orthogonal array has been obtained from OA25(5

6) 

orthogonal array. The specification and construction of the aforementioned array has been discussed 

in the next sub-section. 

A-8.1. Five-Element Orthogonal Array, OA25(56) 

[61] The nature of fractional factorial design of five-element (levels) orthogonal arrays has been 

dependent upon the construction of these orthogonal arrays. Therefore, the method of constructing 

these arrays has been explained in this section and then, the nature of these arrays will be explained. 

A complete five-element orthogonal array with 5r rows has (5r–1)/(5–1) columns, whereby r is a 

factor, and it is constructed column by column in the following three steps. 

Step 1: Write in the r column numbers columns specified by 1, 2, 7, 32, ..., ((5r–1)/(5–1)+1). It is a 

complete factorial plan in r factors each having five test levels represented by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

respectively. In order to match Taguchi's display format, write this plan in such a way that the entries 

of the left most columns change less frequently than the entries of the right most columns. The entries 

of these r columns are used to calculate and define the entries of the remaining columns. Therefore, 

these r columns are referred to as the basic columns and marked as x1, x2, ..., xr, respectively.  

Table A-1: Coefficient of the generators of the five-element orthogonal array of 5r rows for r = 2, 3, 

… 

Coefficients of x1, x2, x3, …, xr 
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Column 

No. 
a1 a2 ar – 1   ar  

1 1 0 First (5r–2 – 1)/(5 – 1) 

entries are 0 

First (5r–1 – 1)/(5 – 1) 

entries are 0 2 0 1 

3 1 1 Next (5r–2) 

entries are 1 

 Last (5r–1) 

entries are 1 

 

4 2 1   

5 3 1 Next (5r–2) 

entries are 0 

    

6 4 1     

. 

Repeat 

(0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 

 Next (5r–2) 

entries are 1 

    

.      

.  Next (5r–2) 

entries are 2 

    

.      

.  Next (5r–2) 

entries are 3 

    

.      

. 
 

Next (5r–2) 

entries are 4 
    

. 

.       

(5r–1)/(5–1) 3 3      
 

The explanation of the first step is presented the Table A-1, which is a construction of an OA25(5
6), 

whereby N = 25 = 52, hence r = 2. Therefore, Table A-2 has the description of the first step when r = 

2. 

Table A-2: Basic column when r = 2 

Column No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Row No.  

1 0 0     

2 0 1     

3 0 2     

4 0 3     

5 0 4     

6 1 0     

7 1 1     

8 1 2     

9 1 3     

10 1 4     

11 2 0     

12 2 1     

13 2 2     

14 2 3     

15 2 4     
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16 3 0     

17 3 1     

18 3 2     

19 3 3     

20 3 4     

21 4 0     

22 4 1     

23 4 2     

24 4 3     

25 4 4     

Generator x1 x2     
 

Step 2: These basic columns are used to generate the other columns. The generator of a particular 

column is a rule of the form a1xl + a2x2 + ... + arxr, where x1, x2, ..., xr denote the r basic columns and 

the coefficients a1, a2, ..., ar for a particular column are given in appropriate row of Table . List the 

generators in the order of column numbers. [61] Kacker has built these generators mentioned in Table 

A-3 that are used to create the five-element orthogonal array introduced by Taguchi [60]. 

Table A-3: List of the generators required for all elements 

Column No. Generator 

1 x1 

2 x2 

3 x2+ x1 

4 x2+ 2x1 

5 x2+ 3x1 

6 x2+ 4x1 

Step 3: Compute the entries of the remaining columns by using the entries of the r basic columns and 

the appropriate generators. The required calculations are performed in modulo 6 arithmetic, which 

are finite additions and multiplications by Galois field defined in Table A-4 and Table A-5. 

Table A-4: Addition table for a Galois field of five-elements 

+ 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 1 2 3 4 

1 1 2 3 4 0 

2 2 3 4 0 1 

3 3 4 0 1 2 

4 4 0 1 2 3 
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Table A-5: Multiplication table for a Galois field of five-elements 

* 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 2 3 4 

2 0 2 4 1 3 

3 0 3 1 4 2 

4 0 4 3 2 1 
 

Henceforth, the combination of step 2, whereby the generators for five-elements have been identified 

and finite additions and multiplication defined by Galois presented in tables earlier has helped to 

generate a five-element orthogonal array that has been presented in the Table A-6. 

Table A-6: A complete five-element orthogonal array OA25(5
6) 

Column No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Row No.  

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 1 1 1 1 

3 0 2 2 2 2 2 

4 0 3 3 3 3 3 

5 0 4 4 4 4 4 

6 1 0 1 2 3 4 

7 1 1 2 3 4 0 

8 1 2 3 4 0 1 

9 1 3 4 0 1 2 

10 1 4 0 1 2 3 

11 2 0 2 4 1 3 

12 2 1 3 0 2 4 

13 2 2 4 1 3 0 

14 2 3 0 2 4 1 

15 2 4 1 3 0 2 

16 3 0 3 1 4 2 

17 3 1 4 2 0 3 

18 3 2 0 3 1 4 

19 3 3 1 4 2 0 

20 3 4 2 0 3 1 

21 4 0 4 3 2 1 

22 4 1 0 4 3 2 

23 4 2 1 0 4 3 

24 4 3 2 1 0 4 

25 4 4 3 2 1 0 
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Generator x1 x2 x2+ x1 x2+ 2x1 x2+ 3x1 x2+ 4x1 
 

[62] This analogous construction methods of constructing three, four, and five-element orthogonal 

arrays are based on the mathematical theory of fractional factorials developed by Bose [63]. The entries 

of the r basic columns identified by column numbers 1, 2, 7, 32, ..., ((5r–1)/(5–1)+1) form a complete 

factorial plan and the other columns correspond to the interaction effects. Since each column contains 

five distinct elements, four degrees of freedom are associated with each column. An interaction effect 

involving k factors carries (5 – 1)k = 4k degrees of freedom. Therefore, 4k–1 columns correspond to 

each interaction effect involving k factors. In particular, four columns correspond to each pairwise 

interaction effect. When all (5r–1)/(5–1) columns are associated with factors, a five-element (five-

level) array OAN(5m) where N = 5r and m = (5r–1)/(5–1) represents a N/5m = (1/5)m–r fraction of a 

complete 5m factorial plan. For example, OA25(5
6) represents a (1/5)4 fraction of a complete 56 

factorial plan. 

A-9.  Construction of Curved Diffuser Geometry 

The curved diffuser geometry is composed of reverse curves. The construction of the curved diffuser 

is started from the centerline of the diffuser geometry. Three geometrical parameters are only given 

(x/b1, θ/θmax and r/rmax), and the rest of the geometry is composed using the procedure provided later 

in the section. This procedure is applicable to reverse curves with equal and unequal branches. Figure 

A-7 depicts the reverse curve ABC consists of two simple curves AB and BC that turn in opposite 

directions and meet at the point B where they have a common tangent. This point is called the Point 

of Reverse Curvature (P.R.C). The center of the branch AB is at D, and the center of the branch BC 

is at E. The tangent AF through the Point of Curvature (P.C.) and the tangent CG through the Point 

of Tangency (P.T.) are parallel, and the line HBJ is tangent to both branches of the curve at the P.R.C. 

Whether the two branches AB and BC have equal radii or unequal radii, each curve must have the 

same central angle; in other words, the angles ADB and BEC must be equal. In Figure A-7, the 

branches AB and BC of the reverse curve have unequal radii, and the P.R.C. at B is not midway 

between the parallel tangents AF and CG through the P.C. and P.T., respectively. However, since the 

central angles ADB and BEC of the two branches are wqual, the deflection angles FAB and GCB are 

also equal, and the chords AB and BC must lie in the same straight line, as for equal branches. 

Usually, the distance x between the tangents is fixed, and the degree of curve of one branch and the 

length l of the straight line from the P.C. to the P.T. are selected to meet the requirements of the 
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particular case. It is then required to determine the radius or degree of the other branch and the central 

angle for each branch. The formulas to be used in this case may be derived as follows. 

 
Figure A-7: Reverse curve having unequal radii 

If the line EN is drawn parallel to the chord AC, and the radius DA is extended to meet the line EN 

at N, then the figure ACEN is a parallelogram. Hence, EN = AC = l and AN = CE. Also, if the line 

DO is drawn perpendicular to EN it will bisect EN at O, or NO = ½EN = ½l. Since the angles NDO 

and FAC are equal, the right triangles NDO and FAC are similar and DN : NO = AC : CF. If the 

radius of the branch AB is denoted by r1 and the radius of the branch BC by r2, DN = r1 + r2 and (r1 + 

r2) : ½l = l : x. Hence, 

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 =
𝑙2

2𝑥
      (A-36) 

When the radius of either branch is known, the radius of the other branch can be readily found by 

using equation A-36. Also sin(𝐹𝐴𝐶) =
𝐹𝐶

𝐴𝐶
; or if α represents the central angle of either branch of 

the curve, as angle NDE, angle FAC is ½α and 

sin(1 2⁄ 𝛼) =
𝑥

𝑙
      (A-37) 
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The above equations are suitable for reverse curves with no tilt angle, θ (as shown in Figure A-8). If 

the reverse curves are tilted than equations are modified. The variable p will be used instead of x in 

the equation A-36 and equation A-37, where p is defined as follows: 

𝑝 = 𝑥 − 𝑟1(1 + 2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)    (A-38) 

where θ is a tilt angle. Hence equation A-36 and equation A-37 are modified for the tilt angle are as 

follows: 

𝑟1 + 𝑟2 =
𝑙2

2𝑝
      (A-39) 

sin(1 2⁄ 𝛼) =
𝑝

𝑙
      (A-40) 

 

Figure A-8: Reverse curve having unequal radii and tilted at back tangent region 

The above procedure only helps to create a centerline for the cured diffuser model. Since, diffuser 

width varies hence a method is introduced, which helps in obtaining diffuser widths. 

In this section curved diffuser widths needs to be computed. The width is from the centerline towards 

the shroud wall, xs and from the centerline towards the hub wall, xh. Generic equations have been 

developed. The curved diffuser geometry is divided into four regions. This is because different 

methods are used to compute the diffuser widths. The equations are written as follows: 
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Region 1 – (Condition 1: y1 < L1 and y1 < rsy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √𝑟12 − 𝑦1
2 − √(𝑟1 − 𝑏

2⁄  )
2

− 𝑦1
2    (A-41) 

𝑥ℎ = √(𝑟1 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− 𝑦1
2 − √𝑟12 − 𝑦1

2    (A-42) 

𝑥𝑡1 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-43) 

Region 2 – (Condition 2: y1 > L1, y1 > rsy1 and y1 > rhy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √(𝑟2 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-44) 

𝑥ℎ = √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √(𝑟2 − 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-45) 

𝑥𝑡4 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-46) 

Region 3 – (Condition 3: y1 < L1, y1 > rsy1 and y1 < rhy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √(𝑟2 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-47) 

𝑥ℎ = √(𝑟1 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− 𝑦1
2 − √𝑟12 − 𝑦1

2    (A-48) 

𝑥𝑡4 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-49) 

Region 4 – (Condition 4: y1 > L1, y1 > rsy1 and y1 < rhy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √(𝑟2 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-50) 

𝑥ℎ = √(𝑟1 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− 𝑦1
2 − 𝑟1 − 𝑟2 + 𝑟2 cos (𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (

𝐿−𝑦

𝑟2
))    (A-51) 

𝑥𝑡4 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-52) 
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Generic equation for curved diffuser width is defined in equation A-53. The diffuser width is 

dependent upon the location of y1. 

𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-53) 

 

Figure A-9: Reverse curves having unequal radii (curved diffuser) 

If the hub wall of the curved diffuser model is diverged at some location than the curved diffuser 

width equations for all four conditions are modified as shown below. A new term is introduced, which 

is conditional equation. 

𝑎 = 𝑖𝑓(𝑦1 < 𝐿𝑑) 

𝑇ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑎 = 0 

𝐸𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎 = 1 

Where Ld is same as L/Lmax, which is a geometrical parameter considered in Chapter 6 (Section 6.5). 

Region 1 – (Condition 1: y1 < L1 and y1 < rsy1) 
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𝑥𝑠 = √𝑟12 − 𝑦1
2 − √(𝑟1 − 𝑏

2⁄  )
2

− 𝑦1
2    (A-41) 

𝑥ℎ = √(𝑟1 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− 𝑦1
2 − √𝑟1

2 − 𝑦1
2 + 𝑎 (

(𝑏2−𝑏)×𝑠(𝐿−𝐿𝑑)

𝐿−𝐿𝑑
)    (A-42) 

𝑥𝑡1 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-43) 

Region 2 – (Condition 2: y1 > L1, y1 > rsy1 and y1 > rhy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √(𝑟2 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-44) 

𝑥ℎ = √𝑟2
2 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)

2 − √(𝑟2 − 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)
2 + 𝑎 (

(𝑏2−𝑏)×𝑠(𝐿−𝐿𝑑)

𝐿−𝐿𝑑
)  (A-45) 

𝑥𝑡4 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-46) 

Region 3 – (Condition 3: y1 < L1, y1 > rsy1 and y1 < rhy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √(𝑟2 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-47) 

𝑥ℎ = √(𝑟1 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− 𝑦1
2 − √𝑟1

2 − 𝑦1
2 + 𝑎 (

(𝑏2−𝑏)×𝑠(𝐿−𝐿𝑑)

𝐿−𝐿𝑑
)   (A-48) 

𝑥𝑡4 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-49) 

Region 4 – (Condition 4: y1 > L1, y1 > rsy1 and y1 < rhy1) 

𝑥𝑠 = √(𝑟2 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2 − √𝑟22 − (𝐿 − 𝑦1)2    (A-50) 

𝑥ℎ = √(𝑟1 + 𝑏
2⁄  )

2

− 𝑦1
2 − 𝑟1 − 𝑟2 + 𝑟2 cos (𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (

𝐿−𝑦

𝑟2
)) + 𝑎 (

(𝑏2−𝑏)×𝑠(𝐿−𝐿𝑑)

𝐿−𝐿𝑑
) (A-51) 

𝑥𝑡4 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑥ℎ      (A-52) 

where b2 is outlet-to-inlet width ratio, a geometrical parameter considered in Chapter 6 (Section 6.5) 

and s is non-dimensional variable used for locating y, which ranges from 0 to 1. 
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